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Ham Radio’s
Technical Culture

Decades before the Internet, ham radio provided instantaneous, global, person-to-person communication. Hundreds
of thousands of amateur radio operators—a predominantly
male, middle- and upper-class group known as “hams”—
built and operated two-way radios for recreation in mid
twentieth century America. In Ham Radio’s Technical
Culture, Kristen Haring examines why so many men adopted the technical hobby of ham radio from the 1930s
through 1970s and how the pastime helped them form
identity and community.
Ham radio required solitary tinkering with sophisticated
electronics equipment, often isolated from domestic activities in a “radio shack,” yet the hobby thrived on fraternal
interaction. Conversations on the air grew into friendships,
and hams gathered in clubs or met informally for “eyeball
contacts.” Within this community, hobbyists developed distinct values and practices with regard to radio, creating a
particular “technical culture.” Outsiders viewed amateur
radio operators with a mixture of awe and suspicion,
impressed by hams’ mastery of powerful technology but
uneasy about their contact with foreigners, especially during periods of political tension.
Drawing on a wealth of personal accounts found in radio
magazines and newsletters and from technical manuals,
trade journals, and government documents, Haring
describes how ham radio culture rippled through hobbyists’ lives. She explains why hi-tech employers recruited
hams and why electronics manufacturers catered to these
specialty customers. She discusses hams’ position within
the military and civil defense during World War II and the
Cold War as well as the effect of the hobby on family
dynamics. By considering ham radio in the context of other
technical hobbies—model building, photography, highfidelity audio, and similar leisure pursuits—Haring highlights the shared experiences of technical hobbyists. She
shows that tinkerers influenced attitudes toward technology
beyond hobby communities, enriching the general technical culture by posing a vital counterpoint.
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Ham Radio’s Technical Culture

“Although approximately one million Americans operated ham radios in the course of the twentieth
century, very little has been written about this thriving technical culture in our midst. Kristen Haring
offers a deeply sympathetic history of this under-appreciated technical community and their role in
contributing to American advances in science and technology, especially the electronics industry. In
the process she reveals how technical tinkering has defined manhood in the United States and has
powerfully constituted ‘technical identities’ with often utopian, even, at times, revolutionary, notions
about the social uses of technology.”
—Susan Douglas, Catherine Neafie Kellogg Professor of Communication Studies, University of
Michigan, and author of Listening In: Radio and the American Imagination
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Prologue

Every night thousands of men retreat to radio stations elaborately outfitted
in suburban basements or tucked into closets of city apartments to talk
to local friends or to strangers on the other side of the world. They communicate by speaking into a microphone, tapping out Morse code on a telegraph key, or typing at the keyboard of a teletypewriter. In the Internet
age, instantaneous, long-distance, person-to-person communication seems
ordinary. But amateur radio operators have been completing such contacts
since the 1910s.
The hobbyists often called ‘‘hams’’ initially turned to radio for technical
challenges and thrills. As the original form of wireless technology became
more reliable and commonplace in the 1930s, ham radio continued as a
leisure activity. This book examines why men in mid twentieth century
America operated two-way radios for recreation and how the hobby shaped
social and technical encounters. It primarily concerns the period after radio
broadcasting became routine and before personal computing did. The
hobby is still widely practiced, with more than 680,000 hams in the United
States in 2000—more than ever before. While there may be many points of
continuity between past and present ham radio, what follows is a historical
analysis based on evidence from the 1930s to 1970s and aiming only to interpret events of that era.
To become an amateur radio operator required considerable skill, machinery, and time. The first hurdle was obtaining a license from the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) by passing a written examination of
electronics theory and radio regulations and a hands-on test translating
words into and out of Morse code. Once he earned an FCC-assigned call
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sign, the hobbyist next had to either buy or build the equipment for his
home station. A two-way radio station needed a transmitter, to generate
and send out signals, and a receiver tunable over the particular frequency
range the FCC reserved for amateurs. Successful communication depended
on additional gear—from an antenna and headphones to diagnostic equipment and tools such as a voltmeter, oscilloscope, and soldering iron. This
stockpile of devices demarcated the hobby space or ‘‘shack,’’ which took
its name from the ‘‘radio shacks’’ that housed communication equipment
on board ships and for military field operations.1 Though shacks often
were relegated to the basement, attic, garage, or other unrefined parts of a
home, hams prized these territories set apart from domestic activities, completely devoted to radio. Postcards confirming individual contacts usually
decorated the walls, along with any awards and the hobbyist’s FCC license.
A large desk provided comfortable operating conditions, and shelves of
manuals and magazines served as a technical reference library. For construction and repair projects, ideally a shack also contained a workbench.
Assorted spare parts might be strewn about or stored neatly in bins, depending on the hobbyist (see figure P.1). In periods of tinkering with
equipment that could stretch on for months, the ham resembled the stereotypical lone inventor. Then a flip of a switch and a spin of a dial brought
the many voices of hobby radio rushing into the shack.
Dialing through the band of frequencies set aside for amateur radio
unleashed a cacophony. Layers of voices, in different languages, competed
with the staccato tones of Morse code, whose rhythm and strength varied
according to the style of the human sender and the power of his transmitter. Only with precise tuning and some luck could a clear signal be
isolated. Ham radio operators used streamlined language and repetition of
key phrases to cut through static and background chatter. According to
the standard procedures for initiating a dialogue, a call by licensee KB3DF
requesting to talk with anyone available would be spoken as, ‘‘CQ CQ CQ,
this is KB3DF calling CQ. Kilowatt bravo three delta foxtrot, calling CQ CQ
CQ.’’ The code for a general call (‘‘CQ’’) might be modified to ‘‘CQ DX’’ to
elicit a response from a distant station (‘‘DX’’ being radio jargon for longdistance operating) or be followed by the call sign of another hobbyist
when answering a specific person’s CQ. During the rush of a contest or
when conditions were poor, conversations stuck to a dry exchange of data
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Figure P.1
Bill Higgins, W0YDB, in his ham radio shack in 1968. Confirmation postcards,
awards, a map, and his FCC-issued license covered the walls. Photograph printed
with his permission.

about station location and reception strength. Under other circumstances,
two hams might speak at length about their lives and hobby involvement,
even if meeting for the first time. A contact ended with sending ‘‘best
regards,’’ couched in the code phrase ‘‘73,’’ and declaring ‘‘over and
out’’ before recording the date, time, operating frequency and power, and
the other party’s license number in a log book that was subject to FCC
inspection.
For all its technical trappings, ham radio thrived on social interaction. It
differed from amateur broadcasting such as pirate radio and from pastimes
focused on listening to commercially broadcast or shortwave radio because
it included both transmission and reception. This produced real-time
conversations (not necessarily comprehensible to non-hams), and random
meetings ‘‘on the air’’ occasionally grew into friendships that continued
by letters and further discussions via radio. Hobbyists who lived near each
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other gathered in clubs or met informally for ‘‘eyeball contacts.’’ United
by their recreational application of radio technology and distinguished
by their electronics skills, hams sometimes described themselves as a ‘‘technical fraternity.’’ The number of amateur license holders in the United
States—around 100,000 in the early 1950s, twice that by 1960, and
375,000 in 1979—was sufficient to sustain an intricate social network and
a profitable niche industry. Yet radio hobbyists remained a minority and
celebrated this as a sign of technical superiority.
Hams spoke of themselves as democratic and open to all who made
the effort to learn radio theory and operation. The mid twentieth century
hobby radio community, however, was remarkably homogeneous. The following chapters document the subtle but intentional process by which the
community became intensely masculine—an overwhelming majority of
hams were male, and the hobby culture played up the manliness of radio
activities. Other demographic characteristics emerged from multiple contributing factors. That ham radio operators generally belonged to the middle
and upper socioeconomic classes partly reflects how expensive it was to
participate in the hobby. Men also improved their financial standing by
using skills gained in the hobby to launch lucrative electronics careers.
The education level and occupations of hams can be seen either as following from their class status or as following from their technical passions and
then altering their class status. On average, a radio hobbyist completed
more years of schooling than the non-hobbyist—after World War II this
usually included some college—and he was far more likely to hold a job
in a technical field. The military recruited hams for their radio skills, and
military service gave hams further technical training and eased access to
higher education under the GI Bill. In this way, technical inclination, recreation, education, skill, and employment reinforced one another to the
extent that it is impossible to separate cause from effect when questioning
their relationship to class. The racial homogeneity of hams lacks explanation beyond its socioeconomic connections. Statements of racial and ethnic identification among hams were rare, but polls confirmed that the
white faces filling radio magazines accurately represented the ham population. The community discouraged all internal divisions except geographic
ones, denouncing religious and ethnic radio clubs as ‘‘political’’ and therefore a potential hindrance to smooth relations with federal regulators.2
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While the prospects for international communication created a great
deal of excitement and anxiety about mid century ham radio, Americans
dominated the hobby. In 1960, when more than 200,000 amateurs in the
United States held licenses, Great Britain had the second most hams, with
only around 9,400. Roughly half the world’s countries then had less than
25 registered hobbyists each, and only 16 countries had more than 1,000
hams.3 These figures—compiled by a hobby magazine to inspire respect
for the difficulty of contacting foreign operators—speak to the political,
economic, and technical position of the United States as well as to the
American enthusiasm for technology at mid century. Increased Cold War
funding for military technology and the championing of electronics for
strategic, productive, and recreational purposes supported the hobby. At
the same time, the climate of secrecy and isolation prevalent during this
period of global tension meant that hams who sought private, international ties provoked suspicion.
Nowhere did ham radio technology appear more out of place than in the
suburbs of the 1950s. On a typical evening, families inside houses arranged
in orderly developments, with neatly manicured lawns, gathered around
television sets to watch light entertainment. A local ham disrupted this
scene visually and electronically. Neighbors wrinkled up their noses at the
strange-looking antenna mounted atop the hobbyist’s house or attached to
a tall tower poking out of his lawn (see figure P.2). Even when this ‘‘contraption’’ was out of sight, it was hard to forget about the ham down the
block. Amateur radio operators, broadcast radio listeners, and television
viewers all enjoyed recreation based on the wireless transmission of electrical signals. Interference occurred if a ham’s transmission strayed from the
frequencies designated for amateurs, or if a television or radio receiver
picked up signals outside the broadcast frequency range. Without realizing
it, a hobbyist chatting on the airwaves might produce a series of beeps
and buzzes on the channel where his neighbor had hoped to find the
night’s baseball game on the radio. Sometimes pieces of a ham’s conversation could be heard clearly on nearby television sets, drowning out the
broadcast’s sound and ruining the picture, too. These bizarre occurrences
raised the ire and piqued the curiosity of those living close to radio hobbyists. It was a time when signs at some military bases warned, ‘‘Talk
means trouble—Don’t talk,’’ when Americans feared outside influences
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Figure P.2
Especially when mounted on a tall tower, a ham antenna conspicuously marked
the home of a radio hobbyist. Printed with the permission of photographer Robert
Walsh, WB3AMY.

and obsessed about the threat of communism.4 So why was the neighborhood ham sitting down in his basement talking to Russians? One hobbyist’s wife reported that ‘‘all his friends quit speaking to him because he’s
ruined their favorite television programs’’ and claimed that her whole family had ‘‘become suspect and is shunned by polite society.’’5 Compounding
the social rebukes, municipalities charged many hams with zoning violations related to ‘‘unsightly’’ antenna towers, and the FCC imposed operating restrictions and fines on amateurs caught interfering with commercial
broadcasts.
The apprehensiveness of non-hobbyists about amateur radio was understandable. While most Americans witnessed the formidable technical realm
of the military-industrial complex from the sidelines, hams were right in
the thick of it. The hobby had an intimate relationship with electronics,
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the showpiece technology of the period from World War II into the 1970s.
This helped hams extend their leisure pursuits into hi-tech civilian and military careers. And hobby radio organizations persuasively lobbied the FCC
to maintain a portion of the airwaves for amateurs because two-way radio
had value as a strategic technology. All of which begged the question of
whether anyone should be tinkering with such powerful devices in his
spare time. Outsiders alternated between teasing hams for choosing an
odd hobby and revering hams for their technical expertise. Hams were
geeks with an adventurous side, who could be counted on to solve (and
cause, sometimes) electrical problems; they were, in this sense, precursors
to computer hackers.
Hams deliberately set themselves apart by developing a community and
culture tied to radio technology. They articulated technical values, goals,
and practices different from those of non-hams and used adherence to this
way of thinking to judge group members. That is, radio hobbyists formed
their own ‘‘technical culture,’’ a culture built around and establishing an
ideology about technology. Studying a community defined by beliefs about
technology highlights the creation and implications of technical culture.
I hope that my presentation of the notion of technical culture through
the example of ham radio will stimulate investigation into other technical
communities and ultimately offer insight into the formation and function
of the technical cultures that are so familiar to us that we take them for
granted.
Ham radio existed within a larger category of technical hobbies. I point
this out not to downplay that several qualities made it a truly unique
pastime. Hams engaged in communication on a global scale, using equipment that rarely was seen outside of the military, subject to strict state
regulation—the last of these aspects following directly from the first two.
The consideration of radio hobbyists in the context of hobbyists who raced
miniature airplanes, modified motorcycles, and built personal computers
demonstrates the ways in which ham radio was exceptional as well as
what it had in common with other activities. The book begins by defining
the category of technical hobbies and explaining the motivations and
experiences shared by people who took up technology for leisure. Later
chapters trace how hams formed a community around a technology and
crafted a particular image of ham radio, how the culture of hobby radio
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affected the market for equipment, and the consequences that practicing
ham radio had in hobbyists’ relationships with employers, with the state,
and with their families.
This is a text-based history. I did not have access to old audio tapes of onair conversations, though over the years I have spent many hours casually
observing in a ham shack. Given the huge number of longtime radio hobbyists, I contemplated conducting interviews as part of my research. But
the rich documents hams produced allowed me to avoid the challenges of
oral history, such as selecting representative informants and interpreting
their comments in light of the fact that decades had passed since the events
described. There is a small secondary literature on amateur radio, focused
almost exclusively on the 1910s and 1920s. Susan Douglas perceptively
chronicles early ham radio in Inventing American Broadcasting; several of
the numerous histories of radio briefly mention the first hams; and Clinton
DeSoto’s 1936 Two Hundred Meters and Down provides an insider’s technical
history of amateur radio.6 These books gave me a picture of a quite different
hobby than existed at mid century and allowed me to isolate potential
roots of that difference, which helped guide my research through the primary literature. Most radio clubs published informal monthly or quarterly
newsletters packed with local and personal information. Handbooks sold to
hobbyists and the manuals that manufacturers included with equipment
reveal the style of technical lessons (often interlaced with social lessons)
pitched at hams. To understand ham radio’s connection to the state, industry, and the public, I consulted government documents, trade literature,
and general magazines and newspapers.
Hobby periodicals deserve a special introduction because they formed
such a vital source of evidence for this study. QST and CQ were the leading
monthly hobby magazines with national circulations in the 1940s and
1950s. QST (the title is code for ‘‘calling all members’’) debuted in 1915.
As the organ of the American Radio Relay League, the main amateur radio
promotion and lobbying organization, QST claimed to set out the ‘‘official’’
positions on hobby matters, though it had only a self-declared authority.
QST tended to distance the League from any controversy and to present a
united front, even when none existed among hams. CQ, a less authoritarian commercial publication begun in 1945, did not shy away from printing
multiple points of view. These magazines were joined in 1960 and 1968 by
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two more independents that became popular, 73 and Ham Radio. Together
these periodicals reached a majority of hams. In the early 1960s, CQ, QST,
and 73 had combined subscriptions that exceeded the number of licensed
hobbyists in the United States by about 20%.7 This subscription tally double counts individuals who received more than one of the magazines but
also includes libraries and clubs, where many individuals would have read
a single issue. Perusing the articles, advertisements, editorials, and letters in
hobby publications, I found the topics that mattered most to hams and the
spirit that enlivened their pursuits.
No general account of the hobby can adequately convey the personal
stories of the roughly one million Americans who operated amateur radios
over the course of the twentieth century. I expect that this book will
prompt diverse hams to speak up about their own experiences and how
those may break from my analysis. If I succeed at least in convincing
readers of the relevance of technical recreation, the addenda offered by
hams should gain the attentive ear of non-hobbyists, including future
scholars.
Before proceeding, I feel obliged to address the standard question of why
amateur radio operators are called ‘‘hams.’’ The hobby community generally agrees that the origin of the nickname will remain a mystery, all the
while debating the matter in good humor. Proposed derogatory explanations for the term that circulated in the hobby literature include that early
wireless enthusiasts were known for ‘‘hamming it up’’ on the air and that
professional telegraphers berated amateurs for having a ‘‘ham fisted’’ clumsiness with telegraph keys. Other common legends suggest that a shortening of ‘‘amateur radio’’ to ‘‘am. radio’’ shifted to ‘‘ham radio’’ for ease of
pronunciation, that a club station before the days of FCC licensing took
one initial from each of its three members’ names as the call sign ‘‘HAM,’’
or that hobbyists who operated out of abandoned smokehouses referred to
these buildings as their ‘‘ham shacks.’’ Whatever the etymology, hobbyists
played to the name’s obvious negative connotation in facetious recipes for
cooking hams and jokes about amateurs’ piggishness. The pride with which
hobbyists accepted the peculiar moniker reflects their eagerness to identify
with amateur radio.

xvii

1 Identifying with Technology, Tinkering with Technical
Culture

I set out to write a book about amateur technical practices. I planned a
chapter on ham radio, one on model rocket construction, others on computer hacking and modifying motorcycles. From the start, I sensed that
there was something special about ham radio, so I began my research there.
My hunch proved correct, but as I read through stacks of amateur radio
club newsletters and technical handbooks, I was drawn back to thinking
of ham radio as one pastime among many whenever hams alluded to amateur photography or antique car restoration. I kept asking what united
these activities and what differentiated ham radio enough to justify focusing on it. The result is a book on ham radio that begins with a chapter on
technical hobbies.
Until the 1880s, ‘‘hobbies’’ included all manner of personal obsessions.
Americans in the late nineteenth century adopted a different meaning.
Since then, strictly speaking, the term ‘‘hobby’’ refers only to pursuits distinguished by their association with values such as productivity, educational enrichment, thrift, and the structured use of time. Contrasted to
idle recreation, hobbies were thought to keep participants busy with activities that led to personal betterment. A magazine for builders of mechanical
models in 1925 listed ‘‘thought and care, infinite patience and perseverance’’ as important moral lessons that came ‘‘coupled with skillful workmanship.’’1 The belief that select leisure activities fostered positive attitudes
and character traits led social service agencies to promote hobbies during
the Great Depression in an effort to maintain an industrious work ethic despite the high rate of unemployment. Pastimes appealing to a wide range of
interests, like coin collecting, needlepoint, gardening, do-it-yourself household projects, and scrapbooking, all qualified as hobbies. Depending on
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personality as well as on class-related factors such as amount of disposable
income and free time, individuals might pursue these activities casually
or—as in the pre-1880s meaning of ‘‘hobby’’—obsessively.2
Ham radio fits the strict definition of a hobby. Several aspects of the ideology that the ham community developed with reference to technology
can be traced to values fundamental to all hobbies. Being a hobby also links
ham radio to other pastimes in a way that raises useful questions. Within
the diverse category of hobbies, participants and scholars alike identify subcategories such as craft hobbies or collecting hobbies. I have come to think
of ham radio as belonging to a subcategory of technical hobbies, and clarifying which activities should be grouped under that heading helped me appreciate why people turned to technology for recreation and how this
affected attitudes toward technology. This analysis draws on the slim secondary literature that addresses technical hobbies and on my own primary
historical research into hobbies that seemed closely related to ham radio. I
look forward to refining my initial attempt at classifying technical hobbies
as scholars examine the many worthwhile topics in this area that remain
open for investigation.
To count as a technical hobby in my description, the productive recreation essential to hobbies must require some technical understanding or
skill beyond simply how to operate a technology. Also, each technical
hobby has as its focus some machine or apparatus, but this characteristic
is not sufficient for a hobby to be termed technical. The definition includes
hobbyists with a wide range of expertise and involvement, though not necessarily of equal status within the hobby community. (Technical hobbyists
evaluate technical ability just as all sorts of hobbyists pass judgment about
the talent and commitment of fellow participants.) The intersection of
technology with hobbies generated a rhetoric that embraced certain modes
of twentieth century technical work as fun. It is to emphasize this heritage that I use the term ‘‘technical hobby’’ as opposed to ‘‘amateur
technology.’’3
Naming some examples will sharpen the category. Building ultralight airplanes, working toward increasing the accuracy of sound reproduction in
the playback of recorded music, recreational computer programming, miniature engine construction, and creating ‘‘chopper’’ motorcycles all can be
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classified as technical hobbies. Not every hobby that uses technology is a
technical hobby. While working with saber saw, chisel, router, mallet, and
drill, a recreational furniture builder displays considerable technical expertise but technology does not typically motivate the pastime. Amateur photographers who use cameras as tools differ from the furniture builder in
their intention to capture images by means of a particular technical process, whether manual or automated. Exploring limitations of the central
tools, such as shutter speed and the sensitivity of film media, is one of the
educational components that contributes to marking amateur photography
as a hobby, especially in contrast to non-hobby photography. Hobbyists
are deeply engaged with technology even if they keep their hands outside
of machines. Like amateur photographers, many computer hobbyists modify hardware only minimally or not at all, instead focusing their tinkering
on software.
Given variability of practice, there can be hobby and non-hobby versions
of the same activity. To spend a Saturday replacing the head gasket on a
truck displays the productivity and thrift of hobbies along with technical
knowledge yet should not be called a hobby if performing repairs is a rare
activity done only out of necessity. If, on the other hand, an old truck is
kept around partly as a project, for the challenge of keeping it running or
the satisfaction of restoring it to mint condition, it very well may be the
center of a technical hobby. The determination would hinge on how the
individual pursues, feels about, and characterizes the activity, and on how
it is viewed by the community of hobbyists.
The technical activities mentioned here all involve machines. This is
chiefly a consequence of considering only productive leisure pursuits and
is not meant to suggest a simplistic equation of technology with machines.
If pressed to define ‘‘technology,’’ I also would include some processes and
some objects that are not machines, like pasteurization and bridges. Still, I
am operating with a classic definition of technology—as the physical application of scientific knowledge—that may sound perfectly standard to most
readers but terribly outdated to some of my colleagues in technology
studies. The tendency in scholarship of the last few decades has been to
take a broader view and to label nearly any kind of skill or know-how as
technology. This inclusivity, as I understand it, is an attempt to avoid the
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glorification of a category that otherwise could be perceived as masculine,
capitalist, and Western/white. I prefer another route to achieving similar
ends: instead of collapsing all categories of skill into the technical, I find it
more revealing to expose how technology took on its specific sociopolitical
identity and to question the valuation of technical skill over other kinds of
skill. Merely classifying ham radio as a technical hobby and knitting as a
non-technical hobby does not impart additional qualities to either activity,
nor does it rank one above the other.
Technical hobbies are in fact largely practiced by men, but this was not
inevitable. The image of ham radio as manly only resulted from the ongoing, deliberate efforts of ham radio operators. This process of masculinizing
a technology is documented in this book. Documenting a reciprocal process, ‘‘how boys have historically been socialized into technophiles,’’ Ruth
Oldenziel presented the example of the building contest run by the Fisher
Body Company, a supplier of auto bodies to General Motors.4 That she and
I each use cases of activities promoted to boys and young men to illustrate
the forging of a connection between technology and masculinity points
out the way early lessons contribute to the naturalization of gender. It also
is possible that the construction of technology as manly within the lowerstakes leisure arena made it difficult to question this characteristic within
the workplace, where it had more serious ramifications. So far, much of
the concrete evidence we have about the gendering of technology comes
from leisure studies. Hobbyists who collected sounds with electronic
recording devices, to name an additional example, used sporting language
to associate their pastime with more traditional men’s activities.5
Unfortunately, historical demographic data on technical hobbyists is difficult to gather. Club membership lists and the names and photographs in
the hobby literature offer a guide to gender, but an unknown number of
hobbyists never joined clubs, so the gender ratio within clubs or texts may
not accurately reflect the gender ratio of hobbyists overall. The general consensus among casual and scholarly observers, however, is that men dominated technical hobbies. Two studies agree that audiophiles are men with
above-average income and education levels.6 Otherwise, we know precious
little about the class, race, and other attributes necessary to compile a basic
profile of technical hobbyists. Detailed examination of particular hobbies is
needed to find this information.
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Many individuals pursued multiple technical hobbies simultaneously,
demonstrating that hobbyists were not fixated on single devices. That the
Schenectady (New York) Photographic Society hosted a show of ‘‘the latest
equipment and gadgets on the movie market’’ could have displayed a predictable affinity between still- and moving-picture photography hobbyists.
But the crossover of technical hobbyists also extended to dissimilar technologies. In spite of the contrast of the audio electronics of radio with the
optical mechanics of photography, a full one-third of respondents to a
1957 ham magazine survey described themselves as hobby photographers,
too. People active in multiple hobbies carried technical and social knowhow between hobby groups. When Hiram Percy Maxim established the

Figure 1.1
The Amateur Cinema League’s magazine ran an article in 1943 suggesting that hobbies such as model building provided good subject material for the hobby of filmmaking. Photograph by Harold M. Lambert, Movie Makers, March 1943, page 94,
reprinted with the permission of Lambert Studios.
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Amateur Cinema League in 1926, he modeled it on the American Radio
Relay League, which he had founded previously for ham radio. Maxim created a monthly magazine for members from the club’s start, emphasized
the importance of national organization, and held contests to increase participation. Half a century later, Wayne Green—long a key player in ham
radio publishing—started Byte, the first magazine for computer hobbyists.
The debut Byte editorial alluded to the connection between various technical hobbies by declaring that computer hobbyists had ‘‘an emotional kinship with the people who take part in the automotive hobbies.’’7
Model rocket builders, ham radio operators, computer hackers, amateur
pilots, and other technical hobbyists shared an inclination to technology
despite the differences in the apparatus and methods of their hobbies. All
broadly enjoyed technicality—technical devices, technical interactivity,
and status in separate technical communities—to the point of envisioning
‘‘technical’’ as a personal trait. With respect to the psychoanalytic phenomenon of identification, I use the phrase that technical hobbyists ‘‘identified
with technology’’ to indicate that they reflected upon and represented
aspects of the self in relationship to technology. This was an identification
articulated through reference to technology more than an identification
with the substance of technology. Sometimes a simple statement of brand
loyalty, like ‘‘I’m a Mac person,’’ inadvertently expresses literal identification with technology. For dedicated technical hobbyists, technical identification formed a fundamental component of personality with far-reaching
implications.
A number of scholars have suggested that technology contributes to
shaping personal identity.8 Yet explicit, extensive analysis along these lines
hardly exists outside of Sherry Turkle’s groundbreaking work on computers.
Turkle described personal computers of the early 1980s (the period when
they began to find a larger audience but essentially still were unfamiliar
devices) as ‘‘evocative objects’’ that inspired users to think about themselves in new ways. The possibilities for creative application of information
technology expanded when user-friendly interfaces replaced outwardly
technical ones. Interactions with computers then altered basic ideas about
human identity. Questions such as the meaning of self for an individual
who represented herself differently across multiple online communities
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spread beyond the group of users and forced a reevaluation of the general
concept of ‘‘identity in the age of the Internet.’’9
Technical identification takes place within a framework that defines the
accepted meanings, uses, and values for technologies. To clarify that this
framework is merely the subset of cultural norms specific to technology, I
refer to it as ‘‘technical culture.’’ As does technical identity, technical culture puts a name to an idea beginning to emerge in technology studies.
Lisa Gitelman documented the shifting technical culture—and its relationship to the shifting print culture—that accompanied the phonograph, a
process that was guided by manufacturers’ gradual education of the public
through exhibitions and product labels yet ultimately was commandeered
by consumers who saw different uses for the phonograph.10 Earlier studies
that highlighted the relevance of cultural understandings of technology
include David Nye’s look at the ‘‘social meanings’’ of electrification and
Carolyn Marvin’s attention to what people were ‘‘thinking about electric
communication in the late nineteenth century.’’11 With reference to specific technologies, a loose concept of technical culture has been circulating
for decades in talk of the car culture of Los Angeles, for instance, or the
‘‘netiquette’’ that governs behavior on the Internet.
Technical culture establishes a technology’s identity—the perception of
what a technology is and how it should be used. Commonplace notions of
a technology exist alongside of and contribute to its formal definition. In
this vein, Gitelman reminds us that patents, ‘‘the official textual identities
of technology,’’ implicitly contain ‘‘deep-seated assumptions about technological knowledge.’’ But there may be disagreement about a technology’s
identity, especially soon after its debut. When describing the process by
which initial uncertainty about the ‘‘meanings or functions’’ of new media
is resolved into mutual understanding, Lisa Gitelman and Geoffrey Pingree
suggest, ‘‘we might say that new media, when they first emerge, pass
through a phase of identity crisis.’’12 Persistent opposing views on a technology make technical cultures conspicuous.
Technical hobbyists formed technical identities in two senses. They personally identified with technology and they created identities for technologies. The double meaning evoked by ‘‘technical identification’’ points out
that the technical identities of people and technologies are coproduced.
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Adopting a particular technical identity can produce social categorizations,
just as ethnic, class, religious, and national identities produce social categorizations. The technical culture developed by radio hobbyists, for instance,
united hams as a group at the same time that it distinguished them from
non-hams. In this way, pursuing a technical hobby led to membership in
a separate, technically defined community.
The social separation of technical hobbyists was chosen freely, then reinforced by outsiders’ teasing. The popular media regularly mocked hobbyists
of all sorts.13 In the case of technical hobbies, this frequently took the form
of unflattering comparisons made to a stereotypical crazed, isolated inventor. The author of Scientific American’s monthly column ‘‘The Amateur Scientist’’ during the 1950s described ‘‘compulsive tinkerers’’ as individuals
‘‘reclusive by nature’’ who ‘‘grow even more reclusive for fear of being
thought mad by non-tinkerers.’’ And Groucho Marx, in a 1955 episode of
You Bet Your Life that featured a ham radio operator as a contestant, drew a
laugh with his jab at ‘‘the guy next door who builds things all night in his
garage.’’14 Non-hobbyists spoke of pleasure taken with machines as an obstacle to human companionship. Some of the most strongly stated critiques
came from wives of hobbyists active in amateur radio, high-fidelity music
listening, and recreational computing, who referred to themselves as ‘‘radio
widows,’’ ‘‘hi-fi widows,’’ and ‘‘computer widows’’ to encapsulate their feelings of having ‘‘lost’’ their husbands to a hobby technology.15 Remarks
about lone tinkerers seem partly based on the misperception that technicality must dampen sociality. Quite the contrary, technical hobbies welcomed
participants into lively social circles.
Thousands of clubs formalized technical hobby communities. Hobbyists
spoke of clubs, especially those linked through national organizations, as
structures that could help to legitimize their activities, to clarify what the
hobby was, and to increase its popularity. The editors of Modelmaker magazine urged readers in 1924 to join their local chapter of the American
Model Engineer Society, suggesting that membership would give the hobby
‘‘a boost.’’ ‘‘The more the Societies develop,’’ they figured, ‘‘the more interest will be taken in Model Making in the U.S.’’ In 1942, The Model Aircraft
Handbook recommended membership in the Academy of Model Aeronautics, which it called ‘‘the official governing body of model aviation in America,’’ to facilitate comparison of records and participation in competitions
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and as a strategy for ‘‘attracting additional members.’’16 Enlarging clubs
improved networks for socializing with like-minded individuals and for
pooling expertise.
Supplementing the practical lessons hobbyists acquired through clubs
and informal social-technical networks was a vast body of hobby publications. Handbooks, magazines, and club newsletters carried a mix of detailed
how-to guidance and you-can-do-it cheerleading, the proportion differing
over time and according to editorial slant. In the case of hobby photography, when the technology was new, amateurs and professionals alike faced
daunting challenges. The editor of the 1911 Encyclopaedia of Early Photography required nearly six hundred pages describing chemicals, processes, and
equipment just to produce what he ‘‘intended essentially as a simple guide
to photographic process.’’ Technical hints and articles filled issues of both
American Amateur Photographer and Popular Photography when they began in
1889 and 1912, respectively, making them read like technical manuals
released in monthly installments. In the 1930s, when hobby photography
required fewer technical skills, Home Photographer and Snapshots concentrated instructional material in a ‘‘Beginners’ Section,’’ ‘‘For the help and
encouragement of those, old and young, who are keen enough on photography to wish to make more and better pictures.’’17 Varying levels of technical content then served to differentiate hobby publications, with other
magazines continuing to meet the demands of technically inclined readers
into the age of point-and-shoot photography.
Technical hobby communities encouraged hands-on activity and celebrated the virtues of learning by doing. The same rhetoric had filled industrial arts textbooks since the start of the twentieth century. Typical of this
style, Home Handicraft For Boys: Learning Through Doing (1935) praised ‘‘the
average wide-awake boy, with true Yankee spirit, [who] goes ahead and
finds out what he can do.’’ The book suggested that boys use their free
time for ‘‘building radio equipment, constructing toys, devising things for
mother and the home, making repairs about the house,’’ all because ‘‘We
learn most quickly through experience.’’18 Industrial arts curricula that incorporated technical hobbies endorsed the educational value of leisure tinkering. Plans for building radios appeared in textbooks from the 1920s, and
a 1942 text advocated teaching aviation hobbies to help ‘‘American youth
to become air-minded.’’19 Outside of the classroom, promoters of technical
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hobbies emphasized that these forms of recreation had the benefit of being
‘‘instructive as well as constructive.’’ The editors of Modelmaker magazine
wrote that assembling models offered ‘‘a fuller understanding of the principles governing the successful operation of a piece of mechanism.’’20
For technical hobbyists, hands-on activity represented more than a
method for acquiring information, and in fact was a guiding tenet of their
technical practices. Hobbyists of all sorts were by definition busy, engaged,
and productive. Taking that approach to technology marked an important
difference between technical hobbyists and users of technology. As early as
1890, hobby photography magazines warned participants that turning over
printing procedures to a commercial finisher would result in the loss of ‘‘a
good part of the enjoyment there is in the pastime.’’ Other technical hobby
publications bluntly stated that reduced technical activity would jeopardize
status as a hobbyist. A chapter on ‘‘Model Airplane Club Organizations’’ in
a 1928 handbook recommended that ‘‘Only boys who are definitely planning on constructing models should be admitted, as others will harm
rather than help the group.’’ Non-builders so severely violated the community culture that the author declared, ‘‘Definite procedure for dropping
dead timber should be adopted and the rules strictly enforced.’’21
Technical hobby communities considered the extent of members’ interactivity with apparatus to be a measure of personal commitment. With
the availability of snapshot cameras, hobby photography groups distinguished ‘‘snapshooters,’’ who just pushed a button with little technical
knowledge or interest, from ‘‘serious amateurs,’’ who exhibited great technical skill. Of course, many leisure photographers fell in between these
extremes. The division into casual and devoted users of a technology functioned as a moral categorization imposed by a hobby’s technical culture.
Some model airplane clubs labeled members as either ground men, flying
cadets, pilots, aces, or assistant instructors. To climb the ranks, a hobbyist
had to ‘‘pass an examination on some phase of aviation as well as to construct certain models with set specifications and requirements.’’22 These
kinds of hierarchies made explicit how technical hobby communities based
social standing on technical expertise and accomplishment.
To remain active, hobbyists required technologies that were not blackboxed. The term ‘‘black box’’ refers to a device where only the inputs and
outputs are apparent and the functional mechanism is unseen and un-
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known by the user. (In the context of consumer technologies, devices with
these properties often are described as ‘‘user-friendly.’’ The mildly negative
connotation of ‘‘black-boxed’’ better fits the perspective of hobbyists who
took an interest in technology.) When trying to sell devices to the largest
possible market, manufactures tend to reduce the knowledge needed by
users, creating simplified products that approach black boxes. Hobbyists
sometimes adopted a technology for leisure use before its operation had
been streamlined for mass consumption. In other situations, hobbyists
avoided the constraints of ready-made equipment by building their own
or, even more commonly, modifying purchased gear to individual tastes
or purposes. When choosing from a range of available consumer technologies, hobbyists gravitated toward the more interactive apparatuses. Amateur
filmmakers, for example, reacted to the creation of an accessible version of
the hobby’s central equipment by selecting quasi-professional equipment.
As Kodak and Bell and Howell diversified their product lines to include
easy-to-use and more affordable movie cameras in the 1950s, serious amateur filmmakers differentiated themselves from camera owners who casually recorded children’s birthday parties by buying the more complicated,
expensive cameras that allowed those with skill to retain technical control.
A concern that hobbyists would become indistinguishable from other consumers in part prompted audiophiles in the 1980s to speak out against digital compact disc technology, which threatened to democratize the market
for high-quality audio equipment.23
Hobbyists striving to display technical proficiency or dedication risked
obscuring the recreational component of their activities. Throughout the
twentieth century, social norms dictated that middle class Americans
should engage in some type of leisure, understood in contrast to work.24
To meet this expectation, hobbyists who aspired to reach professionals’
levels of skill and deep involvement with technology emphasized that
they were not exactly replicating work activities during free time. ‘‘A direct
appeal to [Amateur Cinema] League members to undertake filming that will
be artistically significant’’ in that club’s magazine in 1928 implored amateurs to ‘‘try to get as far away as possible from the professional in subject
matter and as close to him as possible in workmanlike technique.’’ Three
decades later, analogous instructions appeared in the hobby literature of
‘‘sound hunters.’’ Participants were told to use their recording devices to
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capture everyday sounds, with a ‘‘fresh approach,’’ ‘‘preferably not in the
style of professional radio broadcasting.’’25 These minor distinctions hardly
opposed professional methods.
In some instances, hobbyists more strongly broke from industrial technical culture. Marc Perlman observed that two groups of technical hobbyists,
audiophiles and those who continue to operate the long-outdated TRS-80
model of personal computer, both ‘‘defend a moral order privileging activity and independence.’’ These hobbyists create independent technical cultures by partially rejecting professional technical culture. With audiophiles,
this is manifested in the appeal to personal listening experience over scientific analysis by audio engineers. Users of the obsolete TRS-80 express a
dissatisfaction with contemporary personal computers.26 Some technical
professionals spoke of pursuing closely related hobbies in their spare time
in order to break from workplace practices. A member of the Homebrew
Computer Club described this early computer hobby group as ‘‘a bunch of
escapees, at least temporary escapees from industry,’’ who appreciated that
‘‘the bosses weren’t watching’’ and who ‘‘knew this was our chance to do
something the way we thought it should be done.’’27
To separate their tinkering from commercial or professional pursuits,
hobbyists invoked the language of ‘‘amateurs.’’ But the amateurprofessional distinction put forth by hobbyists was problematic at best
and in many cases spurious. Not all hobbyists met the commonplace
requirements of amateurs, who pursue an activity only for the love of it
and not for profit. In defining ‘‘amateur photographer,’’ The Encyclopaedia
of Early Photography claimed that ‘‘a little payment’’ should not move a
hobbyist from the category of amateur to professional.28 The Amateur
Cinema League also was concerned more with ‘‘the spirit of an undertaking’’ when defining ‘‘amateur’’ than with ‘‘hair-splitting’’ on the matter
of income. Hobby publications in general after World War II frequently
contradicted amateur principles by suggesting how to derive a profit from
hobbies.29 Further confusing the issue of technical hobbyists’ amateur status was the fact that many held technical jobs, sometimes jobs very similar
to their hobbies.30
Affiliation with technology professionals did prove useful at times, and
hobbyists then exploited the ambiguity of their position. For one, it
allowed practitioners to make the justification that technical hobbies were
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‘‘more than a pastime.’’ The editors of Modelmaker magazine suggested that
assembling models should instead be thought of as ‘‘the Science of Engineering in miniature as it includes all the essential features of its larger prototype.’’ This contributed to another positive aspect of technical hobbies’
connection with the working world: expertise developed in basement
workshops could be parlayed into technical careers. Though not every hobbyist would become a captain of industry—as had been the case in a few
oft-repeated stories—learning by doing injected vital skills into the workforce. U.S. Naval Commander and flight instructor Richard E. Byrd, in his
introduction to a 1928 model airplane handbook, predicted that ‘‘From
their [model aviators’] ranks will come the designers of the new ships of
the sky that will supersede present aircraft.’’ Time proved him correct. The
Model Aircraft Handbook published during World War II bragged that ‘‘The
aviation industry, the Army Air Corps, and all the other branches of fullscale aviation have drawn heavily on our hobby for new fliers, designers,
and workmen.’’ Based on this leisure-to-career trajectory, aviation hobbyists insisted that, at a time ‘‘when ‘Keep ’Em Flying’ is a keynote in national
defense,’’ aviation recreation would provide critical inspiration ‘‘to ‘Start
’Em Flying.’ ’’31 Equivalent testimonials to the instruction and career enhancement available through tinkering appeared across all technical hobbies, and engineers and scientists throughout the twentieth century
regularly credited boyhood technical hobbies with having sparked lifelong
interests.
There were many personal rewards from pursuing technical hobbies. Participants gained skills and a sense of accomplishment, found fellowship in
a distinct community, claimed a place in the formidable technical world,
reached new self-understandings, and improved career opportunities, all
in an enjoyable recreational context. The experiences of hobbyists with
technology additionally had much broader effect. As they formulated technical identities, technical hobbyists influenced thinking about technology
beyond hobby communities. The meanings and uses hobbyists arrived at
for technology and their realization of implications the technology had
for self perception caused non-hobbyists to question their assumptions
about technology. Hobbyists often were enthusiastic early adopters of new
technologies, in which cases their role as leaders of change in technical
culture was quite clear. Their more subtle contribution also was important
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as a technology aged. The existence of a productive, leisure form of a
technology after a consumer or industrial form of that technology had become standard outside of the hobby context enriched the general technical
culture by posing a vital counterpoint.32
New audio, visual, and writing technologies reconstituted human experience at the deep levels of perception and comprehension. The evidence
Friedrich Kittler drew from Irmgard Keun’s Rayon Girl (1932) in support of
this assertion is instructive here. The title character, Doris—inspired by listening to the radio and hearing a neighbor’s gramophone—imagines that a
screenplay, rather than a poem or novel, is the literary form best suited to
her life story. ‘‘I want to write like a movie, because that’s the way my life is
and it will soon be more so,’’ she declares. ‘‘And when I read it later, it will
be like a movie—I will see myself in images.’’33 Amateur filmmakers did
not need to write movie-like autobiographies; they filmed autobiographical
movies. Technical hobbies offered opportunities for working through
altered visions of self and surroundings brought to light by technological
change.34
Consider what happened as cameras entered novice hands. Historian
Robert Mensel situates the beginning of amateur photography in the context of the late-Victorian ‘‘weightlessness’’ resulting from ‘‘the accelerating
pace of urbanization, secularization, industrialization, and scientific discovery.’’ The background that Mensel calls a ‘‘sense of social and psychological
dislocation among bourgeois Americans’’ I would foreground and suggest
was part of the appeal of hobby photography.35 Individuals who felt dissociated could reestablish a connection to a world increasingly dominated by
technology by picking up and mastering one of the modern machines.
Snapshooters and serious amateurs alike moved beyond the experience of
being photographed and explored what it felt like to be the photographer,
to frame the world in a ‘‘viewfinder,’’ to record visual information. They
grappled with a new form of sight, refracted through the camera and fixed
on paper. In 1888, George Eastman gave one of the first Kodak cameras to
Henry Strong. Strong was familiar with photography: as Eastman’s business
partner and financial backer, he had a substantial financial investment in
popular photography. Even so, Strong had an epiphany when he used the
camera himself on a cross-country trip. ‘‘He was tickled with it as a boy
over a top,’’ Eastman reported in a letter to a friend. ‘‘He apparently had
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never realized that it was a possible thing to take pictures himself.’’36
Releasing the shutter with his own hand, Strong viewed the camera, and
in some sense, the world differently. He became personally invested in popular photography.
The press frequently reported, with a mixture of enthusiasm and fear,
that the debut of a technology promised to wholly reshape everyday life.
To thrive in the dawning technical age, therefore, would require an adaptation greater than merely learning to use some new device. Those who
joined in predicting revolution called for an extensive process of enculturation to the arriving technical culture. One extraordinary example of this
line of argument recommended that schools introduce a curriculum appropriate to the culture of the airplane. In response to their belief that students
were ‘‘living in a new world—indeed, they are in a new age,’’ members of
the Aviation Education Research Groups active at the Teachers Colleges of
Columbia University and the University of Nebraska created a comprehensive series of textbooks. The Air-Age Education Series, produced in cooperation with the Civil Aeronautics Administration, related various subjects
to aviation. Among the titles were Human Geography in the Air Age, Social
Studies for the Air Age, and The Biology of Flight.37 The specific proposals
these texts made for how to prepare for a new technical culture, though,
were atypical among vague yet urgent warnings that sweeping change was
coming.
Taking technology into their own hands, technical hobbyists were ready
for—often leaders of—revolutions in technical culture. Newspapers and
magazines of the 1920s and 1930s acknowledged this when they elided
model building with actual flying in a general celebration of flight. Hobbyists then appeared to stand at the vanguard of the forecasted airplane culture. In his cultural history of the ‘‘technological enthusiasm’’ for aviation,
Joseph Corn explains that hobby activity gained support from ‘‘airminded
adults [who] believed that the boys and girls who were building and flying
model airplanes were irrefutable proof that the prophesied air age would, in
time, be realized.’’ ‘‘The image of youngster and model airplane’’ then
functioned ‘‘as a kind of icon’’ for aviation enthusiasts.38 Together these
strains of thought produced a circular logic that boosted both aviation culture and technical hobbies. People who saw on the horizon a world inflected everywhere by aviation encouraged children to construct model
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Figure 1.2
A row of men waited to watch boys race model airplanes in Los Angeles. Photograph
from Aerial Age Weekly, 16 February 1920, page 669.

airplanes and fly them in competitions during their spare time. Participation in recreational aviation, in turn, was interpreted as evidence of the
spread of aviation culture (see figure 1.2).
The coproduction of the technical identities of people and technologies
fueled the evolution of technical culture. For hobbyists, this process was direct, intimate, and profound. Hobbyists encountering apparatus first-hand
consciously reevaluated their ideas about technology. And the experience
of existing in a social group segregated by recreational use of technology
encouraged hobbyists to identify a technical component within themselves. Those not immediately using technologies produced technical identities through a process that differed by degree rather than kind from that
of hobbyists. Back to Keun’s 1932 character Doris: she was surrounded by
a culture that valued movies as an entertainment technology. She went to
see movies and in the theater absorbed moving images. The experience of
watching movies became part of how Doris understood the world. She may
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not have gone so far as to call herself ‘‘technical,’’ but Doris thought with
movie technology; she saw herself in movie-like images. This shift in perception further enhanced Doris’s sense of living in a movie culture.
Hobby applications of technology that fell outside of mainstream technical culture gave rise to explicit debates about the proper role and place
of technologies. At the turn of the twentieth century, the press depicted
hobby photographers as strange characters who possessed dangerous
equipment. Photography magazines joined general publications in calling
early amateur photographers ‘‘camera fiends’’ and using similar language
that associated hobbyists and their cameras with violent and treacherous
misdeeds. The sharp division of public opinion over the portable camera—
a drama whose episodes included the proposal of a federal law to limit
exhibition of photographs, the arrest of a photographer for selling manipulated images, and a court injunction against a magazine for printing an
actor’s photo without his permission—contributed to the development of
legislation to protect privacy. Arguments regarding technical hobbies only
rarely reached the courtroom. Local zoning boards, however, heard neighborhood disputes about the odd-looking antennas ham radio operators
installed on their properties. And the spousal bickering provoked by highfidelity audio hobbies gained public attention as the topic of humorous
articles in the hobby and popular press.39
The balance of this book focuses on radio communication as a technical
hobby in mid twentieth century America. Hams did something unusual by
adamantly continuing to tinker with radios long after the standardization
of commercial broadcast radio. Their pastime occasionally drew snickers
and raised suspicions. In response, radio hobbyists portrayed their activities
as exercising skills critical to the electronics industry and to national defense. The negotiation of a hi-tech identity adapted to the Cold War
household distinguished a community of men with a unique perspective
on technology. The historical value of this case study stems mainly from
its singularity. While certain conclusions can be generalized to technical
hobbies, the greater lessons for contemporary society come from witnessing the contrast of amateur radio with other mid century technical cultures.
Whether serving as leaders or provocateurs, hobbyists demonstrated diverse options for technical culture. Hobbyists engaged with technology in
a way that was fun, collaborative, educational, intense, and creative. These
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methods and values were independent from, and at times in direct conflict
with, the technical culture of profit-driven production. In 1976, Bill Gates
issued an ‘‘Open Letter to Hobbyists’’ in an overt attempt to transform the
culture of computing. Electronics hobbyists tinkering with the first personal computers were exchanging software as freely as they always had
exchanged ideas and technical manuals. From the standpoint of MicroSoft (as it was known then), which had spent tens of thousands of dollars
to create a version of BASIC for the Altair computer, sharing copies of the
program was ‘‘theft’’ and would ‘‘prevent good software from being written.’’ ‘‘Who can afford to do professional work for nothing?’’ Gates asked
rhetorically in the letter.40 But that was precisely what technical hobbyists
had been doing for decades, in part by pooling their efforts. Over the next
quarter century, the culture of personal computing changed considerably
without entirely suppressing the impulse to share. A cooperative spirit persists today in open-source development, in the legitimate distribution of
free software, and in cavalier attitudes toward the illegitimate copying of
proprietary software. This spirit is a legacy of hobbyists and a reminder
that there exist alternative ways of using and relating to technology.
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For a pastime, two-way radio was highly regimented. The federal government regulated hobbyists’ use of the airwaves, and hams extended the
state’s control by devising a protocol for personal behavior and relationships and for the style and content of communications. In return for
accepting the ham radio culture, participants gained a sense of belonging.
Outsiders recognized this bond when they observed that radio hobbyists
were ‘‘clannish’’ and ‘‘a closely knit clique.’’1 Hams formed a community
through the same general practices of other social groups. They set conditions for membership, established rules of conduct, taught values, and
developed a specialized vocabulary known only to insiders. What made
hams’ culture different was its basis in technology. The norms of ham radio
hold the key to understanding the role technology played in creating community and the process of a community making a technology its own.

Codes of Behavior
Learning the group culture was essential to becoming a ham, and ham
radio publications taught behavioral expectations to new hobbyists right
along with technical lessons. The ABC’s of Ham Radio welcomed readers to
‘‘the ranks of the grandest hobby in the world—the great international fraternity of radio hams!’’ then indicated in the very next sentence that ‘‘To
really belong, you’re going to have to go along with the standard operating
procedures universally accepted by radio amateurs.’’ Most manuals devoted
a chapter to operating a wireless station, including an overview of on-air
etiquette. One author noted that ‘‘a sense of courtesy is important’’ and
told hams not to transmit on frequencies already in use. With surprising
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regularity, handbooks also endorsed general personal ‘‘qualities of the true
amateur’’ such as ‘‘inquisitiveness, persistence, improvisation, imagination
and an open mind.’’ The exchange of technical ideas through magazine
columns was cited on one occasion as a testament to the fact that ‘‘The amateur spirit has always been characterized by friendliness, helpfulness and
an eagerness to share one’s knowledge, tricks and pet circuits with others.’’2
The constant stream of brief prescriptions of norms and values in hobby
publications served as a powerful source of enculturation into the ham
community.
A concise, and the best known, list of good hobbyist conduct was the
‘‘Amateur’s Code’’ distributed by the American Radio Relay League (ARRL).
‘‘The amateur’’ portrayed there is ‘‘gentlemanly,’’ ‘‘loyal,’’ ‘‘progressive,’’
‘‘friendly,’’ ‘‘balanced,’’ and ‘‘patriotic.’’ The League has printed these six
traits prominently in the front of its annual Radio Amateur’s Handbook since
the 1920s. Underscoring the instructional nature of the code, a didactic explanation followed each adjective. A ham’s progressivism, for instance,
meant that ‘‘He keeps his station abreast of science. It is built well and efficiently. His operating practice is clean and regular.’’ The League’s role as a
lobbying agency shone through in deeming a hobbyist ‘‘gentlemanly’’ for
abiding ‘‘by the pledges given by the ARRL in his behalf to the public and
the Government.’’3 The ARRL’s ‘‘Amateur’s Code’’ provided a model for
hams to live up to and presented a favorable image of hams to outsiders.
Given how frequently the popular press reprinted the standards as if they
offered a neutral description of hobbyists, the ‘‘Amateur’s Code’’ succeeded
as a form of public relations.
The social ties of the ham community exerted peer pressure to enforce
the rules set for members’ behavior. Praising the effectiveness of ‘‘self policing’’ within hobby radio, a CQ magazine article called ‘‘The weight and
influence of amateur approval [ . . . ] a very strong element in forcing the
amateur to abide by the rules.’’ A handbook instructed, ‘‘At all times keep
your conduct beyond reproach,’’ and tried to win compliance by reminding the reader, ‘‘You represent the amateur fraternity—any action on your
part, good or bad, will reflect on all other hams.’’ When the ‘‘fraternity’’
roster had swelled to more than a quarter million in the United States
alone, another manual stressed that the ‘‘number of stations in our
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crowded bands poses a serious threat to our enjoyment of ham radio if we
do not all operate courteously and intelligently.’’4 Hobbyists who did not
meet community expectations were subject to criticism, punishment, and
in extreme cases expulsion.
The strategic potential that set wireless communication apart from most
hobbies subjected it to a level of state scrutiny unheard of for other leisure
activities. The power of the federal government stood behind the only official barrier to entering the ham community: obtaining a license to operate
two-way radio. Licensing of ham radio began under the Radio Act of 1912
and varied little over the next eighty years. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) required prospective hobbyists to demonstrate knowledge of electronics theory and radio regulation in a written exam and the
ability to send and receive Morse code in a test performed with wireless
apparatus. The FCC contained amateur conversations to particular bands
of the radio spectrum, restricted the power of transmitting equipment,
required hobbyists to log all contacts, and monitored the airwaves for
infractions. Because they regarded state control as a tribute to their
strength, hams accepted federal licensing and communication regulations
as the first level of hobby radio rules.
In the early 1940s, wireless hobbyists trying to change their image from
tinkering pranksters to upstanding citizens volunteered to help the FCC
track down unlicensed operators. The American Radio Relay League spoke
of lending assistance with enforcement as a tactic to keep hams on good
terms with regulators. When the FCC caught a notorious ‘‘unlicensed
punk’’ in 1941, the ARRL chided members for not having found him and
called for improved ‘‘policing’’ within the hobby. The League reasoned that
‘‘our interests require that we show no tolerance either to bootleggers or to
violators of the FCC’s special orders.’’ Defense of community boundaries further motivated hams to turn in illegal operators. Monthly club bulletins
offered a timely format for calling attention to mischievous on-air behavior.
The newsletter of the Northern California DX Club, for instance, exposed
an operator suspected of using false credentials after confirmation cards a
member sent to him had been returned marked ‘‘addressee unknown.’’5
Joining together in this way to ostracize rule breakers from the on-air community increased solidarity among upstanding wireless operators.
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Ham radio licenses functioned as membership cards signaling inclusion
in a technically elite club. Like station licenses for commercial radio and
television broadcasters, all hobby licenses in the United States began with
‘‘W’’ or ‘‘K.’’ On amateur licenses, the initial letter was followed by a
numeral—designating which of the nine FCC geographical districts the
operator lived in—and two or three additional letters. The alphanumeric
‘‘call signs’’ lent hams legitimacy and, in some cases, reflected the duration
of the holder’s radio activity. When the FCC first issued amateur licenses,
all began with ‘‘W’’ and contained three letters total. The creation of calls
that began with ‘‘K’’ and of calls containing four letters only occurred
once the number of short ‘‘W’’ calls was exhausted. After the FCC introduced these new calls, a ham with a short ‘‘W’’ call like W3CT could be
recognized immediately as a longtime license holder compared to a ham
operating under W8JBH or K2MJW. Call signs became hobby community
nicknames, and club newsletters frequently referred to members by license
number instead of name. Even many outsiders learned to recognize the
basic form of FCC licenses, so that a car with a call sign vanity license plate
stood out as belonging to a ham radio operator.6
Although hobbyists enjoyed being distinguished as more technically
adept than average citizens, many objected to the technical hierarchy
imposed within their ranks by the FCC’s ‘‘incentive licensing’’ program.
Beginning in the 1920s, the FCC offered various amateur license grades.
Hams who passed an advanced theory test and exhibited faster Morse
code sending and receiving skills earned additional operating privileges
and bragging rights in the form of ‘‘Extra’’ or ‘‘Technician’’ licenses.7 An
editor at CQ magazine in 1966 blamed the internal division of hobbyists
according to ability for provoking ‘‘fierce in-fighting,’’ and the Commission’s expansion of the incentive program a few years later angered hams.
Letters of protest poured in to CQ , accusing incentive licensing of undermining the ‘‘unity’’ of ‘‘the radio fraternity.’’ One writer argued that with
‘‘the old days of major electronic breakthroughs by amateurs’’ a distant
memory, it made sense to ‘‘bring back the fun of amateur radio’’ and
‘‘junk the snob appeal of incentive licensing.’’ Based on the negative reaction, CQ estimated that if ‘‘a vote had been taken of all licensed amateurs’’ on whether to expand the incentive licensing program, ‘‘it would
have been defeated by an almost three to one margin.’’8
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One way hams displayed their technical identity was by using Morse
code. Their admiration for the code as the ideal form of communication
stemmed from the importance granted to coding skills in the FCC licensing
examination and from hobbyists’ appreciation of how the code transformed language. Tapping out sequences of short and long electrical pulses
on a telegraph key required human synergy with machinery and gave
words a technical feel. Still, the sender’s personality transmitted through
the machine. ‘‘Code operators quickly learn one another’s ‘touch,’ ’’ wrote
an Army radio specialist. ‘‘The way a person sends code is almost as distinctive as his voice.’’9 Hams referred to this human accent detectable in code
transmission as the sender’s ‘‘fist.’’ In the early days of wireless, Morse code
was the only way to transmit a message. Long after it became possible
to speak over the airwaves, numerous articles in radio publications and
speeches at club meetings extolled the virtues of Morse code. Hobbyists
praised the code as reliable and versatile and also called attention to ‘‘a special beauty in perfectly sent code and a certain emotional rhythm’’ to some
words. The further claim that Morse code was ‘‘a widely understood international language [ . . . ] that links hams together throughout the world regardless of their individual, indigenous languages’’ was a gross—but not
uncommon—exaggeration because Morse code encoded the alphabet, not
words or concepts.10
The code set adept hams apart from confused outsiders. The written
‘‘key’’ that assigned a combination of dots and dashes (representing short
and long electrical pulses) to each letter of the alphabet was widely available, but the challenge of applying Morse code kept it somewhat at the
level of a cipher. Only with practice and, according to hams, patience, dedication, and attentiveness was it possible to transform thoughts fluidly into
tapped electrical pulses or to hear phrases emerge from patterns of short
and long tones (see figure 2.1). Communicating by Morse code created privacy in public. Tales of getting a fellow ham’s attention across a crowded
room by speaking his call sign in Morse code—substituting the syllable
‘‘dit’’ for each short pulse and ‘‘dah’’ for each long pulse—were frequently
and fondly recalled. One hobbyist described secret exchanges he had with
his brother while double-dating as teenagers, Morse code giving them the
freedom to discuss ‘‘the characteristics of our dates in their presence without their knowing it!’’11
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Figure 2.1
An illustration in an article on ‘‘Proper Sending Techniques’’ caricatured several undesirable styles for tapping out Morse code on a telegraph key. From MARS Bulletin,
March 1952, page 30.
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The main alternative to wireless communication by Morse code was
voice or ‘‘phone’’ operations. In this case, hams with the proper equipment
could just speak. Phone transmitters fell within financial reach of the average hobbyist after World War II. Surveys about operating habits conducted
by radio magazines found that the typical postwar ham split his time between coded and spoken operations, spending about twice as much time
using phone as code. A small portion of hams, about 5% in 1957, worked
only in code.12 The simplicity of voice operations led to continuous, passionate debates that code better suited a technical hobby. When the FCC
dropped knowledge of Morse code from the requirements for a basic
amateur radio license in 1991, fierce opposition to ‘‘no code’’ licensing
included a ‘‘know code’’ movement among Morse-loyal hams who insisted
that the code remained vital to modern operations.13
Preference for code over spoken communication reflected a desire to rationalize language. Transmitting by Morse code processed words through
technical apparatus and removed the voice from communication. Advocates of the code claimed that translation into its binary system of electrical
pulses eliminated vagueness. ‘‘Communicating by dot and dash,’’ Howard
Pyle contended, was ‘‘far more accurate than the spoken word.’’ Since the
complexity of Morse operation made it unlikely that the code would be
perfectly sent and received, and in light of hams’ acknowledgment that
the ‘‘fist’’ inflected Morse with the sender’s personality, arguments that
the code assured clarity sounded like appeals to its pure technicality.
Attempts in hobby publications to establish a beneficial association of
hams with the military by pointing out that both used the code only
made the code seem more disciplined. With encrypted, systematized language, hams also reduced the risk that radio conversations would be associated with what they saw as women’s idle chatter. The explanation by a
female hobbyist in 1948 of her preference for Morse code suggests the existence of a gendered spectrum of wireless communication with women talking as the most feminine mode, men coding the most masculine, and men
talking and women coding falling somewhere in between. The intrusion of
what she called ‘‘too many $%&’( )* unlicensed wimmin [sic] (wives, gal
friends, etc.) cluttering up the phone bans with chin music,’’ led Carol
Witte to conclude, ‘‘any self-respectin’ licensed gal wouldn’t be caught
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dead blabbin’ fer [sic] hours on a mike—nor a good OM [male] operator,
either.’’14
Morse loyalists battled phone loyalists for territory on the airwaves. It is
difficult to document these feuds, which usually were limited to a heated
exchange of words, but a few escalated to the point that regulators became
involved and left a paper trail. The FCC counted Myron Premus among the
‘‘considerable number of amateurs in the Buffalo and up-state New York
area’’ who fought to eliminate code operation from portions of the radio
band in the early 1950s. After receiving ‘‘complaints regarding the manner
in which he has operated his radio station,’’ the Commission evaluated
whether to renew Premus’s license. The subsequent investigation found
that Premus had ‘‘caused willful interference’’ to hams using Morse code
by making ‘‘one-way communications consisting of disparaging remarks either about the operator or his manner of operations.’’15 Opposition by Premus and others to Morse code may have disturbed hams’ conversations,
but it did not threaten ham identity.
The hobby radio community made language its own and clarified group
membership by adopting jargon and abbreviations known only to insiders.
In a few cases, jargon arose from the desire to convey non-words through
Morse code, such as when hams indicated laughter or sarcasm by signaling
‘‘hi hi.’’ Hobbyists used abbreviations to shorten Morse code transmissions
and carried these into their regular writing. Substituting ‘‘vy fb’’ for ‘‘excellent’’ in a hobby publication reduced keystrokes. The symbolic efficiency of
abbreviations further supported hobbyists’ portrayal of radios as efficient
devices and radio operators as efficient people. Even more significant, the
abbreviation lent the text a bit of technicality by associating it with Morse
code. Many of the abbreviations used by hams came from a system devised
by telegrapher Walter P. Phillips in 1879. Hobbyists also took up telegraphers’ ‘‘Q signals,’’ three-letter combinations beginning with the letter ‘‘Q’’
that represented common phrases. ‘‘QTH’’ served as a quick way to ask a
station location, for example, and even functioned across language barriers.16 Only the hobby community expected members to be fully conversant in jargon, with the FCC licensing examination merely testing the
essential Q signals.
When hams peppered spoken and written language with abbreviations
intended for efficient Morse code transmission, they gave all forms of group
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communication the flavor of ham radio. This propagation of hobby culture
accounts for the persistence of awkward habits such as interrupting the
flow of conversation with another ham by saying ‘‘hi hi’’ instead of simply
laughing. A few sticklers insisted that the Phillips code and Q signals could
be used ‘‘properly’’ only within the Morse system. During phone conversations, in person, or in print, this minority said, it was ‘‘more natural’’ to
just say or write the complete phrase rather than the abbreviation. In response to ‘‘several years’’ of what it called ‘‘weak and withering attacks
against that traditional amateur workhorse: The Q-Signal’’ by those who favored normal, full words, CQ magazine defended spoken codes as more
than a linguistic convenience. The Q signals, according to the editorial,
‘‘catch the imagination of the newcomer’’ and formed part of ‘‘amateur
radio’s character.’’ In the late 1960s, ‘‘the radio amateur’s most individualistic jargon’’ also helped separate hams from Citizens’ Band hobbyists, who
the CQ editor described as using ‘‘mundane and lackluster phrases.’’17 Asking ‘‘What’s your QTH?’’ instead of ‘‘Where are you located?’’ indirectly
inserted Morse code into plain English, signified membership in the ham
community, and left outsiders scratching their heads.
Hobbyists valued clear, standardized speaking during phone operations.
They gave the practical justification that distant communicators had trouble understanding each other’s accents, especially when reception was
poor. Extreme language regimentation appeared to represent an attempt
to strip away the individuality of human speech and replace it with a mechanical uniformity. Annoyed with ‘‘hams who abuse the ears of their listeners,’’ Don Fox wrote a guide to help hobbyists determine whether they
suffered from ‘‘mumble-itis.’’ Fox described ham radio as focused on ‘‘getting a thought to somebody else by way of intelligently combined sounds.’’
He harped on ‘‘proper enunciation’’ and directed mumblers to ‘‘books on
the subject of proper speech and the training of the speaking voice.’’18
While calls for such broad corrections of speaking style were rare, all hobbyists agreed on the need for linguistic precision in certain situations.
Hams coped with the similar-sounding names of letters of the alphabet—
crucial for conveying call signs—by associating distinctive words to each
letter. ‘‘KB3DF’’ would read out his call as ‘‘kilowatt bravo three delta foxtrot,’’ for example. Several supposedly ‘‘standard’’ phonetic systems circulated among hobbyists, with none dominant and each freely varied in
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application. KB3DF’s preferred rendering of his call broke from the International Civil Aviation Organization’s phonetic list only in substituting ‘‘kilowatt’’ for ‘‘kilo.’’ This particular customization of an outside template to
the hobby was quite common and related to the special meaning that a
kilowatt held in ham radio as the maximum legal operating power. Disdainful of other ‘‘cute’’ alphabet-word pairings that ‘‘have no business
being used on the air,’’ an ARRL handbook reminded readers that ‘‘there is
a definite advantage in using a standard phonetic alphabet.’’19
Speaking habits, transmitting practices, and even the content of radio
exchanges were disciplined through surveillance. The FCC monitored the
airwaves mainly for operating violations. In 1946, CQ compelled readers
to obey regulations with the threat that the Commission’s ‘‘mobile units
are continually patrolling the country, stopping in cities to observe local
activities, and listening from vantage points for unlicensed stations.’’ Hobbyists meanwhile handled the policing of the community’s internal communication rules. If they did not like what they heard in the course of
scanning the amateur band, hams freely critiqued operators and occasionally passed matters on to federal authorities. It was the verbal reprimands
Myron Premus had issued to fellow hams, for instance, that prompted his
investigation by the FCC. When Premus ‘‘noticed off-frequency operation,
over-modulation, or other operations not in accordance with the Commission’s rules,’’ he called the offenders ‘‘lid,’’ ‘‘louse,’’ ‘‘jerk,’’ and ‘‘hollow
head.’’ One ham found Premus out of line for using such language on the
air and alerted the FCC. In defense of Premus, other hobbyists expressed
their own frustration with the ‘‘many dopes on that band that should not
be on.’’ They sympathized that ‘‘We cannot take away their licenses’’ and
that derisive name calling was the strongest punishment that could be
meted out by the ham community. The FCC agreed with the assessment
that Premus had been incited to speak out, though its report cited improper
operating procedures as the provocation rather than a breach of hobby
standards.20
A gentlemen’s agreement protected wireless discussions exposed to all
ears. Claiming that those who only listened to the radio lacked the discretion of two-way radio operators, a tale in CQ magazine directly linked the
attributes of a technology with the character of its users. The author
described his teenaged neighbor as fascinated by what hams revealed to
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anyone who might tune in with a shortwave receiver. On meeting a ham in
person, the shortwave listener repeated embarrassing personal information
he had heard disclosed over the air. To stop this impolite behavior, the author helped the teenager study for a ham license because ‘‘no ham dares
tell what he knows about another.’’ The community believed that twoway communication made hobbyists discreet through a control mechanism absent from shortwave listening. What kept hams from gossiping
was the risk of retaliation, the fact that ‘‘the other knows as much about
him.’’21
State control of the airwaves further disciplined radio operators by effectively squelching political conversations. Hams recognized they were
‘‘involved with, formed by, and regulated by politics.’’ Yet fear that ideological battles would result in tighter regulation by the federal government
led hobbyists to pragmatically refrain from political activity ‘‘unless it is
something for the good of amateur radio,’’ stipulated a 1935 club bulletin,
‘‘and then, only when it is absolutely necessary.’’22 The ARRL hired professionals to lobby for radio rights, and many smaller organizations and
individuals spoke with their representatives in Washington whenever
competing forms of communication encroached upon amateur bands or
when international tensions threatened to silence the hobby. Otherwise,
ham radio culture dictated that there was to be no discussion of politics
on the airwaves, at club meetings, or in hobby publications.
Hobbyists connected their apolitical stance to radio technology, offering
the logic that the rational, scientific character of wireless communication
demanded politically neutral operators. In 1961, a ham alerted members
of his radio club to what he considered ‘‘SICK broadcasts’’ announcing the
formation of the Anti-Communist Amateur Radio Network. ‘‘Amateur radio
should be held aloof from these things,’’ he insisted in the club newsletter.
‘‘There is no place in amateur radio for these groups be they religious, anticommunist, pro-African, or what have you.’’23 Hobbyists so strongly
opposed the spreading of political messages via radio that they occasionally
broke the law to enforce this community rule. The Student Information
Network used the amateur bands to coordinate strikes on college campuses
in May 1970 in response to the Ohio National Guard having killed four students at Kent State University during a protest of the decision to send U.S.
troops into Cambodia. Some hams upset by this disruption of ‘‘the peace
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and sanctitude’’ of the airwaves wrote letters to hobby publications. Others
took more direct action, orchestrating ‘‘widespread’’ jamming of the Network’s communications. Though CQ magazine supported the ham community position that ‘‘amateur radio should not be used as a sounding
board for politics,’’ it pointed out that ‘‘no such limitation is legally
imposed on us.’’ The only law breakers in this conflict were those who willfully interfered with the Student Information Network.24
The neutralization of on-air language and topics had drawbacks. That a
hobby formed around communication had ‘‘by and large pretty dull
things’’ to communicate weighed on some hams. Sporadic editorials and
articles lamented that ‘‘Most QSO’s [contacts] are a crashing bore.’’ To solve
this perceived problem, the editor of one ham magazine solicited ‘‘an article
or two which would give all of us some good hints on how to plunge into a
conversation with some chap we’ve never met.’’25 Guidelines for discussions commonly included asking about a ham’s other hobbies and his location and avoiding talking about the weather unless it was severe.26 The
ARRL encouraged extended on-air conversations by designating an award
for ‘‘rag chewers.’’ Any ham who reported ‘‘a fraternal-type contact with
another amateur lasting a half hour or longer’’ qualified for membership
in the Rag Chewers Club. The award rules specified that this could not include time spent chatting about technical aspects of radio. Rather, it was to
be ‘‘a solid half hour of pleasant ‘visiting’ with another amateur discussing
subjects of mutual interest and getting to know each other.’’27 A certificate
from the Rag Chewers Club offered a lighthearted incentive that matched
the lighthearted exchanges the ARRL sought to promote. By comparison,
there was a certain irony in cases where the ham community attempted to
rigidly discipline conversations by criticizing hobbyists for not being sufficiently casual.28
The hobby community fostered a particular kind of sociability by endorsing selected forms and styles of off-air communication. The first non-radio
contact between two hams usually was the exchange of postcards called
‘‘QSLs.’’ (‘‘QSL’’ is a Q signal for ‘‘I acknowledge receipt.’’) Through these
cards, ethereal, fleeting, auditory conversations took on a material, enduring, visual reality. It was common for a ham to customize his confirmation
cards with images and text that conveyed something about himself, his
locale, or his relationship to the hobby and to create a card ‘‘truly represen-
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Figure 2.2
The confirmation postcard of W8CPC, a ham from Buffalo, New York, carried a drawing of a buffalo and the initials ‘‘WAC,’’ indicating he had ‘‘worked all continents.’’
QSL of B. T. Simpson, provided by the Southern Methodist University Amateur Radio
Club.

tative of the sender’’ (see figures 2.2 and 2.3). One article offering design
suggestions for QSLs instructed that the overall appearance should be
‘‘workmanlike’’ and warned against color combinations that ‘‘would lack
strength’’ or ‘‘appear garish and cheap.’’29
To satisfy curiosity about ‘‘what kind of face goes with the voice or fist’’
heard over the radio, hobby publications often recommended putting photographs on confirmation cards.30 Traditionally such postcard photos
showed a ham seated alone at the operating position in his radio shack
(see figure 2.4). The subject matter of photographs hobbyists sent separately varied from this pattern. Amid dozens of snapshots, mostly from
the 1940s and 1950s, that one ham received following on-air exchanges,
just a few included radio equipment and shacks. The vast majority depicted
only human subjects—the hobbyist, and sometimes his wife and children.31 Enclosing a family photo in a letter had the potential to broaden a
budding friendship from its initial focus on radio and at the same time confirmed the sender’s heterosexuality, clarifying the limit of this new relationship between men.
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Figure 2.3
A hobbyist in Hawaii included a drawing of a hula dancer on his radio contact confirmation card, along with a logo designating his membership in the American Radio
Relay League. QSL of Roy T. Kobayashi, provided by Thomas Roscoe, K8CX.

Figure 2.4
K3UOC sent confirmation postcards in 1964 that showed what he looked like
while operating his amateur radio station. QSL of Mike Manafo, printed with his
permission.
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The space on confirmation postcards was largely reserved for technical
data and limited hams’ correspondence on QSLs. To make up for this, one
handbook explained, many hobbyists sought ‘‘personalized and expanded
communications.’’ Another guide suggested that hobbyists include ‘‘letters
describing their station in more detail and setting up schedules [for future
conversations] with the other operator’’ when sending QSLs. ‘‘The desire to
truly communicate with distant lands rather than merely logging countries
and exchanging QSL cards’’ inspired some to send magazines and other
small gifts to friends they knew only from talking by radio. This type of
contact, according to one hobbyist, constituted ‘‘meaningful’’ communications and brought ‘‘additional pleasures’’ to ham radio.32
Meetings in person, which hams called ‘‘eyeball contacts,’’ solidified
friendships begun on the air and through correspondence. The Sandia
Base Radio Club in Albuquerque, New Mexico, sponsored a ‘‘Friendship
Award’’ that functioned much like an off-air analog of the ARRL’s award
for ‘‘rag chewers.’’ To be eligible, a ham had to contact twenty-five local
hobbyists and follow these on-air meetings with eyeball contacts, documented with the new friends’ signatures. Handbooks encouraged visits between distant hams by pointing out that staying with a fellow hobbyist
when traveling ‘‘cuts down on expenses, and the hospitality is always first
rate.’’33
Since mid century, hundreds of radio clubs have existed simultaneously
in the United States, formalizing in-person gatherings between hams who
lived near each other, worked together, or shared particular radio interests.
The Los Angeles area alone had more than thirty clubs active in the
1950s.34 Clubs grounded hobbyist values in a visible social unit and provided vital mechanisms for enculturation. Hobby publications described
clubs as offering the structure that individuals needed in order to feel connected to the ham community. Of the eight benefits of membership the
Rochester Amateur Radio Association advertised in 1953, five focused on
the pleasures of being part of a group. The club offered ‘‘Participation in
club events open only to club members’’ and ‘‘Enjoyable monthly meetings.’’ For $3 a year, the hobbyist was told he could expect ‘‘Fraternity
with fellow hams from all walks of life’’ and a sense of ‘‘Belonging, knowing you’re associated, being a part of things.’’ Should anyone question his
inclusion in this community, the club member could answer the challenge
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Figure 2.5
Members of the Southern California DX Club and the Mid-Cities Amateur Radio
Club posed by an abandoned oil derrick near Compton, California, atop which they
had mounted an antenna to use during the 1949 Field Day contest. Photograph by
William Martin. Print provided by the Southern California DX Club.

by presenting his ‘‘Billfold-size membership card.’’35 Similar comforts of
community could be found in looser affiliations, too. Specializing in a certain type of radio operation, according to one hobbyist, offered ‘‘a new
sense of identity—a sense of belonging’’ by defining a smaller sphere of
interaction.36
Ham clubs devoted time to social activities only superficially linked to
technical matters. Participation in ‘‘meetings and social affairs’’ received a
boost as hobbyists lost contact in the transmission silence imposed by the
FCC during World War II. But clubs’ commitment to social events far outlasted the wartime shutdown. The Northern California DX Club, whose
members shared an interest in making long-distance (DX) contacts, explicitly promised to keep the amount of ham radio business conducted at
meetings ‘‘to an absolute minimum’’ in the interest of promoting ‘‘good
fellowship.’’ Downplaying the technology central to the hobby was a
strange but common practice. In Rochester, New York, the chairman of a
club explained that it existed for ‘‘holding informal dinner ‘get-togethers’
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for the purpose of chewing the fat about DX.’’ ‘‘The aims of the organization are not ambitious,’’ he wrote in the early 1950s, and were ‘‘more social
than political.’’ One meeting agenda set aside a time specifically for a ‘‘Gabfest.’’ As proof of the ‘‘unity and interest of the group’’ in hosting social
functions, the chairman cited the fact that ‘‘At no meeting has the attendance dropped below 75% of the membership.’’ Friendly gatherings remained the Rochester club’s focus nearly thirty years later, with ‘‘Business
not [to] be conducted at the meetings except in special cases required by
the constitution.’’37 Surely ham radio was a popular topic of discussion
among club members, but meetings were not group tinkering sessions.
Clubs gave hams a chance to enjoy each other’s company away from the
technical constraints of radio.
In the relaxed atmosphere of clubs, hams were gradually socialized into
the hobby community. CQ magazine called clubs ‘‘the seat of true democracy in amateur radio’’ and charged each to ‘‘keep ‘working on’ its new
Novice licensees and help to make good hams out of them.’’ This process
required ‘‘a lot more than [lessons in] technical and operating proficiency,
and includes indoctrination into organized amateur activity [ . . . ] and in
the traditions of our game.’’ As part of their cultural instruction, hobbyists
learned and practiced radio jargon in clubs. A handbook for new hobbyists
described the typical meeting as ‘‘mostly informal—much ‘rag chewing’
goes on, coffee and doughnut breaks are common, and ham jabber fills the
air, much of which will rub off on you.’’ Once the ‘‘gibberish’’ of hams’ language began to ‘‘form a pattern,’’ a newcomer could become ‘‘an enthusiastic participant’’ in meetings and other hobby activities.38
Newsletters captured the casual, friendly interaction of clubs. Typically
these were monthly publications produced inexpensively by a volunteer
editor. They were intended as ‘‘extremely personal publications in contrast
to the commercial jobs,’’ according to one editor, and aimed to ‘‘deal directly and personally with each and every member of the club, in name as
well as in activities.’’ Because hams took pleasure in ‘‘reading about themselves and about the folks they know,’’ the audience for club bulletins tolerated amateur publishing efforts. The ARRL reassured editors intimidated
by literary responsibilities that it was all right to ‘‘know more about gamma
than grammer [sic]’’ since newsletters were ‘‘just another means of communication among friends—like ham radio.’’ Club publications deliberately
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retained a local flavor and plain language. After one bulletin made improvements, it promised readers, ‘‘This does NOT mean that we are going
high-brow, far from it. We will try to give you the same ‘home’ type of
publication with personal news of the hams you know, all the latest dope
on Club doings, everything in fact that it has contained before.’’39 Every
page of club newsletters, in style and content, displayed the culture of
ham radio.
To explain the basis of that culture—from the expectations for behavior
to the preferred manner of speaking—radio hobbyists always pointed back
to their chosen leisure technology. Certainly many ham values derived
pragmatically from wireless apparatus. Audible transmissions depended on
precise operations, and open exchanges required discretion. Admonitions
in ham publications against faults such as messiness had a more tenuous
technical connection, though might still be plausibly justified with claims
that, for instance, electronics performed more reliably when constructed
tidily.40 But some characteristics of two-way radio operators came to be perceived as based in the technology only as a result of considerable effort
expended by hobbyists. Detailed examination of the development, propagation, and defense of ham radio’s masculinity reveals how one extraneous
trait became a component of the identity of ham radio and provides insight
into the construction of the hobby culture generally.

Ham Radio Made Masculine
The men who dominated ham radio—outnumbering women by 19 to 1—
used a combination of visual, rhetorical, and social strategies to portray the
hobby as deeply masculine. Stabilizing the gender of radio was a complex
and, at times, subtle process. In part, it took place along the way as hobbyists negotiated their relationships to the electronics industry, the military,
and their families. This subject therefore trails throughout the following
chapters. I concentrate here on the actions and attitudes hams took primarily for the purpose of making the hobby manly.
Precisely because ham radio operators so effectively represented the
hobby as manly, it is important to note the feminine associations with
wireless communication. Women in the workplace frequently operated
and built the technologies central to leisure radio. Between a third and a
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half of professional telegraphers were female.41 During and following
World War II, electronics manufacturers, praising women’s small hands as
capable of intricate work, commonly employed female assemblers. Women
constructed most of the commercially available ham radio equipment sold
by two leading producers, Hallicrafters and Collins Radio. The Collins Radio
Company first hired women in its production department in 1942. Within
two years, women gained a majority among its assemblers. The workforce
at Collins became increasingly feminized after the war, and by the early
1970s women made up the vast majority of the assemblers at the main Collins manufacturing plant. In the mid 1950s when the Hallicrafters Company promoted ‘‘the six scientifically-designed production lines’’ at its
recently modernized plant, all two dozen of the electronics assemblers pictured were female.42 Men’s leisure telegraphy and radio equipment construction risked looking like women’s work. Additionally, passing time in
casual conversations was stereotypically viewed as a feminine activity.
While fashioning ham radio as masculine, hobbyists also needed to clarify that this was a heterosexual masculinity. The pairing of men in a 1952
advertisement for a radio component illustrates how easily hams’ fraternity
could have been mistaken as homoerotic (figure 2.6). General Electric
claimed that with its new power amplifier ‘‘a whisper will make your
speaker roar.’’ As representatives of the hobby radio community, it only
made sense that both people depicting the whisper were men. Hams would
have understood unambiguously that the men were stand-ins for electronics components, but the imagery might have misled outsiders. The uncharacteristic act of men whispering, the puckered lips of the whisperer, and
the raised eyebrow of the listener could have been interpreted as sexually
suggestive or politically subversive, a secret exchange between lovers or
spies. The early Cold War perception of a link between homosexuality and
Communism made potential confusion about hams’ relationships a double
threat.43
After World War II, male hams deliberately advanced a masculine identity for radio hobbyists and radio technology. Hobbyists in the first part of
the twentieth century had appeared manly as they experimented with new
technology and conquered the unexplored frontier of the airwaves.44 But
as two-way radio lost hi-tech status, hams needed to cultivate a masculine
image for the hobby. A 1981 manual went as far as to promise readers that
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the experience of completing a long-distance radio contact brought with it
‘‘the same power one feels with superbly engineered cars, strong horses or
the ability to influence others.’’ Generally, though, hobbyists based radio’s
masculinity in what they called ‘‘technical mastery’’ rather than attempt to
tie radio to physical activity and strength. In the world of radio, a man
proved himself with esoteric knowledge of electronics theory and with
manual skill demonstrated by soldering components together to construct
equipment. A 1957 hobby handbook actually referred to ‘‘the manly art of
building your own receiver.’’ Active engagement with technology exhibited
a form of control and power suited to the age of electronics. When suggesting in 1968 that ‘‘a modern touch of excitement and challenge’’ might attract new hobbyists, the editor of CQ magazine acknowledged that this
technical lure was unlikely to tempt rugged types like ‘‘the surfer or the
skier.’’ But he believed it had potential if pitched to a broad audience
through the popular press and, he added, ‘‘yes, even through Playboy.’’ A
similar drive for ‘‘image enhancement’’ a decade later plainly stated the
limitations on the hobby’s style of manliness. ‘‘While it is unlikely that
Amateur Radio will ever equal the Macho image of the hard-driving trucker
with his CB mike in hand,’’ wrote the editor of another hobby magazine,
‘‘we can certainly benefit by a public image that gets us out of the category of ‘recluse tinkerers!’ ’’45 Ironically, outsiders’ view of hobbyists as
‘‘recluse tinkerers’’ had resulted in part from hams’ trumpeting of technical
mastery.
Imagery in hobby publications reinforced the association of radio equipment construction with masculinity. The pattern in advertisements of the
second half of the twentieth century was to depict technical ability as a
manly trait but feature women models when displaying technology. The
representation of disembodied, clearly gendered hands in RCA’s free periodical Ham Tips demonstrates how one manufacturer adapted these conventions to suit ham culture. RCA displayed a new vacuum tube, which
Figure 2.6
Outside of the ham radio context, the image of one man whispering into another’s
ear, the puckered lips of the whisperer, and the raised eyebrow of the listener could
have been misunderstood as sexually suggestive or as representing an act of political
subversion. General Electric advertisement, QST, August 1952, page 1.
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was not yet available to hobbyists, pinched delicately between a woman’s
perfectly manicured thumb and forefinger. For parts being sold for ham
radio construction projects, however, a man’s hand was used. The advertisement text explained the gender switch by describing these electronics
components as ‘‘created by the hand of experience,’’ suggesting that the
same technically skilled, male hand displayed them. The rough, strong
hand matched the parts’ ‘‘rugged construction’’ and was large enough to
grasp a selection of three tubes at once. The general illustration practices
of Ham Tips maintained the image of male hobbyists as technically active.
A photograph accompanying an article on ‘‘The Make-Your-Own Microphone,’’ for instance, showed the microphone in the male hand of the
builder.46
Hobbyists spoke from a position of technical authority when recounting
instances of radio operation interfering with television and frequently
named women ignorant of electrical matters as the source of interference
complaints. Typical was a hobbyist’s portrayal of hysterical housewives preemptively spreading rumors about electrical disruptions after a ham installed a new antenna: ‘‘Immediately Mrs. Jones down the block informs
Mrs. Smith who lives next door that said ‘contraption’ has certainly interfered with their broadcast reception, even tho’ the ten meter beam may not
yet be in use.’’ Another story of this type referred to an ‘‘old bat’’ who
blamed hobbyists for imperfect television reception unrelated to electrical
interference. One article’s suggestion for stifling a female neighbor’s nagging about interference was to deal directly with her husband. In a conversation between men, an angry neighbor might soon admit that the
interference was really only on one channel—a channel he did not even
watch and whose cooking show had given his wife despicable ‘‘recipes for
braised moose jowls.’’47 Radio hobbyists who dismissed female neighbors’
accusations of interference in this manner contrasted technically knowledgeable men with women who frivolously watched television.
Hams implied that electronics know-how granted them an elite and
manly status by characterizing the community that formed over the airwaves as a ‘‘technical fraternity.’’ This fraternal social structure was made
more apparent when the ham community organized into clubs. In some
cases, ham radio clubs looked much like gentlemen’s clubs. The Northern
California DX Club (NCDXC), founded just after World War II, was all
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male until 1963 and accepted only three female members in the next decade. One member attributed the small number of women in the club to
the fact that it focused on long-distance operations, which he felt was a disproportionately male specialty within the hobby, but acknowledged that
club activities likely also contributed to keeping down the number of female members. He called the NCDXC a ‘‘smoker type club’’ whose gatherings resembled those of ‘‘a men’s social club.’’ Its meetings always included
dinner and drinking and sometimes were held in venues that offered entertainment such as the ‘‘Mermaid act’’ members enjoyed at a meeting in
1961. In the early 1970s, some NCDXC members voiced concern about
raucous behavior at meetings. The club newsletter, The DXer, published a
complaint that ‘‘the members only want to get together for a drink and
meal, and don’t give a damn about DX, anymore!’’ In the next issue of
The DXer, the editor pleaded with members to ‘‘keep the booxin [boozing]
at a reasonable level’’ and ‘‘create a more friendly and cooperative atmosphere throughout the meeting.’’48
Much more so than the monthly outings, the annual joint meetings of
the Northern and Southern California DX Clubs gained a reputation for debauchery. Reports in The DXer during the 1960s and 1970s repeatedly
alluded to excessive alcohol consumption over the course of the several
days the clubs met together in Fresno. The Northern club equipped the
bus chartered for the 1963 gathering with a ‘‘portable bar, 50 pounds of
ice cubes and 100 paper cups’’ for its 29 passengers. After the 1967 joint
meeting, the editor of The DXer ‘‘suppose[d] that a great many of us have
but an indistinct and foggy memory of what occurred in Fresno.’’ The
antics in Fresno drew attention throughout the ham community, including
the report by CQ that ‘‘The traditional cocktail party made good use of four
bars’’ at the hotel where the clubs met in 1973.49
The NCDXC newsletter hinted that sexual liaisons were one reason club
members traveled to Fresno. The two host clubs extended invitations only
to ‘‘DX guests.’’ In particular, non-hobbyist spouses did not accompany
hobbyists to Fresno, although it was routine for them to tag along to other
ham radio conventions. The Northern club’s newsletter promoted as a special point of interest for the joint meeting that the Southern club had more
female members. A snapshot printed in The DXer of a man smoking a pipe
and talking to a woman holding a drink was captioned, ‘‘Er well what’re
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you doing after the dinner?’’ The man was not identified, but the woman’s
call sign was given. Other comments mentioned dalliances with women
from outside the hobby. At the 1973 meeting, a naked woman jumped out
of a cake as a way of rewarding one ham ‘‘for his long service to the Fresno
meeting.’’ The event was described in both regional and national hobby
magazines, and a year later the DXer newsletter printed a photograph of
‘‘Brandy’’ hugging the meeting organizer as a way ‘‘to remind’’ members
of the next joint meeting. The DXer further suggested that when the club
traveled to Fresno some members took advantage of a weekend of anonymity to pick up women and visit prostitutes. One cartoon on the cover
of the 1974 ‘‘Fresno Issue’’ of the newsletter showed a woman in a strapless
dress telling a man at a bar, ‘‘It’s getting late and I’d like to go to bed before
I get tired.’’ In a second cartoon, labeled ‘‘Awards,’’ the plaque a ham
brought back from Fresno confused his wife. ‘‘It’s for perfect attendance at
Madame Zelda’s what house?’’ she quizzed him.50 Though it is difficult to
judge the extent to which these remarks accurately represented experiences, there must have been at least a grain of truth to the portrait of the
Fresno meeting as a freewheeling men’s retreat or the humor would have
fallen flat.
Alongside ham clubs that fit the men’s social club formula were radio
clubs modeled upon fraternal community service clubs. After World War I,
veterans’ groups and general service clubs became more popular with men
than strictly social clubs.51 In line with this trend, mid century radio clubs
commonly emphasized their similarity to organizations such as the Jaycees,
Rotary, and Lions Clubs and publicized their involvement in civil defense
drills and in providing communications following natural disasters. Ham
publications encouraging participation in such service activities openly
stated that one motivation was to improve the hobby’s public image, ‘‘to
protect and promote ham interests on the local level.’’52
Structuring ham fellowship as a fraternity facilitated alliances between
radio clubs and male service organizations. Men who were both hams and
Rotarians, for instance, described an ideological affinity between the communities including ‘‘the easygoing informality typified by the use of first
names, the willingness to serve others, the development of friendship
across international borders and among men of varied occupations.’’ As evidence of shared attitudes toward civic responsibility, one member of both
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groups noted that the Rotary’s All-American Award for Public Service twice
had been given to ham radio operators. Rotarians made use of ham radio to
‘‘broadcast messages of brotherhood to every continent’’ in an act of ‘‘Rotary fellowship.’’ ‘‘Surely if ‘there is a destiny that makes us brothers,’ ’’
wrote a Rotarian ham, ‘‘amateur radio is doing its bit to realize that end.’’
When a Rotary club in Hawaii met over the airwaves with one in New
Mexico, the organizer of the ham radio linkup called it ‘‘more than just a
stunt.’’ The meeting ‘‘joined two Clubs in closer fellowship,’’ he claimed,
and offered ‘‘a better understanding between two distant parts of the world,
albeit parts of the same country,’’ leading him to conclude that ham radio
‘‘was definitely ‘good Rotary.’ ’’53
The camaraderie of radio hobbyists with fraternal groups spanned the
generation gap. In 1949, the trade journal Radio and Television News pronounced the association between hams and the Boy Scouts to be ‘‘to their
mutual advantage’’ and gave the example of a Chicago scoutmaster offering
a course on ham radio to distinguish his troop. The ‘‘educational appeal
and glamour’’ of the hobby drew forty-five boys and nine fathers to the
first class. The Boy Scout organization hoped radio would teach boys electrical skills as well as elements of hams’ technical culture. Advice on earning a merit badge in radio stressed the importance of deep understanding
over the ability simply to follow directions. Unlike assembly-line workers
who could say only ‘‘that they soldered a ‘couple of wires to a thing,’ ’’
scouts were to learn ‘‘the reason for each connection, each part.’’ The Boy
Scouting suggestion to ‘‘poke your nose around until you find out why one
wire connects to the detector tube and another to the capacitor’’ echoed
ham radio handbooks’ encouragement of tinkering and learning by doing.
Like the Rotarians, Boy Scout leaders believed ham radio could enhance fellowship. The handbook for the radio merit badge mentioned the possibility
that, because many hams had found their way into the hobby through
scouting, radio contacts would provide introductions to other current and
former scouts.54 The Boy Scouts adapted particular components of the ham
technical fraternity to scouting. Their magazine Boy’s Life sponsored a
radio club and held ‘‘Hamborees’’ that combined the style of the Boy
Scouts’ Jamboree gatherings with that of radio hobbyists’ ‘‘Hamventions.’’
Merit badge requirements directly linked Boy Scouts and hobbyists by
allowing only licensed hams to judge a scout’s knowledge of Morse code
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and electronics theory and to inspect the basic receiver the boy had constructed. Radio clubs encouraged members to befriend scouts and supervise
examinations. From the perspective of radio hobbyists, the Boy Scouts—
a fraternal, militaristic organization focused on character building and
community service—seemed like a perfect membership feeder group. The
ham community suggested that radio enthusiasts recruited from local high
schools, religious youth groups, and especially the Boy Scouts could provide ‘‘the transfusion that ham radio needs.’’55
Whether joined officially into fraternal clubs or just loosely banded together as a technical fraternity on the airwaves, the hobby radio community was distinctly masculine. Male hams used a playfully harsh rhetoric
to prevent feminine infiltration. CQ magazine’s short report about the
1971 national Hamvention exhibited three common strategies for policing
the gender border. First, females who showed an interest in ham radio were
portrayed as a threat to the hobby. A photograph of a young girl at the convention—the picture of innocence, wearing flowered shorts and her hair
tied into a ponytail with a ribbon—carried the caption: ‘‘We’re not sure
whose liberation front sponsored this one, but they wouldn’t let her join.’’
Second, hobbyists depicted wives as spoiling men’s fun by interrupting
technical leisure with family obligations. A television news story about
the Hamvention had picked up on this sentiment and reported that the
pastime drove a wedge between spouses. As an ironic counterexample, the
magazine ran a photograph of a couple at the convention with a caption
stating that the hobbyist ‘‘would rather not talk about’’ the fact that he
had brought his wife along. Finally, hams frequently described feminine
sexuality as competing with technical apparatus for men’s attention. The
convention report attributed the popularity of a slow scan television demonstration in part to ‘‘the Hot Pants-ed, redheaded circulation femme’’ who
was distributing leaflets for a neighboring booth.56 Joking tempered, but
did not obscure, the message that women interfered with ham radio
culture.
The small group of women who did become radio hobbyists faced a dilemma. To be accepted as true hams, women had to take on a technical
identity. The close association male hams had forged between radio technology and masculinity, however, meant that in attempting to enter the
ham community women risked undermining their femininity. It is an indi-
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cation of how strongly gendered ham radio was that female hobbyists in
this difficult position responded by emphasizing stereotypically feminine
traits and behaviors while downplaying technical interests and abilities.
Amelia Black, author of the first women’s column to appear in one of the
ham magazines, projected a hyper-feminine image of herself and the
women she wrote about. Black noted, for instance, her disappointment at
winning a piece of radio equipment instead of the pair of nylons offered as
a door prize at a meeting of women hams. And she called her membership
in the Rag Chewers Club—the group that encouraged lengthy, nontechnical conversations on the air—something that ‘‘might be expected’’
from a woman ham. Eleanor Wilson, who held the equivalent of Black’s
position at a rival magazine, described women as keeping their distance
from ham radio competitions. Normally contests focused on manly demonstrations of speed, technical power, or domination of the airwaves by
challenging participants to make the most contacts, reach the farthest distance, or talk to hams in the greatest number of countries. In those cases,
Wilson always felt it necessary to deliver a ‘‘sermon on contest spirit.’’ But
with the approach of a contest that was more a social mixer than a competition, in that it only counted radio exchanges made between a man and
a woman, Wilson teased her readers, ‘‘Strangely enough, you never need
much coaxing for this party.’’57
Descriptions of women hams in the popular press carefully pointed out
the feminine touch they brought to the hobby. A 1942 newspaper story
mentioned that one woman’s housekeeping skills kept her hobby space
free of ‘‘the mess usually associated with amateur radio.’’ Recreation magazine characterized another woman’s on-air activities as mostly ‘‘chatty conversations’’ and facetiously declared it an act of ham radio heroism that she
had once supplied a ship stuck in the ice near Greenland with a cornbread
recipe. When Time named seventeen notable hams in 1961, the list included just one woman. The magazine’s only statement about this recent
Miss Universe was ‘‘35-23-35,’’ dressmaker shorthand for her bust-waisthips measurements.58
The women who participated in ham radio clearly had technical interests
and skills, or they never could have passed the licensing examination. Yet
female hobbyists often dismissed any technical identity, apparently in
an attempt to protect femininity. Amelia Black’s debut column in 1946
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promised that technical advice would appear only if readers insisted. The
first woman profiled there brushed off her own technical knowledge as
‘‘slight,’’ saying she considered herself ‘‘fortunate that there’s always been
a brother or a husband to build the equipment and to keep it perking.’’ In
the pages of ham magazines, women hobbyists continued to deny their
technical engagement and to emphasize feminine practices through the
1970s. In 1976 one female hobbyist wrote, ‘‘Oh, there are a few women
here and there who are hams, but they don’t seem to do anything. They
just talk.’’ She blamed her own failed attempt to assemble a piece of equipment on child care responsibilities, which she felt were ‘‘part of the reason
why women generally accomplish so little in amateur radio.’’59
Portrayals such as these served the double function of neutralizing the
power of women’s technical ability and shielding women hams from the
accusation that their technical hobby made them mannish. The strategy
of stressing femininity in order to make women’s skills appear less threatening was not confined to ham radio nor to technical fields. During World
War II, the press described women in the computational jobs previously
held by men as engaged in ‘‘ ‘domestic’ work for the nation.’’ After the
war, women engineers were depicted as stereotypically feminine to mark a
distinction from the physically strong image of Rosie the Riveter. Popular
magazine articles about successful business women in the first postwar
decade used related tactics to cordon them off from the business world
dominated by male achievers.60
Preserving their gender identity prevented female hams from attaining
genuine insider status in the hobby community. Ellen Marks reported
experiences in the late 1970s as a woman ‘‘in a ‘masculine’ hobby’’ that
were little changed from those of women in the 1940s. Men who saw
Marks at ham radio conventions assumed she was just there with someone
and not a hobbyist herself. Sending Morse code on the air hid her appearance and voice, so fellow hams commonly assumed Ellen Marks was a man
and replied to her as ‘‘Allen,’’ thinking they had de-coded her name wrong.
Once Marks corrected these gender misinterpretations, male hams tended
either to ask her about cooking or suppose that an interest in ‘‘sports and
mechanics’’ must be paired with her ham radio hobby.61 Women hobbyists
simply did not make sense amid a community that so valued masculinity
and brotherhood.
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Radio clubs in particular were reluctant to take on female members.
Many service oriented clubs like the Schenectady Amateur Radio Association shared the demographics of gentlemen’s type clubs like the NCDXC:
nearly thirty years after they were established, each of these clubs had
more than a hundred members and included only three women. A 1945
hobby magazine article about the North Shore Radio Club of Long Island
claimed that women were ‘‘by no means excluded,’’ but the accompanying
photograph showed a club event perfectly divided along gender lines. With
a caption describing the women members as ‘‘properly segregated and
tabled,’’ the overall message seemed to be that clubs welcomed women as
long as they kept to themselves.62 Confronted with men’s control of most
clubs, female hams formed clubs of their own.
Within mixed gender clubs, women encountered stereotyped views of
their proper roles and skill. This cannot be blamed entirely on men. In a
1960 article with the alarmingly misogynistic title ‘‘ ‘Club’ Your Women,’’
Carole Hoover detailed the many submissive roles women might play in
radio clubs. If women hams followed her behavioral guidelines, Hoover
believed, a feminine presence could improve clubs while continuing to
‘‘let the fellows run the show.’’ Hoover explained that she and a handful
of other women, ‘‘Going on the old adage that the ‘way to a man’s heart
is through his stomach,’ ’’ had gained entry into the local club by taking
refreshments. What she called the ‘‘girls’ meet-and-eat plan’’ led to the
women catering weekend contests and holding bake sales to support the
club. Along with doing the cooking, Hoover suggested women handle club
paperwork, declaring the offices of secretary and treasurer ‘‘jobs that women
just simply enjoy more than men [do].’’ But, Hoover warned, women
needed ‘‘to guard against a ‘take over’ impulse that could shrink a thriving
club to a sewing circle in a matter of weeks.’’ Clubs were to remain masculine. Hoover told women to forget the idea of prettying up the club meeting place, although she found it acceptable ‘‘to empty wastebaskets, sweep
up, and sneak off with a ‘girlie’ calendar now and then.’’63
The positions held by the first women to join the Northern California
DX Club demonstrate that female hams employed at least one of Hoover’s
techniques to make a place for themselves in clubs. When the NCDXC
accepted its first female member in 1963, a handful of the men present
stood up and walked out of the meeting, never to return. But just three
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months later the new inductee proved useful to the club by taking on the
job of secretary/treasurer. A decade later, the third woman to join the
NCDXC also volunteered to serve as secretary within her first year of membership.64 Taking on administrative responsibilities earned women official
inclusion in clubs but did little to integrate them into the masculine culture of ham radio.
Through the combined strength of countless tiny gestures, hobbyists
marked two-way radio as unquestionably manly. This had a number of social benefits for hams such as reinforcing their gender identity and generating a sense of fraternity within the ham community and with other men’s
organizations. Radio hobbyists of mid century were hardly alone in endeavoring to stabilize perceptions of technical activities as suitably masculine.
In a Cold War context that conflated techno-scientific know-how with international political power, elite hi-tech organizations also paid attention
to technology’s image. NASA, for instance, embarked on a public relations
campaign to depict the astronauts on early missions as active commanders
rather than just submissive passengers. Meanwhile Stanley Kubrick’s film
Dr. Strangelove caricatured combatants in scientific warfare as disengaged
button-pushers.65 The perceived identity of a technology affects attitudes
toward technology, which in turn affects critical decisions about investment, regulation, consumption, and implementation.
The centrality of technology in the ham community inspired a cycle of
social-technical identifications. In one step, radio hobbyists granted technology a social identity by establishing guidelines for the use of two-way
radios as well as for off-air interaction within a group defined by its shared
interest in two-way radio. As hams articulated, taught, and enforced
expectations for behavior with regard to radio, they associated social norms
with the technology. Hams routinely implied, and occasionally explicitly
stated, that radio required operators who possessed traits such as precision,
efficiency, discretion, rationality, attentiveness, political neutrality, and
masculinity. Their logic was that these traits were technical demands of
radio, following from the way devices were constructed and how they functioned. In the other step of the cycle, hobbyists took on a technical identity
from radios. By personally identifying with technology and as radio operators, hams reflected back onto themselves the very characteristics they had
imparted to radio technology. This cycle produced the culture of ham radio.
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Hams were always active. Talking on the air—ostensibly the primary hobby
activity—was the most sedentary thing hams did. When they were not rigging up antennas or hauling gear to the top of a hill with the hope of making distant contacts, they were building, testing, repairing, and modifying
equipment at the workbenches in their shacks. The ham community took
special pride in construction feats that displayed an extraordinary level of
technical mastery. Heroic stories told of hobbyists with a radical do-ityourself spirit who blew the glass to make their own vacuum tubes or who
ground their own tuning crystals. But hams did not set independence as
a standard or even an ideal, and they routinely purchased supplies and
equipment. In 1938, Theodor Adorno ridiculed the radio amateur as a
pawn of the marketplace because ‘‘He patiently builds sets whose most important parts he must buy ready-made.’’1 Adorno’s criticism misrepresented
the character of radio commerce as greatly as did tales of homemade
vacuum tubes. For while the hobby fundamentally depended on the radioelectronics industry, consumption did not prevent hams from being productive and creative.
Like all hobbyists, amateur radio operators existed in an intermediate
position between producers and consumers as they pursued activities that
straddled the commonly juxtaposed categories of labor and leisure. Hobbyists bought tools, parts, kits, and scaled-down or somewhat simplified versions of professional equipment. They then used these goods to produce
their own creations.2 In technical hobbies, this pattern of productive consumption altered the style of technology that manufacturers sold to customers. Most twentieth century consumer technologies, designed to make
hi-tech machines accessible to the largest possible audience, concealed
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functional mechanisms and reduced user requirements from skilled engagement to superficial button-pushing. Quite different devices emerged
from the unusual producer-consumer relationship between ham radio
manufacturers and hobbyists.

To Build or To Buy
The ham radio community saw building equipment as a perfect opportunity for learning by doing, the form of education that amateurs favored.
With no trace of irony, the hobby literature tried to instill in readers the
value of hands-on learning over book learning. Handbooks across the decades claimed that ‘‘The ‘know-how’ obtained by constructing a piece of
electronic gear cannot be duplicated by reading a thousand books!’’ (1957),
and ‘‘The knowledge of electronic fundamentals obtained from doing cannot be duplicated by reading textbooks’’ (1982). To allow hobbyists to learn
from experience, manuals guided novices through scripted building projects that taught basic skills and the habit of tinkering. Equipment construction became so closely identified with ham radio culture that a 1973 hobby
electronics handbook called hams ‘‘the true hobbyists who started the
build-it-yourself concept in electronics.’’3
Construction by radio hobbyists dropped off as its financial advantage
shrank and the selection of ready-made equipment grew. In the first half
of the twentieth century, few amateur radio models were available for purchase, and those that were came with hefty price tags. For example, the
Hallicrafters HT-1 transmitter sold for $195 when it debuted in 1937, at a
time when a complete amateur station could be built from parts for a quarter of that cost. By the late 1950s, the cost savings of building equipment
had diminished and hams could purchase a wide variety of specialty gear.
One handbook then described hobbyist-built receivers as ‘‘almost as extinct
as the famous dodo bird,’’ a reversal of the situation ‘‘A decade or so ago
[when] the home-made receiver was the rule rather than the exception.’’4
Whenever building appeared to decline, the ham community expressed
anxiety about the survival of the hobby. A 1959 manual called the ‘‘trend’’
for buying ready-made gear ‘‘detrimental to both the ham and the whole
field of ham radio.’’ The author explained how this presented a threat to
the hobby culture with the accusation that ‘‘new operators who do not
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build their equipment violate the spirit of technical curiosity and achievement which has been the foundation of amateur radio.’’5 Appeals to community responsibility were common in attempts to encourage building.
The importance of home construction was a topic that CQ magazine
‘‘harped on again and again’’ in the 1950s and 1960s. Announcing a
‘‘$1000 Cash Prize ‘Home Brew’ Contest’’ in 1950, CQ called independently
built equipment ‘‘the type of gear which has helped to make amateur radio
our greatest reservoir of technical proficiency.’’ The magazine tried to steer
hams back into building by sponsoring such competitions and by publishing more construction plans. Lessons traditionally learned by doing
imparted a powerful technical mastery to hams. ‘‘As our ranks of home
constructors thin we also fall to a lower technical level as a group,’’ the
editor worried in 1958.6 Amateurs feared that if ham radio lost status as a
technical activity, they might also lose the privilege of operating on the
public airwaves.
A desire to be associated with technology was part of what lured hams to
purchase equipment. Hams wanted machines that were outwardly hi-tech.
Conceding that the ‘‘shortcoming of many homebrewed projects is the lack
of finishing touches which add a commercial touch of glamour,’’ construction handbooks recommended that hobbyists spend ‘‘an extra hour for the
final cosmetics.’’ Specific suggestions for achieving a ‘‘professional metal
appearance’’ included covering wooden cabinets with metallic paint and
purchased decals. But these crude approximations failed to replicate the
sleek exteriors of commercial electronics equipment. In addition to delivering better looking machines, manufacturers produced extremely compact
equipment by using smaller parts and placing them in tighter configurations than were convenient in home building. A 1971 review of an amplifier built with integrated circuits justified its high price by stating that
amateur builders could not match the ready-made device’s minimal size
and weight.7 Better performance rarely was mentioned as a reason to buy
rather than build equipment, perhaps to avoid an affront to hams’ pride in
their own construction abilities.
The tension between the desires to build and to buy equipment complicated the amateur radio market. On the one hand, hams respected do-ityourself principles and wanted to display technical mastery and to reap
the rewards of learning by doing. These factors argued for constructing
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equipment in home workshops from original or published plans. The attraction of machines that looked and performed like the latest hi-tech, professional gadgets tempted hobbyists to consider purchasing ready-made
equipment. To court ham radio customers, manufacturers mediated between these conflicting wishes.

The Market for Amateur Radios
The motivation for radio-electronics firms to participate in the small, specialty trade in hobby radio supplies is not immediately obvious. Bigger
profits were found selling broadcast radio receivers, non-hobby two-way
communications equipment, televisions, and computing technology. The
relative strength of the markets for these other products indeed figured in
manufacturers’ decision of whether to sell to hams. In many ways, though,
ever since the time radio was new and hobbyists were essential customers,
the demand for other electronic communications technologies actually
increased the appeal of the ham radio business.
There were two kinds of radio hobbyists in the first third of the twentieth
century. Some sent and received signals; others listened to amateur and
commercial transmissions without responding. Initially the radio parts
and receivers used by the ‘‘transmitting amateurs’’ were nearly identical to
those used by ‘‘broadcast listeners.’’ The two ‘‘types of amateurs’’ represented a unified, thriving sector of the developing radio industry.8
All radio listening through the 1920s demanded technical skills for tuning, tinkering with, and constructing equipment. Given our familiarity
with single dial or push-button radios, especially those which employ automatic frequency control or digital tuning, we easily can overlook the talent
once required just for precise tuning. The clear reception of a station on an
early radio testified to the abilities of both radio operator and equipment.
Enthusiastic listeners kept log books recording which broadcasts they had
received, when, and under what conditions. Into the late 1930s, radio stations sent ‘‘verified reception stamps’’ or postcards to listeners who wrote
in saying they had heard a particular broadcast. Radio listening hobbyists
preserved their ethereal radio accomplishments by pasting stations’ stamps
and cards into scrapbooks, including albums produced for this purpose.9
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The expense of ready-made receivers inspired some consumers to attempt
building their own. Like many other handbooks available to guide novices,
Radio Construction for the Amateur (1924) offered thorough instructions for
building a receiver from commercially available parts, including lessons in
the basic skills of soldering and drilling. The cover illustration of a man
wearing a crisp white shirt and smart vest while working on a radio showed
that even those who had the means to purchase a receiver might choose
home assembly, perhaps to have more control over the design. Radio Construction for the Amateur described numerous receiver models in detail and
provided schematic diagrams for ‘‘eighteen popular hookups.’’10
Listeners who bought radio receivers still faced some assembly before
they could spend evenings searching the dial for broadcasting stations.
The instruction manual packaged with the Paragon Receiver in 1923 indicated that to bring sound through the headset the user needed to start by
wiring in a battery and antenna. The Paragon Receiver included neither. Instead the manual explained how to build an antenna out of parts available
from a radio supplier. A list of likely solutions guided the owner through
common problems with wiring, and the manual provided advice on tuning
techniques that would be useful once the radio was finally complete and
ready for operation.11
As eager manufacturers began to compete for a stake in the booming
radio industry, they accommodated the majority of the public, who preferred listening to tinkering, by dropping technical expectations. The radio
industry had total sales of only a few hundred thousand dollars per year at
the start of the 1920s. By decade’s end, this figure had increased to nearly
$750 million annually.12 Mass production increased the supply of receivers
and lowered the price, while critical shifts in the technical culture of broadcast listening bolstered demand. To attract a wider and particularly a female
audience, mass-produced receivers of the late 1920s featured aesthetically
pleasing cabinets appropriate for polite living rooms and an interface that
required little more than tuning. Ready-made radios were so simple to
operate that manufacturers no longer taught consumers how to work on
the devices and began to discourage tinkering with the threat that it would
void the warranty. The radio industry then professed an obligation ‘‘to protect the public’’ from electrical dangers.13
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With the simplification of broadcast receivers, producers effectively split
the general category of amateur radio into two forms of leisure, broadcast
listening and two-way communication. Broadcast listening changed from
an active hobby into passive recreation. Two-way radio communication
alone retained the status of a hobby and the name ‘‘amateur radio.’’ Hams
did not necessarily dislike broadcast radio, and many were avid listeners.
Yet ham radio always had been distinct from listening, and this distinction
became more profound after the 1930s. Then tinkering with radios—the
challenges, busyness, and productivity that made radio a technical hobby
—thrived only in two-way radio.
The ‘‘transmitting amateurs’’ had begun the radio craze and formed the
basis for the radio industry. In addition to starting the demand for parts
and equipment, hams developed the technical culture of radio in a way
that contributed to the creation of commercial broadcasting. Economist
Hiram Jome acknowledged the importance of hams to the radio market
when he used the number of licensed amateurs to estimate the demand
for broadcast receivers in 1925. The logic of Jome’s analysis hinged on
hams being indirect lead consumers—not simply initial purchasers who
led others to do the same, but consumers of one group of products who
inspired others to purchase a related group of products. With their leisure
transmissions, hams gave non-transmitting hobbyists something to listen
to, suggesting an identity for radio as a form of entertainment that gave
rise to commercial radio stations. RCA president David Sarnoff in 1930
noted that ‘‘the radio industry outgrew its first customer—the radio
amateur.’’14
The direct contribution of ham radio parts and equipment sales to the
overall radio business was minor for all except the very first years of radio’s
existence. Already in 1926 a radio handbook author figured that broadcasting listeners ‘‘easily outnumbered by one hundred to one’’ the transmitting
amateurs. Radio manufacturers generally shifted their focus away from
ham radio as radio listening rapidly grew in popularity. When the newly
founded Chicago Radio Laboratory advertised its first ham radio receiver
in 1919, it expressed a commitment to ‘‘what the amateur wants and
needs.’’ But in less than a decade the company transferred all its energies
to selling broadcast and shortwave receivers and dropped the name ‘‘Chi-
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cago Radio Laboratory,’’ which evoked tinkering and experimentation, for
the more broad appeal of ‘‘Zenith.’’15
The lure of ham radio manufacturers into related, more profitable areas
eventually even swept up two of the most beloved producers, Collins Radio
and Hallicrafters. Arthur Collins turned his hobby into a small business
after his father’s industrialized farming company sunk into debt during
the Great Depression. Two years after introducing the first fully assembled
ham transmitters in 1931, financial success let the Collins Radio Company
leave the founder’s basement behind for more conventional factory space.
Soon government and commercial radio buyers, frustrated by the limited
availability of transmitters, started purchasing the equipment intended for
amateurs. Meeting the needs of these unexpected customers drew Collins
Radio into avionics and general communications. Producing ham equipment then became just a sideline, kept alive through the early 1980s partly
as a matter of corporate tradition. The story at Hallicrafters was similar.
Former Navy radioman William Halligan started Hallicrafters in 1933 to
manufacture ham equipment. Though it quickly shifted production to concentrate on general-use shortwave receivers, Hallicrafters sold radios to
hams until 1974.16
The smooth transition of these ham radio businesses to more diverse production indicates one way the expanding radio-electronics market of the
1930s and 1940s supported the hobby market. The technical foundations
that two-way amateur radio shared with emerging electronic communications technologies made it relatively easy to manufacture the devices alongside one another. For this reason, dealing in ham radios was not merely a
launching point for small companies. Even established radio industry
giants RCA and General Electric pursued a sideline in products for hobbyists. Following years of selling vacuum tubes and other components to
hams, RCA sold hobby transmitters and receivers for the first time in
1935. The annual reports for the next decade included amateur equipment
among the list of ‘‘Principal Products of RCA,’’ if often quite low on this
list. GE supplied components to hobbyists, a decision validated at a December 1940 meeting of General Electric’s ‘‘radio specialists.’’17 The Radio and
Television Department intended the proceedings, limited to a printing of
125 copies, to be confidential. A copy archived among the personal papers
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of one of the attendants provides a rare chance to witness a corporate evaluation of the hobby market.
E. E. Williams noted that GE sold to hams via ‘‘an entirely separate channel, namely, radio distributors.’’ Any profit lost through this ‘‘somewhat
unusual’’ commercial practice was believed to be sufficiently offset because
distributors commanded ‘‘by far the largest percentage of the amateur radio
business’’ and GE could reach distributors ‘‘without undue sales expense.’’
The hobby trade had the further benefit of being ‘‘a replacement business
which continues rather evenly throughout the year.’’ ‘‘As a whole,’’ Williams concluded, ‘‘the business from the radio amateur field is quite satisfactory even though of small volume.’’18
Figures presented by E. H. Fritschel supported Williams’s general analysis.
GE sold $2,812,000 worth of radio transmitting tubes in 1938. Hobbyists’
purchases accounted for $400,000 of this total. Hams generated more revenue for GE than did four other sectors tracked by the Market Research Division, including police radio communications ($164,000). But greater sales
resulted from the broadcasting ($862,000), export ($600,000), and government markets ($411,000). Hobbyist demand did not always rank so closely
with government demand, which varied according to strategic operations,
and Fritschel correctly predicted that sales to the armed forces in 1938 was
‘‘probably a record low.’’19
The modest, consistent business radio manufacturers had done with
hams up until 1940 was resoundingly trumped by huge wartime demand.
In the context of World War II—often called the ‘‘radio war’’—two-way
radio existed strictly for strategic purposes. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) banned recreational use of the airwaves while the military specially recruited amateur radio operators and asked hams to donate
equipment from their home stations for battlefield use. Whether ham radio
or military radio, the underlying technology for two-way communications
was the same.
Once again technical affinity facilitated flexible production. As manufacturers of all types of radios altered output according to the military’s needs,
the switchover proved easiest for the handful of companies that had sold to
hobbyists in the 1930s. At Collins Radio, the most significant change was
in capacity. Government funds for emergency manufacturing facilities
helped Collins double the size of its factory in 1941. Hallicrafters had to
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make only minor modifications to existing products in order to complete
$150 million worth of war contracts. Manufacturers of broadcast receivers
undertook more difficult factory conversions to achieve efficient wartime
production, followed by costly reconversions when government contracts
disappeared at war’s end. In the fall of 1945, Business Week predicted a
bright future for prewar hobby suppliers, which ‘‘face[d] no reconversion
problem.’’20 The similarities between military and amateur radios thus
brought about a paradox whereby ham radio equipment producers actually
gained strength during the wartime pause of the hobby.
When the hobby of ham radio grew dramatically after the war, the
demand for amateur radios took up some of the slack manufacturers experienced from reduced military demand. Wartime technical education
acquired through military service or defense-related production enabled
many more individuals to participate in electronics tinkering and other
technical hobbies. Attention to a wider world—sparked by overseas tours
of duty or years of listening to reports of distant conflicts—and the estimated two million soldiers and civilians who had become radio technicians
during World War II contributed to the increased interest in ham radio specifically. Enthusiastic newcomers joined the prewar hams eager to return to
the airwaves. As soon as the FCC resumed granting amateur radio licenses,
applications streamed in at a rate that created a yearlong licensing backlog.
The number of hams continued to rise for years to come, doubling over the
next decade (see figure 3.1). New hobbyists needed equipment, the longtime hams who had donated radios for wartime use sought replacements,
and others had pent-up purchasing demands, especially for gear that incorporated recent technical innovations.21
The government saw in the strong market for ham radios a chance to
clean house and recoup a tiny portion of its wartime spending. During
1946, the military sold so much surplus radio equipment to the public that
specialized resellers sprang up, and competition among these dealers drove
down prices. Hams found the military’s castoff rigs reliable and affordable.
The machines also offered a connection to the war, nostalgic for those hobbyists who had served and novel for those who had not. Surplus radios
demanded just the sort of technical engagement hams enjoyed. Civilian
users had to restrict the power output of transmitters to operate within the
legal limits for ham transmissions and had to modify military radios for
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Figure 3.1
Number of amateur radio operators licensed annually by the FCC. Data compiled
from U.S. Federal Communications Commission, Annual Report (1935–1980).

use on the frequencies set aside for amateurs. Many buyers made further
adaptations for convenience, such as switching the main power source
from battery to standard alternating current. Radio magazines and handbooks and the catalogs of surplus dealers provided schematic diagrams of
military equipment, instructions for modifications, and general suggestions
about the use of surplus gear in home stations. The hobby magazine CQ
alone published 99 articles on surplus equipment in the first postwar
decade.22
The demand for components grew along with the demand for equipment in the postwar period. All hams needed parts for modification projects and repairs, and many hobbyists still built equipment from scratch.
From 1953 to 1956, sales of electronics parts to amateurs rose in value by
58%, and by 1959 nearly 700 parts dealers across the country sold ham
radio supplies. Most of these distributors served electricians, engineers,
and small industrial firms in addition to hobbyists. Stores specializing in
amateur radio goods could survive only in regions densely populated with
hams, such as Schenectady, New York, home of the major technical employer General Electric. Based on advertisements in the Schenectady Amateur
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Radio Association Newsletter, at least four stores in Schenectady, and two
more within a twenty mile radius, sold ham radio components and equipment during the 1950s. Two of the six were general electronics dealers. Another was a hardware store, which recommended that customers who had
questions best answered by a fellow hobbyist ‘‘ask for ‘Dale,’ W2GRI.’’ Electronics manufacturers and the infrastructure of supply houses mutually
supported one another in carrying out sales to hobbyists. When GE committed soon after the war to ‘‘going into a vigorous campaign for the ‘ham’
business,’’ it sent a memo to distributors to enlist their cooperation.23
The big story in the thriving postwar consumer electronics market, of
course, was television. Despite the ‘‘accelerated’’ demand for amateur radio
equipment, Hallicrafters’s 1950 annual report showed that sales of television receivers accounted for more than five times as much of its income as
did hobby radio sales. Still, sales to hobbyists generated a respectable revenue within the electronics industry, roughly $25 million annually in the
late 1950s.24 This represented a comfortable niche market, away from the
higher-stakes competition for television customers.
Company traditions and personal sympathies seem also to have played a
role in keeping electronics manufacturers interested in a small consumer
group. A corporate history of Collins Radio repeatedly mentioned the nostalgia of managers for early product lines and for youthful hobbies as a reason the company continued to produce ham radios. Hobby equipment was
such a ‘‘sentimental favorite’’ that Collins employees held a ceremony to
celebrate the first ham gear released after the war. More than 40% of hams
worked in the electronics industry, and it is possible that loyalties to their
leisure pursuits influenced decisions they made in the workplace. Consider the example of E. E. Williams, who advised GE in 1940 to continue
producing ham supplies. He was active in the hobby himself and four years
earlier had compiled a directory of fellow radio amateurs/employees in an
effort to strengthen ties between hams working at the Schenectady plant.
Regardless of whether that network of hobbyists ever explicitly took a unified position on business matters at GE, the aggregate effect of each individual favoring ham radio would have been considerable. If promotional
materials can be believed, hobbyists employed by electronics firms served
as a ham’s ‘‘personal representatives within the company’’ who would provide ‘‘Ham-to-Ham treatment.’’25
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A combination of sound business strategy and a sentimental attachment
to ham radio technology kept electronics manufacturers and parts distributors in the hobby market from the 1940s to 1960s. Then two interrelated
changes weakened sales of ham radios. From the late 1960s to the early
1970s, the number of licensed amateur operators stagnated. The FCC
recorded 266,000 hams in 1965, and only 1,400 more a decade later. (For
comparison, this 0.5% growth over the decade followed two decades during each of which the number of hobbyists had doubled.) Only a dozen
major amateur equipment manufacturers remained in 1967. Three years
later, when declining advertising revenue forced CQ magazine to cut costs
by using fewer color images and a lower quality binding, the publisher
explained that ‘‘for some time now [ . . . ] from a business point-of-view the
Amateur Radio industry has been in pretty sad shape.’’26 The coincident
transition to integrated circuits as the fundamental components of the
electronics industry made ready-made equipment and kits less attractive to
hobbyists, altered the hobby culture, and contributed to diminished enthusiasm for the hobby. It was a moment that clarified just how ham radios
differed from other consumer electronics.

Technical Products for Active Consumers
Hobbyists needed productive, interactive electronics, not the style of massmarketed consumer electronics that hid reliable technology inside visually
pleasing cases with easy-to-use controls. With regard to technical specifications, manufacturers could have streamlined ham equipment much as they
had broadcast receivers. But to deny hams a closeness to technology, and
the deep theoretical understanding and practical skills that followed, would
have demoted ham radio from an active hobby to a passive form of recreation on par with broadcast listening or television watching. The electronics
industry instead tailored product design, sales tactics, and customer support to suit technically engaged consumers.
The understanding that hams would open machines pushed physical design considerations into the guts of hobby equipment. Advertisements for
and reviews of ham radios in the 1940s and 1950s repeatedly highlighted
two features of little interest to the typical electronics consumer, the appearance and accessibility of internal components. In promotional photo-
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graphs of ham equipment, manufacturers revealed interiors to show the
quality of assembly and that there was space to tinker easily. Nearly half of
the photographs and illustrations of equipment in Hallicrafters’s 1945 ham
radio catalog exposed the insides of machines.27 Providing this view was
a gesture of manufacturers’ respect for customers’ technical knowledge,
implying that hams could recognize good electronics.
Hams strongly associated orderly, precise appearance with sound construction technique. Often their judgment of these characteristics overlapped to create a kind of technical aesthetic. The caption to a photograph
in a 1946 transmitter review, for instance, pointed out that the design
‘‘achieves unusual cleanness of appearance by careful attention to layout
and wiring.’’ A promotional brochure from Collins Radio appealed to
hobby radio operators’ technical aesthetic by displaying the interior of a receiver with the claim that ‘‘Neat wiring, complete shielding, and careful
component layout contribute to superior performance and attractive appearance’’ (figure 3.2). In the same spirit, the 1951 Allied Radio catalog
described the technical specifications of a Hallicrafters receiver—after just
a brief mention of the cabinet color and size—under the heading ‘‘Handsome Styling.’’28
Hobbyists favored spacious parts layouts that facilitated the inspection
and manipulation of electronics. Frequent articles in ham radio magazines
described the alterations possible when manufacturers provided access to
the inner workings of equipment. In modifying purchased gear, some hobbyists saw an opportunity to individualize equipment. ‘‘You can choose
your own parts layout; and you can build as elaborately as you want,’’ one
article noted. Most hams wrote of making adjustments to enhance performance, update aging technology, or adapt a unit for a specialized task. A
transmitter that had been ‘‘widely accepted by the amateur fraternity’’ before television became popular, for instance, could ‘‘be reasonably well
cured of its bad habits’’ of causing interference with television reception
by completing modifications that would result in ‘‘The Collins 310B—
1953 Version.’’ The Collins Radio Company recognized that certain improvements likely would be critical to preserving the good reputation of
its equipment over a long period of ownership and sanctioned after-market
tinkering with the designation of select ‘‘Factory Authorized Modifications.’’
The author of a book of projects for home construction acknowledged the
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Figure 3.2
Promotional material for ham radios commonly pointed out internal features, which
the tinkering hobbyist was sure to encounter. From Collins Radio Co., ‘‘The Collins
75A-1 Amateur Receiver’’ (1948), page 3. Reprinted courtesy of Rockwell Collins.

importance of rebuilding as a hobby activity when he singled out projects
that were ‘‘particularly well suited to modification.’’29 Hams evidently
embarked on building their own equipment fully aware that they would
later modify it.
In addition to designing equipment suited to hobbyist values and practices, manufacturers supported ham radio operators as active consumers
with a continuous stream of technical lessons. Every consumer of technology needed some basic coaching. This often came through advertising or
owner’s manuals for specific items. Occasionally, manufacturers’ technical
guidance covered a broad category of products, such as the dictionary of
Common Words in Radio, Television and Electronics put out by RCA to introduce prospective buyers to the vocabulary essential for discussing the new
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postwar electronics.30 As customers who typically took their electronics
purchases apart, hams needed to know far more than terminology.
Advertisements for hobby components and equipment contained data
crucial for tinkerers. Asked to name their favorite part of CQ magazine,
readers rated the ads second only to the new products section. One handson hobbyist reported, ‘‘Every Heath advertisement and circular was thoroughly gleaned for all bits of knowledge.’’ To help readers quickly locate
such information, Ham Radio Magazine provided an ‘‘Advertisers Index.’’
Amateur radio operators treated catalogs, which were essentially compendia of advertisements, as reference books. A handbook called the large annual catalogs released by electronics distributors ‘‘veritable encyclopedias’’
that were ‘‘well worth having.’’ Electronics catalogs addressed the compatibility and interchangeability of components, topics another hobby guide
called indispensable for any ‘‘experimenter par-excellence.’’ Even formal
instruction in radio technology included catalogs as texts. The Radio Receiver Laboratory Manual contained an appendix with blank pages intended
for students to record notes from the distributors’ and manufacturers’ catalogs made available in the classroom.31
Producers of ham radio equipment provided remarkably detailed technical information. The common offer of ‘‘schematics and specs’’ referred to
schematic diagrams showing the complete electrical structure and technical
specifications of construction, operation, and performance. Hammarlund
Manufacturing distributed two leaflets about its HQ-120-X receiver. The
shorter, four-page version covered the basics and suggested that potential
customers write to request the ‘‘complete technical information.’’ Those
who did so received sixteen pages that included six schematic diagrams,
four photographs of the interior, a chart of selectivity curves, and a twopage listing of all parts with descriptions and their locations on the schematics. Sections of the text explained Circuit Arrangement, Constructional
Details, Operation, Realignment Procedure, Antenna Requirements, and
Maintenance.32 Though this degree of openness may have put the ideas of
ham radio manufacturers at risk of being poached by competitors, transparency was the industry standard, with all players widely circulating technical details through ads and catalogs.
Project guides issued by electronics firms taught home construction at
the same time as they functioned as subtle promotional materials that
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stimulated sales of components. Allied Radio, the largest parts dealer in the
1930s, sold ‘‘ ‘Build-Your-Own’ Wiring Diagrams’’ that came with parts lists
to organize purchasing. Decades later, Radio Shack continued this marketing tactic. A six-volume series published on electronics building projects assured readers that ‘‘To avoid the problem of finding hard-to-get parts, each
project makes exclusive use of parts and supplies available from Radio
Shack.’’33
Newsletters issued by RCA and General Electric combined overt advertisements with advice on building equipment. RCA Ham Tips, published
from 1938 through the 1970s, and GE Ham News, available following the
war and into the 1960s, provided hobbyists with several pages of updates
on products and techniques every other month. Instructions for assembly
projects and features such as the Ham Tips contest for ‘‘an outstanding
Ham rig that is 100% RCA tube equipped’’ encouraged readers to buy
components. GE and RCA asked electronics supply stores to distribute the
newsletters free of charge and, in return for this promotional service, left a
space on the newsletters for the dealer to stamp its name and address. Enterprising suppliers sometimes used the materials for more narrowly targeted sales strategies. A representative from Elmar Electronics, for instance,
handed out copies of the GE Ham News ‘‘Special DX Log Issue’’ at a meeting
of the Northern California DX Club.34
Amateur radio suppliers and customers alike worried that hobbyists
would be left behind when transistor technology superseded vacuum tubes
in the 1950s. Since the earliest days of radio, tubes had been the fundamental components that amplified electrical signals. All hams knew how to
work with vacuum tubes, and most also understood the electronics theory
behind how they functioned. Hobbyists accustomed to the light that indicated a vacuum tube was working spoke of taking comfort in the ‘‘warm
glow’’ of the familiar components. By comparison, transistors were tiny,
opaque, sealed devices—black boxes, literally and figuratively—that made
learning by doing nearly impossible in home workshops. This did not matter to the electronics industry, which focused on the fact that solid-state
components were cheaper and more reliable than vacuum tubes.
As transistors pervaded hi-tech electronics, producers and suppliers
embarked on an extensive campaign to educate hams. The first instructional literature on transistors offered technical lessons and encouragement
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Figure 3.3
To ease hams through technological change, Hydro-Aire introduced the transistor in
the guise of a nonthreatening cartoon character. Reprinted with permission from
Hydro-Aire, The Transistor and You (1955), page 4.

to coax hobbyists gently through the transition from the vacuum tube to
the transistor. Often manufacturers’ guides, such as the pamphlet Transistor
Theory and Circuits Made Simple that the American Electronics Company
distributed in 1958, contained plans for basic construction projects to motivate transistor sales along with tinkering.35 The hobby literature tried to
make transistors seem less intimidating, repeatedly calling them ‘‘fun’’ and
‘‘easy’’ to use.
Hydro-Aire’s The Transistor and You (1955) exemplified manufacturers’
attempts to assist hobbyists through technical changes. The booklet introduced the jovial character of ‘‘Mr. Transistor,’’ who showed tentative
hobbyists the latest techniques (figure 3.3). In a ‘‘Salute to the Ham,’’
Hydro-Aire welcomed the ham community with Morse code and flattering
remarks on ‘‘the importance of the HAM fraternity, and of the great service
rendered by this enthusiastic group in pioneering and development in the
electronic field of endeavor.’’ Illustrations with each building project in the
book depicted Mr. Transistor playing a central role. He fired the starting
pistol for a race car and operated a stopwatch on the page containing a
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schematic for an electronic timer, then hoisted a megaphone in front of a
ham’s mike on the dynamic microphone preamplifier page. The overall
modernizing effects of the new components could be seen in a drawing
that compared tube technology to transistor technology (figure 3.4). Transistors would relieve the frustrations of working with vacuum tubes, bring
order to the ham shack, and even refine the hobbyist from a ruffian with a
screwdriver tucked behind his ear into a quasi-professional—hair combed,
collar buttoned, and sporting a tie—with his hand delicately turning the
dial of a sleek radio.36
By the mid 1960s, hobbyists understood the basics of working with transistors. Efforts to enable use of the devices then included helping hams sort
through the enormous variety of transistors. A transistor ratings table intended ‘‘to aid the experimenter in identifying, selecting and substituting
transistor types’’ took up half the pages in the Capstone Electronics 1967
guide to building with the ‘‘bargain transistors’’ available at the time.37
Already, though, transistors had lost their position as the state-of-the-art
electronics components to integrated circuits, devices that proved to be incompatible with tinkering.

Kits—Building Commodified
The sale of accessible, ready-made equipment, with all the technical information and lessons an active user would need, made it possible for hams to
be productive consumers. The sale of kits took this a step further and
completely commodified building in a way that allowed hams to be consumers and producers simultaneously. Kits tamed freestyle construction
and grounded the whole process in the marketplace. Without a kit, building an original design or even a published plan could resemble inventing.
The electronics hobbyist had to resolve the challenges of independent
building through trial and error and creative adaptation. The kit assembler,
on the other hand, purchased an entire construction project in one package, with all necessary parts and specific directions for soldering them
together. If questions arose, the assembler could turn to the thorough instruction manual and diagrams included with the kit, or call the kit manufacturer’s customer support center. The promise of the leading electronics
kit seller, ‘‘We won’t let you fail,’’ pointed out that piecing together a
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Figure 3.4
A ham radio operator who accepted Hydro-Aire’s friendly transistor into his shack
was shown to escape frustration, toil, and general disarray. Reprinted with permission from Hydro-Aire, The Transistor and You (1955), page 18.
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prepackaged set of components was a do-it-almost-yourself activity. Assemblers felt and appeared deeply involved with kit projects, but their production occurred in a protected, consumer environment.38
With respect to several key aspects—price, necessary technical understanding, time commitment, freedom of design, and available electronics
lessons—kits occupied an intermediate role between buying ready-made
gear and constructing from components. As the position of kits along the
building-buying spectrum shifted over time, radio hobbyists reevaluated
kits. A 1950 editorial in CQ declared kits ‘‘the biggest spur to home construction since the invention of the electric soldering iron and the chassis
punch.’’ A new editor at the same magazine offered more restrained praise
in 1956, calling commercial kits ‘‘a good compromise,’’ with some financial
benefits and some of the pleasure and educational value of construction.
Within less than two years, the limitations imposed by kits led him to
take the harsher position that kit assembly should not count as a form of
home construction.39 This rapid change in perspective at CQ within the
1950s encapsulates perspectives expressed by the ham radio community
across the much longer history of kits.
The radio kits available from the 1920s into the early 1940s merely consolidated component purchasing. With little ready-made equipment available and most amateurs building their own, kits simplified what could be a
difficult and time-consuming hunt for parts from the still nascent network
of supply houses. Allied Radio began selling amateur gear in kit form in the
early 1920s. In addition to a selection of prepackaged kits, Allied was willing to ‘‘supply matched kits of parts for building any circuit described in
any radio publication.’’ Essentially, these were kits on demand. The customer just told Allied which plan he intended to follow in his leisure building project, and Allied bundled together all the necessary components.40
The specially promoted kit products of the time also were little more than
boxes of parts. Kit vendors provided only minimal instructions and rarely
completed any assembly steps for buyers.
Other early radio kits were even less than boxes of parts. An amateur
interested in building Allied’s ‘‘All-Star Senior 7 Tube Superheterodyne’’ in
1935 had the choice of a ‘‘foundation kit’’ or an ‘‘essential parts kit.’’ The
first sold for $2.50 and included only the drilled chassis and front panel, a
wiring diagram, and illustrated instructions. This option suited customers
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who had a good, local component dealer yet wanted to avoid the chore of
forming the metal structure. To get all necessary parts delivered in one
package, a hobbyist bought the second type of kit, for $31.18. Hammarlund Manufacturing Company sold similar ‘‘transmitter foundation units’’
in 1940 that were ‘‘hardware kits’’ containing only the parts too complicated to make at home or too hard to find for sale. Any standard components had to be purchased separately. Hammarlund advertised the partial
kits as a solution to ‘‘the many constructional problems which have long
been confronting the amateur.’’41 Foundation kits allowed amateurs to
skip the least desirable, mechanical steps of home building—including the
troublesome metalwork of drilling neat, round holes and shaping brackets
(the subject of constant complaints in the ham literature)—while remaining engaged with the radio-electronics technology that attracted them to
the hobby.
Sales of ham radio kits increased after World War II when a handful
of kit-specific firms and several radio manufacturers marketed complete,
scripted equipment construction projects. This was part of a rapid growth
in the market for all types of hobby kits, where total annual receipts
increased from $44 million to $300 million in the first postwar decade.42
The Heath Company dominated the electronics kit business soon after its
entry in 1947 and until it left the business in 1992. Established in 1926 as
a producer of full-scale, operational airplanes in kit form, the company
went bankrupt following the death of founder Ed Heath on a test flight in
1931. Howard Anthony restructured the Heath Company a few years later
as a manufacturer of aircraft parts and accessories. After its wartime contracts ended, the Heath Company bought and resold military surplus electronics components. The return to the kit business came in 1947 with
Heath’s creation of oscilloscope kits that incorporated surplus cathode-ray
tubes. Hobbyists responded in great numbers to the first advertisement for
the O-1 Oscilloscope in Electronics magazine, prompting Heath to introduce
ham radio communications equipment in 1952. Heath’s first ham radio
kits, intended for customers with construction experience, contained all
necessary parts and schematic diagrams but minimal instructions. Within
a decade, Heath’s approach changed. Instead of requiring customers to perform technical tasks on their own or learn them from a detailed manual,
Heathkits arrived with more and more of the complex steps already
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completed. Heath advertised in 1958 that in its Mohawk RX-1 receiver ‘‘All
critical wiring is done for you[,] insuring top performance.’’ Over the course
of 45 years, Heath marketed 150 types of kits specifically for amateur radio,
400 for electronics test equipment, and hundreds of other kits for general
electronics hobbyists. Nearly 40,000 Heathkits for the HW-101 transceiver
alone were sold—making it the bestselling ham product ever—and 1 in 5
respondents to a 1957 survey of CQ readers reported using some kind of
Heathkit transmitter.43
Simplified postwar kits significantly lowered the level of technical knowledge required for assembly. While this change increased the potential customer base, it resulted not only from an effort to expand kit sales but also
from the integration taking place industry-wide at the level of electronics
components. Allied Radio trumpeted a printed circuit bandswitch of the
early 1960s as ‘‘a Knight-Kit innovation’’ that ‘‘reduces assembly time to a
minimum, and makes an extremely important contribution to stability and
overall performance.’’ Because the assembler had to ‘‘Simply plug the bandswitch into the RF circuit board, [and] solder,’’ the prefabricated component guaranteed ‘‘you’ve made 32 error-free connections!’’ When Allied
assured customers that ‘‘you really can’t go wrong,’’ it hit upon the very
reason some hobbyists saw few of construction’s benefits in kit assembly.44
The strict assembly programs outlined in kit instructions called for hams
to systematically reproduce construction projects. Step-by-step directions,
written to guide the least knowledgeable customer, subordinated amateurs’
technical skills to those of professional kit designers and attempted to rein
in tinkering. Kit sellers promised success to disciplined assemblers who
would ‘‘follow the instructions exactly as provided’’ and held out the risk
of failure to those tempted to stray from the precise assembly plan. ‘‘In the
majority of cases,’’ the Heath Company warned, ‘‘failure to observe basic
instruction fundamentals is responsible for inability to obtain desired level
of performance.’’45 A space beside each step in a Heathkit manual asked the
assembler to document adherence to the instructions by checking off the
step upon its completion (figure 3.5).
The ham radio community incorporated kit assembly into its enculturation practices. Veteran hobbyists worried in the early 1950s that, with the
coincidence of the increased popularity of the hobby and the increased
availability of ready-made radios, newcomers would miss the important
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Figure 3.5
The disciplined kit assembler who used this manual checked off each instruction
step-by-step. Reprinted with permission from Heath Co., Assembly and Operation of
the Heathkit Solid-State VOM Model IM-25 (1967), page 15.
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technical and moral training that came from equipment construction.
Advocates of hands-on learning hoped that assembling kits might help
novices ‘‘become good technicians’’ by offering the same lessons in a less
intimidating context. Hams additionally believed that the rigid structure
of kits promoted desirable character traits. Handbooks dictated that kit
projects ‘‘must not be hurried’’ and required ‘‘patience,’’ ‘‘careful work,’’
and ‘‘self-discipline.’’ To achieve the proper behavior and attitude for assembly, one guide advised hobbyists to work on kits ‘‘when you feel fresh
and eager, rather than tired and anxious.’’ ‘‘Failure to successfully build a
Heathkit,’’ a hobbyist claimed, ‘‘usually revealed flaws in the kit-builder’s
patience and temperament, rather than the kit itself.’’46 The culture of amateur radio, though, also encouraged tinkering and technical experimentation. To that end, hams supported modifications, either during or after
assembly, that introduced innovation into kit assembly by resisting the
tight script of the instruction manual.
Kits containing ready-made electronic elements made fitting together a
kit less like building and more like purchasing a device directly. Preassembled sections reduced the time and skill required to assemble a kit,
and with less to do, there were fewer opportunities for learning by doing
and for the display of technical mastery. Circuits sealed inside tiny, opaque
boxes prevented the assembler from even seeing what the manufacturer
had provided, let alone tinkering with it. Meanwhile the relative cost advantage of kits shrank as prices for ready-made gear fell. The impact of
these changes gradually accumulated over the 1950s and 1960s, then the
introduction of integrated circuits into kits in the 1970s tipped the balance.
Kits played to, and for decades resolved, the tension hams felt between
building and buying equipment. But the commodification of construction
through kits was not an instance of the electronics industry duping customers. Hobbyists explicitly discussed ways in which kits represented a
desirable trade-off. Hams could derive technical and moral lessons, cost savings, and a sense of accomplishment by putting together the parts delivered in a single package with step-by-step instructions. The factory-made
cabinet hid any less-than-tidy wiring or messy soldering joints and gave
the finished device the standardized look of hi-tech electronics. More than
80% of readers surveyed by CQ magazine in 1968 operated equipment
in their shacks that had been assembled from a kit.47 From the 1920s
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through the 1960s, kits successfully struck a compromise that epitomized
concessions made throughout the amateur radio market to allow hams to
be both consumers and producers.
Purchasing technology need not prevent technical activity. Too often
casual commentators accuse producers of wresting technical control and
knowledge from consumers. But the blame for black-boxed technology—
or the credit for user-friendly technology, to take the other perspective—
really must be shared. In response to disparate customer demands, radio
manufacturers created two different styles of equipment. Receivers with
simple interfaces satisfied listeners who sought news and entertainment
that happened to be conveyed by radio technology. Hams, who were interested in the radio technology itself, depended on the radio-electronics industry to provide something else. Interactive products and educational
support kept the hobby of ham radio alive. Whether buying parts, kits, or
fully assembled equipment, radio hobbyists continued to skillfully operate
technology.
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In 1954, electronics technologies had revitalized the postwar economy and
had so redefined technical culture as to stimulate the launch of the monthly
magazine Popular Electronics. That same year the editor of a hobby radio
magazine proclaimed, ‘‘Hams are the life-blood of the electronic industrial
complex.’’1 The boast contained a grain of truth. Hi-tech employers,
endorsing the culture of ham radio, recruited hobbyists for the skills and
traits developed through recreational tinkering. Despite hams’ proud insistence at times on their status as ‘‘amateur’’ radio operators, there was a significant overlap between the groups that worked with electronics during
the day for wages and in the evening for pleasure.
Hams had to redefine themselves at mid century. The technological wonders of electronics, spectacularly showcased in the space program and other
demonstrations of Cold War technical might, displaced radio from its dominant position in the national technical culture. Playing up their connections to the powerful electronics industry reflected technical clout onto
radio hobbyists but risked undermining their independence. Hams coped
with this dilemma by appealing to the rhetoric of amateurism, which
allowed them to claim pure motives while asserting exceptionally close
ties to professionals.

The Age of Electronics
National Geographic capped rumors that had been circulating since early in
World War II by reporting in 1945 that ‘‘Scientists say we are entering now
upon the ‘electronic age,’ ’’ calling electronics ‘‘a potent force in remaking
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our world.’’ Amid frenetic war-related production and frustrating shortages
on the home front, industry and consumers alike had dreamed of calmer
days when technical breakthroughs would generate novel products. Enthusiasts further anticipated that electronics not only would shift patterns of
consumption but would wholly reshape technical culture following World
War II. RCA began distributing a free quarterly, Electronic Age, in 1941 to
explain emerging technologies in a way that would ease the general public
through the transition. Popular magazines portrayed electronic devices as
strong, clean, safe, and scientific and declared that ‘‘electronics promises
new miracles in industry’’ (see figure 4.1).2
To the business world, electronics offered an opportunity to increase productivity and profits. Fortune magazine in 1943 calculated that ‘‘From radio
to radar, electronics is rocketing a $4 billion war business toward a postwar
industrial revolution.’’ Comparison to a stalwart American manufacturing
sector—in the observation that the electronics industry was worth ‘‘more
than the whole prewar U.S. automobile industry’’—underscored that this
was a ‘‘basic revolution.’’ Fortune expected electronics tools to ‘‘exert a great
new leverage on all industry,’’ fundamentally altering production systems.
A year later, Business Week cited the broad application of electronics in
fields from communications and entertainment to medicine and food processing as the reason that ‘‘probably no other industry faces the postwar
period with less concern about over-expanded capacity.’’ Although the wartime boom in electronics had been enormous, the electronics industry saw
‘‘no ceiling on the postwar demand for its product.’’ A series of four articles
in Popular Science Monthly emphasized the versatility of electronics by saying it was not merely ‘‘an industry in itself,’’ but rather ‘‘a technique, a
way of doing things in a lot of industries.’’ Electronics made factory production, for instance, ‘‘more and more automatic by amazingly accurate
methods of measurement and control.’’3
The popular press indicated that electronics also would revolutionize
everyday life after the war. In the first half of 1943 the electronics industry
spent millions of dollars on advertising. Fortune magazine blamed the
‘‘strange, futuristic pictures of the coming age of electronics’’ presented in
these promotions for the fact that electronics became ‘‘a glamour word—
more dazzling than informative.’’ Yet this same critique could have been
leveled at numerous articles that claimed to provide straightforward
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Figure 4.1
In the early 1940s, electronics held potential as a ‘‘mystery weapon’’ that would radically change everyday life. An article in Better Homes and Gardens predicted that new
technologies available in the ‘‘exciting, surprising, slightly mad’’ years ahead might
include ultraviolet emitting tubes to eliminate bacteria from classrooms, spools of
wire capable of playing four hours worth of audio entertainment, and projectors to
show television on large, flat screens. Illustration and text from Walter Adams, ‘‘Mystery Weapon Today, Your Servant Tomorrow,’’ Better Homes and Gardens, August
1943, page 20.
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information on electronics. In one such piece, John Sasso offered to educate readers of House Beautiful about electronics, a term which he said,
‘‘sound[ed] like something out of a 25th-century comic strip.’’ Though in
1943 the word electronics might seem ‘‘as outlandish as ‘telephone’ was to
your grandfather,’’ Sasso comforted his largely female audience with the assurance that ‘‘After the war, even toddlers will know all about it.’’ The answer Sasso provided to ‘‘What’s All This About Electronics?’’ however, did
not go much beyond vague, science-fictional prophecy. He stated that
‘‘our whole mode of living will be changed’’ as a result of ‘‘superautomatic
control.’’ Sasso dismissed vacuum tubes as ‘‘too complex to discuss here’’
and settled on describing them ‘‘as the eyes, fingers, and ears of tomorrow
that will endow mechanical devices with human attributes.’’ A few months
later a similar article in Better Homes and Gardens called electronics a ‘‘Mystery Weapon Today, Your Servant Tomorrow.’’4
As manufacturers reverted from supplying the military with battlefield
technologies to selling consumer goods, the predicted age of electronics
arrived. This prominent technical culture forced ham radio of the 1940s to
1970s into a difficult position. In the previous three decades, sometimes referred to as the radio age, hams had stood at the forefront of technical
developments. Given the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
ban on hobby radio during World War II and the emergence of a new hitech standard, an electronics executive in 1942 figured that hams would
abandon radio operation for ‘‘electronics gadgeteering.’’5 Had hams only
been attracted to the latest technology, this might have been a logical assumption. But hobbyists continued to enjoy radio communication. The
challenge was for radio hobbyists to maintain their reputation as technical
masters in the age of electronics.

Electronics Work and Leisure
The booming electronics industry readily absorbed the returning veterans
who had received electronics and radio training during World War II. Business Week had cited the availability of such experienced potential employees as one reason to expect peacetime success for the ‘‘electronics era.’’ As
their period of military service drew to a close, thousands of soldiers wrote
letters to radio manufacturers seeking civilian work, and Radio News pub-
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lished a guide to the various available jobs and tips on how to secure one.
A few cautious postwar forecasters expressed concern that there might be
an oversupply of workers with electronics skills. The U.S. Department of
Labor’s 1948 Occupational Outlook Handbook called electrical engineering
an ‘‘Expanding field; [with] good prospects for those already well trained,’’
but cautioned that the job market in electronics would be tight. Those who
had received a technical education in the military soon would be joined in
the search for employment by graduates of engineering schools, where enrollment in the late 1940s was ‘‘more than three times as high as average
prewar enrollment,’’ with an ‘‘exceedingly high’’ number of students in
electrical engineering.6
The electronics industry entered a sustained period of growth, not just a
brief surge. The number of Americans working in electronics manufacturing tripled from 1950 to 1960, reaching nearly 780,000. In the early 1960s
the Department of Labor predicted further expansion, to ‘‘nearly 1.1 million by 1970.’’7 Any fear that there would be too many skilled workers was
set aside for years. A 1960 guide to electronics careers reported that ‘‘This
high paying job market is actually crying for trained personnel,’’ with great
demand for ‘‘engineers, technicians, and technical writers.’’ Not until the
early 1970s did the number of electronics workers exceed the positions
available in industry. This followed from extreme cutbacks within aerospace and related fields and from the reduction of federal research funds to
universities. Business Week declared the larger technical unemployment
problem, which had left 50,000 ‘‘brains’’ idle in 1971, the ‘‘worst job crisis
in more than a decade’’ for scientists and engineers. Just a few years later,
though, Mechanix Illustrated offered an optimistic ‘‘yes’’ to the question
posed by its article ‘‘Is Electronics Still a Good Career?’’ Once again, ‘‘partly
because of this overreaction [to the weak job market] and partly because of
industry growth, demand for engineers and nondegree techs is outstripping
the supply.’’ The Department of Labor predicted roughly 12,000 openings
for electronics technicians and 11,000 for electrical engineers would be created annually until the early 1980s. As the 1980s began, jobs in electronics
remained plentiful, buoyed by the expanding computer sector.8
The electronics industry and electronics hobbies supported each other.
During the age of electronics, tinkering with resistors and capacitors was,
according to a 1959 how-to handbook, ‘‘one of the fastest growing hobbies
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in the world’’ and ‘‘also one of the most exciting.’’ Electronics hobbies
functioned as a peacetime equivalent to military training in terms of offering experience that employers valued. In the opinion of the Department of
Labor, ‘‘Some of the best [electronics] technicians are self-taught radio amateurs who acquired both the theoretical and practical aspects through
home study and experimentation.’’ Guides to leisure electronics frequently
repeated the claim that ‘‘Many electronic technicians received their basic
training at their home workbenches’’ and gave readers ‘‘pointed information dealing with the place of the radio amateur in the military services
and with electronics as a lifetime career.’’ A chapter on ‘‘Electronics as a Career’’ in one handbook named ‘‘hams who [had] made good in a big way’’—
including six who became presidents of radio or electronics companies—as
a source of inspiration and promoted the electronics industry as ‘‘offer[ing]
almost unlimited opportunities to serious, diligent workers.’’9
Occupational surveys of ham radio operators consistently found that, on
average, two of every five worked in electronics. Still more had technical
careers, broadly defined. The employment of the members of a radio club
in Rochester, New York, in 1950 reflected this pattern. Of the thirty-three
club members, nine had jobs in radio broadcasting and ten others were
engineers. A physician and a farm manager belonged to the club, but most
members worked for local technical companies. Eastman Kodak alone
employed one third of the club’s members. Others worked for Rochester
Gas and Electric, Bausch and Lomb, the General Railway Signal Company,
and Stromberg-Carlson, a telephone and audio equipment manufacturer.
Around this time, 361 licensed hams lived within a twenty mile radius of
Rochester. Sharing many individuals who transferred knowledge back and
forth between shop floor and home workbench strengthened the technical
firms and hobbyist communities of a region. In the early 1960s, when the
electronics industry employed forty percent of all manufacturing workers
in Orange County, California, there were thirty radio clubs in that area.10
Even in the 1960s when ham radio required less electronics knowledge,
because of easier licensing tests and the greater availability of ready-made
equipment, the link between technical employment and leisure held
strong. The editor of CQ magazine, perhaps in an effort to attract diverse
advertisers, asserted in 1963 that ‘‘Unlike years past, when amateurs were
almost always connected with the electronics industry, today’s amateurs
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come from all walks of life.’’ But the magazine’s own reader surveys contradicted his undocumented statement: results in 1968 duplicated those from
a decade earlier, which had shown ‘‘that over 40% of our readers are working in electronics.’’ A broader poll of ham radio operators firmly established
the overlap of the hobby with technical careers. The Stanford Research Institute reported that half of licensed hams worked in radio communications or electrical engineering. More striking were the data that a total of
73% of hobbyists, compared to only 2% of all Americans of working age,
held jobs in engineering and science.11
Participation in amateur radio served as a route to skilled employment
with financial rewards. A 1960 guide to Jobs and Careers in Electronics
sketched a typical trajectory for someone entering the position of ‘‘junior
electronic technician’’ with only ‘‘interest and proven or indicated aptitude—a budding radio ham, for example, or a man who has tinkered with
small electronic construction projects at home.’’ ‘‘Under conditions of normal industry growth’’ and ‘‘with suitable training,’’ the expectation was
that ‘‘he could rise steadily’’ from performing ‘‘simple wiring and testing
under supervision, at a salary of $55 to $70 a week,’’ and after as little as
three years become a ‘‘ ‘senior electronic technician’ at pay up to $130 a
week.’’ Though a significant gap in status separated technicians and engineers, spare time spent on technical projects also eased entry into engineering and, thereby, into the professional class. Sociological studies of the
1950s and 1960s noted that, of the major professions, engineering
attracted ‘‘the highest proportion of practitioners from working class origins’’ and had ‘‘become an avenue of upward mobility for the intelligent
sons of working-class families.’’12
The combination of the cost barrier to ham radio and the hobby’s potential to boost earnings produced a group with an average income substantially above that of the wider population’s. Among respondents to a 1957
CQ survey, the most common annual salary range was $5,000–6,000. This
roughly corresponded to the mean income of Americans in the second
highest of five wage-earning categories established by the Bureau of the
Census. The average hobbyist salary reached $7,350, and one fifth of
readers made more than $10,000 a year. In the mid 1960s, hams received
a median income of ‘‘about $9,900,’’ more than twice that of male workers
overall in the United States.13
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From the perspective of technical firms, radio hobbyists made ideal
employees. Hams arrived on the job with electronics skills developed
through leisure hours spent tinkering and needed less training than other
new workers. Just as important, a hobbyist’s identification with technology
inspired a personal closeness to the business. After-hours tinkering, which
provided self education, was taken as a sign of employees’ dedication. ‘‘A
large proportion of the [7,000] engineers’’ from General Electric surveyed
in the late 1950s ‘‘noted the importance of leisure time interest in engineering’’ to advancement in the technical workforce.14 Electronics companies knew that hams would spend occasional evenings on activities related,
if not directly applicable, to daytime work, without the incentive of overtime pay.
Technical employers welcomed the culture of ham radio into the workplace. To find out ‘‘What Industry Thinks of Ham Radio,’’ the author of a
1960 handbook spoke with executives and managers at General Electric,
RCA, and Collins Radio. Each mentioned the value of hams’ experience
and practical electronics knowledge, then went on to point out that certain
personality traits associated with hobbyists were critical to an electronics
career. The manager of GE’s Engineering, Radio and Television Department
stated that radio enthusiasts had a ‘‘confidence’’ with technical matters,
‘‘which means a definite edge over [other] fellows.’’ Even long after active
involvement with radio, former hobbyists remained favored employees because they were ‘‘still very much hams in spirit.’’ Not surprisingly, hams
frequently repeated the praise that skills and attitudes developed in technical recreation translated into success on the job. At the beginning of the
1980s, the author of a book on electronics projects claimed that hams’ ‘‘tinkering and improvising abilities’’ continued to lead them to ‘‘achieve
results above those of their co-workers.’’15
Electronics manufacturers especially, but other technical companies as
well, sought to increase the number of hams on the payroll. A radio magazine’s 1953 article on the ‘‘Hams in Industry’’ noted that 125 hobbyists
Figure 4.2
Hi-tech firms recruited skilled employees through ham radio magazines. This call by
Philco welcomed applications from anyone ‘‘qualified by experience or training.’’
Philco advertisement, QST, August 1955, page 97.
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worked in the Research and Development Laboratories at the Hughes Aircraft Company in Culver City, California. Little more than a year later,
Hughes was one of many firms running help-wanted advertisements in
the same hobby magazine for ‘‘electrical engineers or physics graduates
with experience in Radar or electronics or those desiring to enter those
areas.’’ Employers also placed job listings in the newsletters of local radio
clubs, a recruiting strategy that was both cheaper and precisely targeted
geographically.16
Producers of ham radio equipment did not need to bother advertising
jobs to hams. The Collins Radio Company explained that the many hobbyists on its staff ‘‘had been attracted by the reputation of Collins equipment.’’ The employment of hams functioned to attract even more as
customers. Radio manufacturers frequently noted in advertisements that
hobbyists built the equipment. Collins, for instance, described one of its
transmitters as ‘‘designed by engineers to whom CQ is a cherished and
friendly sound.’’17
Many technical firms actively fostered recreational radio. Simple gestures
made by a company showed an appreciation of hams and, in some cases,
developed into a further commitment. When hobbyists at GE expressed
an interest in forming a directory to locate each other, for example, a company newsletter issued the call for participants. Later GE joined a long list
of companies—Kodak, RCA, AT&T, CBS, Eastern Air Lines, and Lockheed,
to name a few—that supported employee groups that met during lunch
breaks or after work to talk about ham radio. The Lockheed ham club came
under the umbrella of the Lockheed Employees’ Recreation Association, a
program designed to enhance workers’ quality of life. In the late 1970s,
the Recreation Association at the Burbank, California, plant included more
than thirty specialty leisure groups. Lockheed granted the radio club space
for a station and for holding meetings, a modest monthly budget, and access to a kitchen, classroom, and auditorium shared by the other clubs. If the
hams faced a major expense, such as the purchase of new equipment, they
could apply for special funding from Lockheed and routinely received it.18
Hi-tech businesses also lent assistance to independent radio clubs that
had only a few of their employees as members. The Rochester Amateur
Radio Association (RARA) declared in 1957 that it was ‘‘very indebted to
many industrial organizations in Rochester for their loyal and unquestion-
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ing support of our various activities.’’ Long before Kodak began to sponsor
a radio club for its own workers in 1966, the company ‘‘contribute[d] support in many and various wonderful ways’’ to the local radio club. In 1950,
for example, Kodak gave RARA an ‘‘entire room’’ for the club’s display at the
second annual Kodak Hobby Show. RARA’s newsletter called Rochester’s
General Railway Signal Company ‘‘one of our best friends’’ for fully financing the truck the club used for mobile emergency communication drills,
including the expenditure of nearly $200 to prepare the vehicle for its
1957 state inspection. Since it was ‘‘doubtful that the Emergency Truck
provides advertising that would bring in any new orders for G.R.S.’s highly
specialized items,’’ RARA deemed the company’s contributions purely altruistic and an example of ‘‘why Rochester is such a fine town in which to
live and work.’’19
The cultural clout attached to electronics offered hams rewards less tangible than paychecks and sponsorship of club activities but very real all the
same. Through their technical employers, assemblers and engineers alike
became associated with progress, control, and national security. ‘‘This is a
pushbutton age,’’ wrote one proponent of ham radio in 1957. ‘‘America’s
survival in a scientific era may well depend on its technicians.’’20 Ten years
later, a vocational school lured students with the prospect of earning respect in electronics careers. ‘‘Behind today’s microwave towers, pushbutton
phones, computers, mobile radios, television equipment, guided missiles,
etc.,’’ began the Cleveland Institute of Electronics advertisement, ‘‘stand
THE TROUBLESHOOTERS—the men who inspect, install, and service these
modern miracles.’’ The accompanying drawing of a man standing above
a landscape dotted with sophisticated devices reinforced the idea that
those who mastered electronics became strong, masculine protectors (figure
4.3).21
Hams publicly identified with leading industries to benefit from the excitement surrounding innovation in the age of electronics. The warm glow
of radio tubes lacked luster alongside sleek transistors and integrated circuits and the compact devices built from these hi-tech components. To
maintain an appearance of technical leadership, hobbyists emphasized
workplace achievements. The separation of ham radio technology from
the cutting edge seemed most obvious, and the connections hams professed to the contrary seemed most contrived, with regard to the space
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Figure 4.3
An illustration in a vocational school advertisement enticed readers to ‘‘Join THE
TROUBLESHOOTERS’’ and portrayed an electronics technician as the master of a
wide range of ‘‘modern miracles.’’ Illustration and text from Cleveland Institute of
Electronics advertisement, CQ , October 1967, page 32. Reprinted with permission.
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race. When news of the manned NASA missions of the 1960s captured
Americans’ attention and imagination, hobbyists played up their ties to the
aerospace industry. The federal government deliberately had constructed a
technical identity for space flight and the astronauts on board, producing
what Michael Smith later called a ‘‘display value’’ that ‘‘equated technological preeminence with military, ideological, and cultural supremacy.’’22 Following on the government’s success with fixing a positive image of NASA
in the public’s mind, hobbyists attempted to bask in reflected glory.
Without question, a number of hobbyists directly contributed to the
space program. The path of Bob Murphy shows how technical training
gained through ham radio and military service could lead to a career in
electronics connected to NASA. After three years as a World War II radio
operator, Murphy attended college, then took a job in 1950 with an electronics manufacturer in Palo Alto, California. A decade later his work
routinely included business trips to Houston and the Mercury Control
Center at Cape Canaveral. The hectic pace of the aerospace industry in the
early 1960s forced Murphy to curtail hobby activities, resign his post as
editor of the Northern California DX Club’s newsletter, and eventually to
move to what he referred to as ‘‘W5 land’’ (based on the FCC’s distribution
of license numbers according to geographical areas) to be closer to the
Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston.23
Hobby publications that suggested that hams in general were instrumental to the space race overstated their significance. CQ ran a photograph of
the one astronaut in training for the Apollo Program who held a ham radio
license on the cover of the magazine in 1965. Inside, the editorial interpreted this as an example of how ‘‘Almost daily we receive small indications that amateur radio is getting more intimately involved in the space
age.’’ Four years later, in anticipation of the moon landing, CQ encouraged
all hobbyists to feel proud ‘‘of the role played by so many of our fellow
amateurs in this staggering achievement.’’ The magazine, citing ‘‘amateur
industry sources,’’ claimed there were almost 10,000 hams ‘‘whose jobs involve them in the aero-space industry and who are therefore entitled to
puff out their chests with a little extra pride at being once again in the front
rank of scientific development.’’24 Given the complex and varied systems
necessary to NASA operations, it may very well have been true that so
many hobbyists worked for firms that in some way supported the aerospace
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industry. But to credit each, while stressing his identity as an amateur, was
a rhetorical turn intended to let hams share in the prevailing technical
enthusiasm.
Electronics hobbyists and firms mutually benefited from the connection
of home tinkering to work practice. Courted by employers with preferential
treatment, ham radio operators found their leisure pursuits appreciated and
their image as technical masters validated. Electronics companies in return
profited from hobbyists’ skills and devotion to technological matters. Only
a hobbyist would have gone so far as to call hams ‘‘the life-blood of the
electronic industrial complex.’’ Technical firms that recruited hobbyists tacitly agreed that radio amateurs did supply some vital element to the realm
of professional electronics.

Invoking an Amateur Identity
While enjoying many advantages from their association with the electronics industry, hobbyists proudly adopted the label ‘‘amateur’’ to stake
out a certain independence. The term ‘‘amateur radio operator’’ is confusing, possibly intentionally so. Radio amateurs never existed in a tidy dichotomy with a particular group of professionals. Hams during the radio
age described themselves in relationship to professionals in a vague sense,
claiming contributions to the emerging field of radio as significant as those
made by professionals, for instance, and modeling hobby organizations on
professional associations. But largely this just reflected the early twentieth
century buzz about professionalization.25 Radio broadcasting differed from
hobby radio in the sense that broadcasters only transmitted and hams participated in two-way communications. Though wireless communication in
the military or on board commercial ships came closer to being a paid
version of ham radio, the hobby encompassed many activities beyond
establishing person-to-person contacts. To satisfy the cultural norms of
the ham community, hobbyists also had to perform construction, repair,
or modification tasks that resembled the work of radio engineers and
electronics technicians. Literally, then, hams were not amateur radio operators—there was no clear professional referent—and the great number of
hams employed in electronics were not amateurs in relation to that technical domain either.
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Instead of suggesting a precise counterpart to a specific radio occupation,
the ‘‘amateur’’ in ‘‘amateur radio’’ classified hams’ pursuits as wholesome.
The name amateur radio displayed the tension in the dual technical identity composed by radio hobbyists. It subverted the traditional sense of
amateur and instead signified an intermediate category split between workplace and leisure realms.26 The common definition of an amateur as someone motivated only by the love of an activity connoted integrity. Few hams
directly benefited financially from their hobby—in fact, for most it proved
an expensive indulgence—but given the strong connection between basement tinkering and successful industrial careers, it seems disingenuous to
overlook motivations other than blind devotion to radio.
The language of amateurism suited the image that hobbyists sought to
create through their technical identity. Radio enthusiasts wanted to represent their technical interests as stemming from pure inventive and exploratory goals. The categorization as amateur distinguished leisure from work,
private commitments from employers’ profit concerns. Additionally, isolating a separate mode of electronics practice reasserted hams’ control over
entire projects and emphasized hands-on skills in a way that alleviated
frustrations workers felt with managerial oversight, automation, and the
division of labor. Related workplace complaints were expressed at mid
century through works such as White Collar (1951) and The Organization
Man (1956), which warned that corporate management eroded men’s sense
of self.27
Hams’ complicated hybrid identity as amateurs and professionals was
one element of the distinct technical culture they crafted. Hobbyists publicly promoted ties to the electronics industry to enhance their reputation
for technical mastery. On the job, hams invoked the amateur persona. The
particular styles of technical knowledge and practice associated with amateurs, hobbyists claimed, carried over into paid occupations. By this logic,
professional success stemmed from amateur status, completely contradicting the usual meaning of amateur.
Like other amateurs and technical hobbyists, hams embraced learning by
doing as the most thorough form of education and as ideally suited to self
education at the leisure workbench. By teaching mind and body together,
practical training was said to cultivate a ‘‘working knowledge’’ beyond
what could be learned in books. The postwar emphasis on formal scientific
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instruction for engineers contrasted with hobbyists’ preference for do-ityourself lessons. Advocacy of tinkering as opposed to research and design
allied the amateur and professional electronics communities with separate
traditions of practice.
To hobbyists, tinkering meant technical interactivity and a willingness to
break from standard operating procedures when necessary. They felt this
empirical style produced tried-and-true results. The editor of a compilation
of hints that hams had shared through a magazine column characterized
the entries as ‘‘generally not the products of textbooks and slide rules, but
rather, the products of experimentation, experience and an almost intuitive feel for the art and science of amateur radio.’’ With tinkering as the
means, the end was ‘‘practical, bench-tested kinks and ideas gathered from
the stations and workshops of hundreds of amateurs.’’ The lessons gained
through tinkering accumulated as instinctual approaches to electronics
problems. Inside the electronics industry, hams bragged of applying their
‘‘exceptional amount of working electronic knowledge [ . . . ] as needed (and
in their own way!).’’28
A preference for tinkering or for formal learning was often linked to socioeconomic class and incorporated normative judgments. Since the late
nineteenth century, engineers had debated the virtues of learning on the
shop floor versus in the classroom. This of course had implications for
who had access to a technical education, since it might come for free or at
a price.29 Association of study with the wealthy and of tinkering with the
working class hung on into the age of electronics. A 1961 Saturday Review
editorial on amateur science juxtaposed ‘‘well-to-do amateurs, men of leisure and education who studied nature purely for the love of it’’ with ‘‘the
pragmatic workshop tinkerer, who lacked formal education but who often
won through to important insights simply by ‘monkeying around’ with the
materials of nature.’’30
Long after the general reorientation of American engineering education
to a science-heavy curriculum in the 1950s, proponents of hands-on learning remained. Eugene Ferguson, schooled as an engineer in the days when
practical training was customary, proclaimed in his 1992 history of engineering practice that there had been a postwar drop-off in creativity and design skills. ‘‘Deep knowledge’’ also diminished, according to Ferguson, and
technical professionals less commonly possessed ‘‘comprehensive under-
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standing and appreciation of the many, many facets of a situation.’’ Taking
issue with an engineering text on expert systems that valued theory (and
derided ‘‘experiential, superficial knowledge’’), Ferguson insisted that a distaste for physical closeness to technology ‘‘epitomizes the gulf that will
always exist between expert systems and experts.’’31 Technical firms signaled an appreciation of educational tinkering similar to that articulated
by Ferguson when they sought to hire hobbyists.
Ham radio operators pointed to their methods for transferring knowledge, like to those for acquiring it, as evidence that the hobby was accessible to anyone with technical ability or ambitions. Rather than guarding
information the way industry did with patenting and corporate secrecy,
the ham community exchanged information openly among practitioners.
Hobbyists feigned ignorance about the potential benefits of intellectual
property law, such as when the author of a 1962 article called it ‘‘probable
that many amateurs are not aware of the nature of the Patent System in the
United States as a means of protection for invention.’’ To meet technical
challenges, ham culture dictated freely sharing workbench wisdom. The
American Radio Relay League’s code of conduct listed ‘‘friendly advice and
counsel to the beginner, kindly assistance, cooperation’’ as ‘‘marks of the
amateur spirit.’’ Hundreds of local clubs facilitated the informal exchange
of ideas among hams. The promoted ‘‘feature’’ of a 1949 meeting of the
Rochester Amateur Radio Association was ‘‘a technical problem discussion
in which a group of radio-engineer hams will answer questions and discuss
problems presented by the audience.’’32
Hams used multiple channels to share electronics know-how. For one,
hobbyists passed printed reference materials through preestablished social
networks. ‘‘Just to show how these technical manuals circulate around
among the hams,’’ the Schenectady Amateur Radio Association Newsletter
mentioned that ‘‘Jeffrey is wondering when Dal Hurd will return the Antenna Handbook that Jeff loaned Ted Swartz.’’ Ham radio magazines and
club newsletters provided a timely forum for swapping technical information. The nationally distributed periodicals published regular columns
with tips sent in by hobbyists. Editors encouraged casual submissions, in
hams’ characteristically plain language. When CQ began running ‘‘Inside
the Shack and Workshop’’ in 1947, it told readers, ‘‘Don’t worry about
literary form—just get your ideas down on paper and include rough
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sketches, diagrams or photos if you have them.’’ The presentation of members’ ideas in club newsletters adjusted to the amount of material available
in a given printing cycle. In busy months, The RaRa Rag contained both a
‘‘Technical Topics’’ column and a separate listing of ‘‘Hints,’’ while at other
times issues ran only one or neither of these sections. Some submissions
were unattributed; some named an author, if only by call sign.33 The pages
of hobby publications allowed for genuine interchange by printing feedback in response to earlier suggestions.34 The communications tool central
to ham radio also provided an important conduit. ‘‘The never-ending exchange of technical information between hams’’ constituted ‘‘the more serious side’’ of the hobby as presented in Woman’s Day magazine. ‘‘When
one amateur discovers a method of improving his transmitter by the inclusion of some new gadget he’s dreamed up,’’ a 1950 article reported, ‘‘he will
spread the news far and wide.’’35
Because on-air discussions were subject to unpredictable transmission
conditions and could not convey critical visual information like wiring
plans, even hams who spoke regularly by radio sent letters to supplement
conversations. ‘‘Please let me know how you make out by mail,’’ Arthur
Ericson wrote to his friend Andy Shafer in the early 1970s, explaining that
their radio connection was ‘‘inadequate for good QSO [communication]
due to the skip.’’ The two hobbyists were trying to replicate an early twentieth century receiver. Ericson had sent the device to Shafer, but its
detector—a glass tube filled with iron filings—was proving ‘‘very tricky,
stubborn.’’ ‘‘You have to have patience with them,’’ cautioned Ericson.
The detector needed fine tuning, and Ericson provided detailed instructions, illustrated with schematics, that walked Shafer through every step
and warned about common mistakes. After following the advice in Ericson’s first two letters, Shafer reluctantly reported, ‘‘I am sorry to say I was
not able to tune in any station.’’ Ericson responded with further information and an additional diagram.36 Their correspondence exemplified the
free exchange of knowledge that hams applauded. Naming openness as an
‘‘amateur’’ trait was a subtle way of distinguishing ham radio values from
industrial electronics culture.
Ham radio operators imbued their technical identity with a selective
form of amateurism to facilitate passage between recreation and work
worlds. They exploited the ambiguity in their status, offering no fixed
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answer on whether an individual who supervised tube manufacturing at
General Electric during the day and tinkered with those tubes for radio
communication by night should be called a professional or an amateur.
Creating an intermediary position for amateur radio afforded hams the
advantages of identifying with technology and the freedom of men of leisure. When seeking credit for contributions to hi-tech developments,
hobbyists stressed connections to professional electronics. When seeking
independence, they stressed amateur qualities.
This fragmented technical identity improved the images of people and
machines. Emphasizing the hobby side of radio tinkering served to normalize hams’ behavior. With more than half of ‘‘amateurs’’ employed in technical fields, their activities could have been mistaken for an obsession with
work. A sociologist in the late 1960s assessed engineers as ‘‘narrow of interest’’ and ‘‘relatively uninterested in ‘cultural’ things.’’ According to this description, engineers failed to fulfill the middle class obligation to participate
in leisure, defined in opposition to work.37 To designate after-hours electronics as an amateur or hobby pursuit drew a line of critical social importance, separating workplace from home, corporation from self. Leisure
electronics practice, though, functioned as a form of occupational training,
and hams switched amateur for professional alliances whenever it suited
their purposes.
The identity hams created for radio technology similarly split between
amateur and professional worlds. On the one hand, ‘‘amateur’’ functioned
as a veil of modesty for radio equipment. Powerful machines lost a bit of
their threatening edge in the hobby context and seemed more like toys.
This designation was especially important when Cold War anxieties provoked suspicions of international two-way radio communication being
used for clandestine activities. At the same time, however, hobbyists
claimed a close connection for radio to achievements of modern electronics
that were popular with the public. Acknowledging hams’ contributions to
the space race affiliated ham radio with a technology perceived as heroic,
but not dangerous. When they moved from the hi-tech workplace into
home radio shacks, hobbyists transferred some of the glory of modern electronics onto older radio technology.
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Two-way radio provided strategic communications during wartime. The
military used wireless technology to contact distant troops, to listen in on
enemy plans, and to spread propaganda. In World War I, radios still were
rather tricky, unpredictable devices, and there was an inadequate supply
of equipment and personnel with the skills to operate it. A quarter century
later, the press dubbed World War II ‘‘the radio war’’ and radio operators its
heroes. ‘‘In modern war,’’ This Week magazine explained, ‘‘radio barks the
commands.’’ Liberty magazine credited the licensed ham with being ‘‘the
guy who has won the radio war.’’ Radio was so essential to security that
the state temporarily cut off recreational access to the airwaves. The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) banned two-way radio as a homefront hobby when radio entered service as a battlefront tool in the World
Wars.1
Amazingly, these were the only shutdowns of amateur radio. Despite dramatically publicized risks of open, international communication, the FCC
allowed hams to remain on the air throughout the Cold War and the conflicts in Korea and Vietnam. Hobbyists maintained operating privileges by
playing to Cold War fears. Their ongoing public relations campaigns
stressed the value of keeping skilled radio technicians in reserve for the military and presented radio as a form of backup communication to be used if
an attack or natural disaster knocked out regular systems. The result was an
intermediate, ambiguous position for hams, similar to the relationship created as ‘‘amateurs’’ with regard to the electronics industry. As radio operators for civil defense, hams appeared powerful and patriotic, serving the
state in an innocuous civilian role.

Chapter 5

Defending Radio
The silencing of radio as a hobby followed directly from its usefulness as
a war technology. The U.S. armed forces recruited self-taught hams and
swiftly converted them into military radio specialists throughout the twentieth century. During World War I, the enlistment of hobbyists was critical
because almost no one else had experience with radio transmission. In
1917 alone, 4,000 licensed amateurs joined the Navy or the Army Signal
Corps, and many others donated equipment from their home stations.
Radio-electronics skills only increased in importance to the military over
the next fifty years, such that hams could meet only a fraction of the tremendous need. Business Week estimated that a staggering two million individuals were trained as radio technicians during World War II. To teach a
non-ham to be a military radio operator in 1941 took three to four months.
For hobbyists, the process could be cut to a mere two weeks. The Navy considered its radio technician course ‘‘one of the longest and most rigorous of
the naval programs for enlisted personnel.’’ And, until demand outstripped
the supply of qualified applicants, that course accepted only those with
‘‘some previous experience in radio and electricity.’’ Into the 1960s, the
military offered ham radio operators recruiting bonuses and small incentives like ensuring that hobby shops on board ships and in bases carried
ham radio supplies. The Naval Reserve, for instance, invited hobbyists in
1964 to take an examination instead of advancing slowly through the
ranks to reach the status of radioman at the pay grade of petty officer.2
Ham radio groups encouraged members to volunteer for military duty
and subsequently argued to keep federally granted frequencies based on
hobbyists’ patriotic service. Alliance with the armed forces proved the value
of hams’ technical mastery and linked them to the physically strong, masculine image of soldiers. Associating hobbyists with the military was part
of the public relations campaign the American Radio Relay League (ARRL)
continuously and explicitly waged in order to make outsiders ‘‘understand
and appreciate our hobby.’’ The ARRL, founded in 1914 ostensibly as a club,
took upon itself the role of official, national ham radio advocacy group.
Hobbyists over the years occasionally complained that the League (based
in Hartford, Connecticut) was, in the words of a California ham, ‘‘a regional organization that represents a mere thirty percent of the licensed
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amateurs in the U.S.’’ and could not speak for the entire hobby. Support for
the ARRL peaked when the hobby was in jeopardy. During the wartime
shutdown of recreational radio, membership increased by a third and
included a very high percentage of licensed hams. Membership then
tapered off through the 1950s, after which the League never again included
a majority of licensees. Although the editor of a Rochester, New York, club
newsletter acknowledged that there were ‘‘quite a few amateurs who are
dissatisfied with, or are completely indifferent to ARRL,’’ he pointed out
that the ‘‘ARRL IS THE ONLY REPRESENTATIVE WE HAVE EVER HAD
DEFENDING OUR FREQUENCIES at the FCC and at these international
conferences.’’ Numerous remarks in hobby publications followed this pattern, expressing frustration with the League but conceding that it fulfilled
a critical function by employing public relations and lobbying personnel
to fight for the hobby.3
‘‘One of the League’s jobs is to maintain a public opinion generally favorable toward amateur radio,’’ explained a 1941 article in the ARRL’s magazine, QST. The League’s efforts included national advertising campaigns,
appeals to legislators and regulators, and coaching hams in techniques for
promoting a positive image of radio. An editorial in QST called the ‘‘breadand-butter publicity, obtained by alert radio amateurs and clubs [ . . . ] the
backbone of the ARRL publicity program.’’ To relieve hobbyists of creative
burdens and ensure that they sought ‘‘the right kind’’ of attention, the
ARRL provided sample documents that ‘‘may be altered to meet your local
needs.’’ Such templates ranged from a 1922 memo with ‘‘some honest propaganda on the amateur’s position in the radio art’’ to a 1960 booklet,
‘‘Getting Newspaper Publicity for Your Club and Amateur Radio,’’ filled
with speeches and press releases.4
When American involvement in World War II seemed imminent, hobbyists tried to avert a repeat of the ban the FCC had placed on recreational
radio during World War I. Ham organizations, bluntly discussing their
motivations, rallied members to defense duties as a tactic to sustain hobby
radio. A 1941 equipment catalog proclaimed, ‘‘Every serious Amateur these
days is thinking in terms of preparedness—not only for National Defense,
but for service to his community and the future of Amateur Radio.’’ One
group of hobbyists in the San Francisco area formed the Amateur Radio Defense Association in the fall of 1940 to unify preemptive efforts to stay on
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the air. Here the phrase ‘‘amateur radio defense’’ had a double meaning:
along with promoting ham radio as part of national defense, the Association wanted to defend the hobby. The first ‘‘Call to Action’’ explained that
‘‘If the amateurs can prove that their service is essential there is good reason to hope that their stations will not be ordered to be shut down in the
event of a new war.’’ The Association’s magazine advocated ‘‘preparedness’’
among hams ‘‘as the first law of preservation.’’5
Amateur Radio Defense magazine projected an image of the typical hobbyist as manly protector and patriotic servant. The first issue called the mobilization of ham radio for national defense ‘‘not child’s play but man’s
work’’ and prominently represented this masculinity in a page-two poem
and illustration (figure 5.1). The verses of ‘‘He Also Serves’’ described the
‘‘unseen, unsung’’ radio hobbyist as a guardian ‘‘Alert to ev’ry call for aid,
Dependable, and unafraid!’’ Although his primary quest was ‘‘To render aid
where e’er he can,’’ the poem admitted that the ham might also ‘‘chat a bit,
like man to man.’’ Next to the text stood a man as tall and strong as Paul
Bunyan, talking into a portable radio while watching over a farming community. The label ‘‘The Minute Man of Radio’’ associated him with another
American folk hero, the ever-ready militia fighter of the Revolutionary War.
With the goal ‘‘to tell the cockeyed world, now and all the time, that amateur radio has always been, is now, and always will be doing its full part in
perpetuating ‘the American way,’ ’’ Amateur Radio Defense magazine painted
hobbyists as ‘‘a reserve army of fifty thousand licensed amateur radio operators who stand ready and able to meet any threatening disaster.’’6
The American Radio Relay League stepped up its usual public relations
efforts in an attempt to prevent the wartime shutdown anticipated in
1940. While ARRL leaders kept ‘‘in close touch with official Washington’’
to draw attention to ‘‘the imperative need in the national interest to maintain amateur radio,’’ they charged hobbyists with partial responsibility for
the outcome of negotiations with regulators. The League told hobbyists to
Figure 5.1
Arguing to keep ham radio operational throughout World War II, this poem and illustration represented the hobbyist as ‘‘a patriot, proved and true’’ who watched over
American soil and life. Arthur H. Halloran, ‘‘He Also Serves,’’ Amateur Radio Defense,
November 1940, page 2.
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embrace opportunities to volunteer as a way to ‘‘justify the license’’ and
‘‘preserve our amateur radio.’’ QST magazine recommended that hams
make a new year’s resolution ‘‘to be more useful operators to Uncle Sam
(and to ourselves)’’ in 1941. To avoid bad publicity, the ARRL constantly
admonished hobbyists to obey radio rules. ‘‘The internal situation is such
that even minor infractions can hurt amateur radio like hell,’’ scolded a
June 1941 QST editorial in reference to the FCC having caught some violators. The League ‘‘urge[d] caution, circumspection and restraint’’ to keep the
hobby ‘‘above suspicion.’’7
As international tensions increased in 1940, hams’ free access to the airwaves and private ownership of powerful equipment seemed risky, and the
FCC issued a series of new rules that tightened control of ham radio licensing and operations. The first made it illegal to hold a conversation with a
foreign hobbyist. (Most countries had entirely shut down ham communications already, so a foreigner on the air likely would have been operating
against the rules of his own country as well.) The next order severely limited the frequencies available for communication via mobile equipment,
with exceptions granted for emergency communications and drills during
weekend daylight hours, as long as the district FCC inspector was notified
in advance. Then came Order 75, which hams called ‘‘difficult and annoying in the highest degree.’’8
FCC Order 75 brought hobbyists under the strictest regulation they ever
faced. It required all amateur and commercial radio operators to submit
information on citizenship, military service, any trips taken outside the
country, and the citizenship of their close relatives. Additionally, every licensee had to provide a ‘‘passport-type photograph’’ and a set of fingerprints, and these identification data had to be certified by a municipal,
state, or federal official. Forms mailed to each license holder were to be
completed, signed under oath, and returned with documentation within
two months. The experience of Henry Broughton, born in rural Illinois in
1865, demonstrates how frustrating Order 75 could be. In an attempt to
locate any document or person who could attest to his citizenship,
Broughton compiled a folder thick with copies of letters to and apologetic
responses from the Illinois Department of Public Health, a county clerk, the
church where he had been baptized, the first school he attended, and a
local radio club.9
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The FCC made sure its new regulations had teeth. Overburdened by
confirming licensees’ citizenship and revoking the licenses of those who
‘‘refused’’ to provide documentation, the Commission hired five hundred
more employees. It also stepped up surveillance of hams’ behavior by creating one hundred additional patrol units to monitor the airwaves. For communicating with foreign stations, nineteen hams lost their licenses in June
1941 alone.10
Coverage of the crackdown in the popular press damaged the reputation
of ham radio. Variety magazine told of the FCC discovering an ‘‘increasing
number of suspicious broadcasts, involving at least two cases where amateurs have led the government on a wild goose chase by pretending to be
Nazi spies.’’ In an article provocatively titled ‘‘Radio Spies Are Trapped by
Direction Finders in Prowling Motor Cars,’’ Popular Science Monthly claimed
the FCC’s network of ‘‘direction-finding units in automobiles, fixed listening posts at 200-mile intervals, and ten long-range direction-finding stations’’ had caught and charged more than a thousand hobbyists with
operating infractions (without any mention of espionage). Time magazine
reported that the FCC’s monitors had detected and punished several hundred illegal ham transmitters, some of them ‘‘dangerous,’’ during 1941.
Given the sparse FCC data available on revoked ham licenses, and the failure of these magazine stories to cite sources, vague figures in the thousands
probably overstated the number of actual infractions and should be read
more as an indication of the fear that two-way radio threatened national
security. A 1941 article in Harper’s Magazine attempted to counter the negative publicity about ham radio, which it attributed to ‘‘agitation over real
or fancied Fifth Column activities’’ conducted on the airwaves, by refocusing attention on the ‘‘very real achievements of the hams in national
defense.’’11
Despite hams’ extensive campaign about the service potential of radio,
the FCC banned all hobby transmissions immediately following the attack
on Pearl Harbor in December 1941. The risk was simply too great that rogue
transmitters could send counterfeit messages to military personnel or interfere with authentic messages. The ARRL pressured the FCC to get hams
back on the air in a capacity that would be viewed as productive and
patriotic. Just six months later, the FCC responded by organizing the
War Emergency Radio Service (WERS) to prepare amateurs to provide
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emergency communications. WERS activity primarily came under the authority of the Office of Civilian Defense, but the Defense Communications
Board—composed of ‘‘ranking radio men’’ from the FCC, military, and
State Department—kept watch to minimize strategic risks.12
QST magazine frequently had referred to WERS even before the program
officially began. Since improving the public image of ham radio was a key
reason to have hobbyists participate in WERS, the ARRL wanted to ensure
compliance with every rule. Over the course of 1942–1943 QST ran eighty
articles, columns, and notices regarding WERS. In 1944 the ARRL issued a
manual guiding hams through the steps necessary to establish a local
WERS unit. Part of the WERS application, for instance, required an explanation of the ‘‘methods used to ascertain the loyalty and integrity of radio
station operating personnel.’’ Typically hams turned to the local police department to pass this judgment. ‘‘If there is any reasonable doubt as to a
participant’s loyalty or integrity,’’ the ARRL’s Manual for the War Emergency
Radio Service recommended nothing be left to chance and that ‘‘he should
be investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.’’13
Although WERS granted hams a civilian role with ties to the war effort, it
authorized only minimal communications and offered none of the fun and
freedom of recreational radio. The FCC set aside four hours per week for
volunteers to perform WERS tests in the first six months of the program
and after this introductory period restricted drills to just two hours a week.
WERS regulations otherwise permitted stations to go on the air ‘‘only during or immediately following actual air raids, impending air raids, or other
enemy military operations or acts of sabotage.’’ The ARRL told hobbyists to
appreciate this limited access as an incremental improvement over the
complete shutdown and not ‘‘to be fussy over our disappointment that we
don’t get to operate our home stations with our own calls.’’ Those involved
in WERS, the QST editor assured readers, would ‘‘still be we amateurs in our
other pants.’’14 To continue using radio during the war, hams had to shift
masculine identities, figuratively changing out of civilian pants and into
military pants.
The fact that radio could be employed to either support or hinder military operations made civilian defense groups wary of radio. In 1941, a civilian defense study, The Specter of Sabotage, warned that ‘‘outlaw’’ radio
operators ‘‘might attempt to spread confusion in time of emergency.’’ The
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New Jersey Defense Council acknowledged the dangerous power of radio
when debating the merits of possible forms of communication. The council
decided in 1942 that ‘‘the use of amateur radio should not be considered at
this time in view of the restrictions imposed on such service by the Federal
Communications Commission for obvious military reasons.’’ Other state
agencies followed the model of the armed forces and incorporated radio
into tactical communications. Minnesota set up its own Defense Organization to replace the National Guard troops who had left for federal service.
Under this plan, radio and general communication duties fell under the Division of Military Defense, rather than that of Civilian Defense. Hams became unofficial servicemen within a ‘‘military unit’’ that would respond
‘‘in case of any enemy action anywhere in Minnesota.’’15
Hams quickly learned the value of presenting themselves as militaristic,
civilian communicators. At the start of 1941, the ARRL solicited information about the number of hams serving in the military with the hope that
‘‘such data will be of great interest in the continuing representation of the
interests of amateurs.’’ When an Army survey later that year found the majority of ham radio license holders ‘‘not eligible for active military service
because of their age (average 30–31 years), marital status (60% are married),
having dependents or because of their physical condition,’’ the ARRL
shifted its attitude about associating with the military. An analysis of the
survey results in QST concluded that the Army ‘‘does not need or want our
collaboration as amateurs.’’ ‘‘No, our field is not the military,’’ wrote the
spurned editor, ‘‘We are civilians. Our ARRL is a civilian organization.’’
With the majority of hams denied genuine military roles, the League
resigned itself to naming civilian defense ‘‘our primary field in the defense
picture.’’16 Occupation of this middle ground served hobby radio well as a
public relations strategy into the Cold War.

Cold War Suspicions
The FCC allowed hams back on the air after World War II ended, though
radio continued to attract media attention as a risky technology. When
hobbyists interfered with Army communications during a Korean War
battle, the New York Times ran the story on the front page: ‘‘Radio Hams
in U.S. Discuss Girls, So Shelling of Seoul Is Held Up.’’ The reporter
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emphasized that the conversation between a hobbyist in Seattle and another in Portland was particularly frivolous—including mention of a ‘‘date
for the movies in the evening and some basketball scores’’—compared to
the transmission it interrupted, a colonel giving orders to a tank commander.17 The incident was dramatic, but a fluke that resulted in only a
brief disruption.
The potential use of two-way radio in espionage caused much greater
concern. Wireless technology seemed ideal for clandestine communications—mobile, long-range, and relatively easy to operate. The only drawback was that anyone could listen, and the FCC always had banned
hobbyists from sending ‘‘secret codes or ciphers with hidden messages’’ in
the hope that the lack of privacy would discourage illicit activity. In the
late 1940s and into the 1960s, anti-Communist hysteria fueled suspicions
about hobby radio. Friendships with foreigners, according to a prevalent anxious logic, might lead hams to yield to an authority outside the
United States and perhaps even commit espionage. One woman worried
in 1956 that her whole family had ‘‘become suspect and is shunned by
polite society’’ because of her husband’s international hobby. Cold War
films and fiction depicted criminals using radio, and gadgets for covert
communication appeared prominently in the more than thirty television
series of the 1950s and 1960s that featured espionage. Whether inspired
by geopolitical fears or glamorized fantasies, the theme of spying seeped
into the public imagination to the point that in the mid 1960s neighbors
supposedly turned to hams, known as local electronics experts, for help
detecting concealed surveillance devices.18
Hobbyists inadvertently may have contributed to associating radio with
subversive activity by recounting heroic stories of patrolling the airwaves.
Decades after the Secret Service had sought surveillance help from a New
Jersey amateur radio operator who owned a high quality receiver, hams
continued to promote the triumph of home-brewed technology. In 1915
the hobbyist had made phonograph recordings of exchanges between ‘‘a
German subsidized radio station’’ on Long Island and an operator in Germany, and Secret Service agents found that the messages contained encrypted information about the movement of supply ships bound for the
Allies. Once the spy on Long Island was in federal custody, ‘‘the sinking of
ships by U-boats fell off sharply.’’ The founding documents of the Radio
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League of America written later that year made surveillance sound like a
routine hobby experience, stating that one purpose of the club was ‘‘to
check on and report such activities of German agents in this country as
they might hear.’’ In 1941, This Week magazine described hams ‘‘patrolling
the ether day and night.’’ The access of hobbyists to the airwaves purportedly guaranteed that ‘‘any attempted espionage work by radio in this country will enjoy a startlingly brief existence.’’19 Of course, a nervous Cold War
public realized, this access just as easily could be put to other ends.
International intrigue surrounded postwar ham radio as portrayed in the
press. A 1949 article in Time magazine mentioned that ‘‘Every week, U.S.
hams casually talk to hams behind the Iron Curtain.’’ Although acknowledging that ‘‘Usually the topics discussed are politically innocuous,’’ the
story hinted at tantalizing information conveyed in such conversations.
The postcards exchanged to confirm ham contacts aroused further suspicion. Time reported that ‘‘government-made’’ cards sent by ‘‘Red hams’’
displayed ‘‘propagandistic puffs for Russian greats’’ and quoted a Romanian
who had added a ‘‘chatty note’’ saying his neighbor ‘‘had just been
arrested.’’ Hobby magazines, too, occasionally exhibited Cold War paranoia. CQ defended the increased FCC oversight as protection against ‘‘espionage.’’ In the words of a ham questioned by the FCC for communicating
with an illegal operator, anonymity on the airwaves meant ‘‘You never
know what trouble your friends can get you into.’’20
Confirmation cards with photographs of distant lands, greetings in uncommon languages, and exotic stamps contributed to the excitement of
long-distance ham radio communication and piqued the curiosity of nonhobbyists. A ham’s wife reported feeling that ‘‘The mail-man eyes me suspiciously as he hands me colorful post-card things scrawled with a queer jargon.’’ Ham radio organizations established mailing centers to consolidate
the sending of confirmation cards. Hams who used such clearing houses
then received a sealed envelope enclosing several postcards. Primarily amateurs explained mail consolidation as a way to cut postage costs, but they
also noted that this system reduced scrutiny of mail exchanged between
radio hobbyists in the United States and in Iron Curtain countries.21
News reports on spy cases played up any connection to radio communications. By coincidence, the deportation from Mexico and subsequent
arrest of Morton Sobell by the FBI in August 1950 occurred the day after
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the arrest of Spanish refugee Enrique Ricart Corts by police in Mexico for
transmitting information to Russia by radio. Though multiple wire stories
hinted of a possible link between the Sobell and Corts cases, this proved
unfounded. The media described Sobell as an engineer and ‘‘naval radar expert’’ wanted in connection with a ‘‘Russian spy ring,’’ for which he later
faced trial alongside Ethel and Julius Rosenberg. In his autobiography,
Sobell acknowledged the broad association of electronic devices with espionage. The Mexican police who packed the Sobell family’s possessions allegedly stole several items. As the FBI examined the contents of his luggage,
Sobell noted missing ‘‘the small piece of electrical equipment, which I had
taken with me as a sort of conversation piece in case I met any electrical
engineers.’’ ‘‘I had kinder thoughts about the petty-thieving Mexican police when I realized the FBI had not found that synchro in our luggage!’’
recalled Sobell, for he was ‘‘sure it would have been a star exhibit at the
trial.’’22
Scrutiny of radio hobbyists intensified as the anti-Communist movement
gained prominence through the actions of Senator Joseph McCarthy and
the House Un-American Activities Committee. In November 1953, Senator
Alexander Wiley, Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, called for
tighter regulation of hams for security reasons. He specifically cited the possibility ‘‘for a disloyal operator to guide a Soviet plane to its target’’ and assist in an attack on the United States. When the editor of CQ responded
that hams possessed an ‘‘overwhelming national loyalty’’ and ‘‘act as their
own policing system,’’ Wiley conceded the good behavior of many in the
hobby. Still, he said, this did not change ‘‘the fact that the Communists
are keenly aware of the significance of amateur radio for their treacherous
operations.’’ The Subversive Activities Control Board already had presented
evidence to Congress of the Communist Party’s attempt to establish radio
communications, which had included ‘‘a search [undertaken by the Party]
to find amateur radio operators among CPUSA members.’’ Joseph McCarthy declared that ‘‘the Hams are a tremendous potential for passing out improper information for espionage and so forth’’ and went on record in
support of a bill ‘‘to require TV and Radio stations, including amateurs, to
record all programs and transmissions.’’ Caught up in the anti-Communist
furor, the FCC proposed a new restriction in June 1954 that would have
made ‘‘ineligible for licensing any amateur or commercial operator who is
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a member of the Communist Party or any organization which has been
required to register as a Communist-action or Communist-front organization under the provisions of the Internal Security Act of 1950.’’ Application
forms were to include questions about party affiliations, and each prospective licensee would need to file a set of fingerprints with the FCC. The FCC
debated the proposal into 1956, but the political mood changed before it
could be enacted.23
Direct international contacts exposed hams to information unavailable
to most Americans. Where non-hobbyists mainly saw risks in open communication with foreigners, radio enthusiasts saw the chance to gain
unique insight into politics abroad and perspective on the Cold War
rhetoric surrounding them at home. One hobbyist recalled that, hearing
reports broadcast by Radio Moscow in the late 1950s, he ‘‘wondered how
those Russians could be as bad as our U.S. propaganda of the time said
they were.’’ If a radio hobbyist wanted to know ‘‘what sort of guy’’ the
average Soviet ham was or ‘‘Did he have to be a Party member to get a
license?’’ he could simply ask a Soviet over the air. Based on his own conversations with Soviets, an American hobbyist believed ham radio could
serve ‘‘as a means of improving relations between the United States and
the Soviet Union.’’ Hams who focused on long-distance contacts, argued
a 1964 editorial in one club’s newsletter, contributed to ‘‘the furthering
of world cooperation through communication, and I mean down to earth
communication with our fellow man.’’24
Praise of unrestricted communication combined with the political neutrality prescribed by the technical culture of ham radio sometimes made
hams appear far removed from mainstream American culture. Fred Huntley
drew vocal criticism when he organized the Anti-Communist Amateur
Radio Network in 1961. His fellow hobbyists found Huntley’s goal—to use
the ‘‘large untapped potential [of ham radio] for alerting the nation on the
dangers of communism’’—to be a violation of the community’s apolitical
stance. ‘‘We are doing a much better job of corrupting Communism by
just being ourselves and talking with the Russian hams than we could ever
do with an overt attack through ham radio,’’ responded the editor of 73
Magazine in a statement that won the support of many hobbyists.25 But
any group opposed to anti-Communist action during the Cold War had
some explaining to do. Instead of trying to convince inward-looking
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Americans that communicating with foreigners might help smooth over
political differences, hams shifted attention to activities considered more
appropriate.

Public Service and Public Relations
Hobbyists blamed insufficient public relations work before the United
States’ entry into World War II for the four frustrating years of silence they
endured, and they took from this the lesson that publicity must occur continually and must anticipate any challenge to the hobby. Businesses dependent on hams joined in the cause. Why create a new hobby magazine in
1945, with the transmitting ban still in effect? Publicity. ‘‘By starting
now,’’ editors explained in the first issue of CQ, ‘‘we shall be in the most
advantageous position to cooperate with every individual and organization
in securing adequate postwar recognition of the amateur and his requirements.’’ General Electric, a leading supplier of components to hams, offered
the Edison Radio Amateur Award annually beginning in 1952 to recognize
‘‘meritorious public service.’’ This pleased GE’s customers—ham magazines
proudly reported the results—and associated the manufacturer with positive aspects of the hobby.26 Public relations became so much a part of ham
radio that it was fundamental to the hobby culture.
When ham radio fell under close scrutiny during the Cold War, hobbyists publicized their role in civil defense programs to divert attention from
conversations perceived as possibly subversive. The establishment of a secondary communications system to be used in the event of an attack on the
United States grew out of the same Cold War anxieties that made neighbors
question the intentions of hams who chatted with foreigners. Volunteering
their technology to assist the Federal Civil Defense Administration placed
hobbyists in quasi-military roles. (With the shift from war to peace, the
government changed the terminology for its militaristic citizen programs
Figure 5.2
During the Cold War, hams’ conversations with foreigners provoked suspicion. Service as civil defense radio operators—prepared to handle emergency communications
following an attack—focused attention on a benefit of hobbyists controlling powerful radio technology. QST, May 1951 cover, reprinted with the permission of the
American Radio Relay League.
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from ‘‘civilian defense’’ to ‘‘civil defense.’’) The virtues of ham radio for
community protection then counterbalanced its risks. In May 1951, a photograph on the cover of QST showed a serious-looking ham operating a portable radio on an idyllic New England town green, complete with a white
church steeple in the background (figure 5.2). An article inside gave
detailed instructions for building the device, designated for civil defense,
and claimed it would help hobbyists meet ‘‘a new need born of the atomic
age.’’27 This was just one instance among many in which the American
Radio Relay League played up the rather limited involvement of hams in
civil defense to portray recreational radio as far more than a hobby.
The ARRL had set about crafting a role for ham radio in national security
after World War II to prevent any future curtailment in operating privileges. When the Department of Defense created the Office of Civil Defense
Planning (OCDP) in 1948, an editorial in QST assured readers the League
was ‘‘already in touch’’ with the new civil defense authority, ‘‘with a view
to knitting our activities into the national needs.’’ The OCDP was exploratory, established to investigate the need for a permanent agency that
would study how to respond in the event of an atomic strike. The findings
presented in the Hopley Report (its name drawn from OCDP director Russell Hopley) remained influential for the next decade until pacifists’ protests raised public doubt about the call to civil defense. To guarantee that
‘‘in any emergency, communications in some form will be available,’’ the
OCDP described the need to prepare for ‘‘every contingency.’’ The Hopley
Report recommended layering technological systems to achieve reliability
even under attack.28 This planned redundancy opened the door to ham
radio.
The ARRL had managed to place two of its executives on the communications advisory panel to the Office of Civil Defense Planning, and the
voice of the ARRL came through clearly in the Hopley Report. ‘‘Emergency
service is a tradition in amateur radio operations,’’ began the paragraph on
ham radio in the report’s communications section. ‘‘Under a carefully
organized plan they [licensed hobbyists] are capable of making an important contribution to civil defense in providing supplementary emergency
communications channels, especially during a post-raid period.’’ Despite
this apparent endorsement of radio operators’ potential for public service,
the Hopley Report outlined a peripheral role for hams in civil defense com-
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Figure 5.3
The plan for civil defense communications granted ham radio groups an advisory
status, but indicated their peripheral relationship by connecting them to the central
division with only a dotted line. Chart 8 from U. S. Office of Civil Defense Planning,
Civil Defense for National Security (the Hopley Report) (1948).

munications. The proposal classified amateur radio groups along with communications businesses as mere ‘‘advisory panels.’’ In the chart showing
the structure of the Communications Division, the advisory panels were
held off to one side and connected only by a dotted line, while solid lines
joined the principal branches (figure 5.3).29
Once the creation of the Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA) in
1950 confirmed civil defense as a national priority, the ARRL described
ham radio’s emergency communications as part of an unspoken bargain
for the right to operate. According to a QST editorial on the matter, ‘‘The
question—the big question—is not whether we are able to furnish radio
communication but whether we will be permitted to do so.’’ Fearing that
hams might spend precious time, money, and energy on preparedness
only to be shut down again in the event of an actual crisis, the League
demanded the FCDA answer this question before recommending that
hams become involved in civil defense. In the meantime the ARRL told
hobbyists to think about innovative methods to reduce the security risks
of wireless communication. Such a demonstration of technical proficiency,
the League figured, would offer ‘‘the very best insurance of our being fitted
into the permanent civil defense picture.’’30
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Despite the efforts of recreational radio organizations, hams were only
ever granted a marginal role in the official civil defense plan. The FCDA
deemed radio too insecure for a primary communications system. Civil
defense policy analysts repeatedly pointed out that the dangers of message
interception and the detection of transmitter location made wireless communications ‘‘particularly vulnerable.’’ In late 1951, the FCDA appeased
hobbyists by establishing the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
(RACES). The Hopley Report had stressed that secondary systems should
be the responsibility of state and local civil defense organizations.31 By
providing them with local backup duties, RACES satisfied hams’ desire to
participate in civil defense and minimized the threats of their wireless
exchanges to the federal system. The relegation of hobbyists to second-tier
communications demonstrated the FCDA’s faith in the reliability of radio
machinery—hams’ pet technology was expected to outlast the ubiquitous
telephone—yet it also undercut their power.
The extremely limited mission of RACES kept hobbyists out of the way
while professionals undertook the tasks central to civil defense. RACES
activities primarily consisted of enrolling members—after checking their
‘‘loyalty to the United States and general reliability’’ as evidenced in ‘‘police, employment, and scholastic records’’—and performing one annual
emergency communications test. The FCDA acknowledged that ‘‘The radio
amateurs provide a valuable source of skilled communicators and emergency communications equipment for civil defense,’’ but RACES existed
for redundancy. When the program was ten years old, its governing agency
clarified that RACES was ‘‘intended only to supplement any established
local communications systems, not to replace them.’’32
This was hardly the role that hams had dreamed of. The ARRL’s language
of ‘‘knitting our activities into the national needs’’ and ‘‘our being fitted
into the permanent civil defense picture’’ had projected a false modesty, a
willingness to be wholly subsumed. Though hobbyists did not invent the
role of militaristic citizen, but rather just introduced a technical component to the existing civil defender role, they did expect the modified radio
operator–civil defender identity to bring special attention to hams. The
ARRL resented that RACES instead stripped away hobbyists’ distinct identities. Operating in a local RACES unit, the League complained, ‘‘Each participating amateur would be required to subjugate his amateur identity—a
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disadvantage from the morale standpoint.’’ Hams’ dissatisfaction with the
arrangement led to low enrollment, which further debilitated the program.
Roughly 1,400 communities had filed RACES plans by the start of 1961, far
short of the 5,000 groups that the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization
believed necessary for a thorough backup system.33
Quietly, the ARRL agreed with the FCDA that RACES served little purpose. The League called the program ‘‘almost indistinguishable from regular amateur network operations’’ and blamed ‘‘the tardy development of
national planning and regulations’’ for the fact that so ‘‘much steam has
been lost from amateur interest in civil defense work.’’ A three-part series
in QST on the status of RACES in 1953 raised a number of criticisms of the
service. More than a decade after the creation of WERS, the ARRL still held
a grudge that WERS had not been primarily ‘‘an amateur service.’’ The
League was frustrated that RACES similarly kept hams from controlling
their own service activities. ‘‘We amateurs, as amateurs, can do nothing to
organize civil defense,’’ the ARRL humbly conceded with regard to RACES.
‘‘We can only provide a radio communications service for a civil defense
organization.’’ In its final analysis, the ARRL capitulated to the FCDA for
the good of the hobby. ‘‘To have amateurs and government lose cordial
contact with each other on the matter of RACES,’’ the League realized,
‘‘would be disastrous, and we do not intend letting this happen.’’34 The
ARRL retained hope that having a system for emergency communications
in place might earn hams respect and protect their operations in future
crises.
Publicly, the ARRL supported RACES as an extension of hobbyists’
broader volunteer work in civil defense. Frequent QST articles on civil defense activities before RACES existed had portrayed hams as in control of
emergency communications. Headlines recounted how the ‘‘Motor City
Amateurs [Formed] a Vital Link in CD Communications’’ and the ‘‘TriCounty Radio Association Program Provides Emergency Stations and Promotes V.H.F. Activity in Northern New Jersey.’’ The League encouraged
hobbyists to follow in the footsteps of these exemplary clubs and published
instructions for building equipment specialized for the civil defense frequencies. As always, the ARRL linked service and public relations. In a farce
of a report by a ham club’s inactive civil defense committee, chairman
‘‘O. Y. Bother’’ admitted that ‘‘since we never did bother about those
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publicity releases the League sent us’’ the local civil defense communications director ‘‘had never heard of us.’’ For the good of the hobby, the
ARRL advised hams to view the federal expectations presented by the
‘‘challenging development’’ of RACES as a test. ‘‘We must show that we
can do a responsible job when given the chance,’’ chided a 1952 editorial
in QST. ‘‘How we embrace opportunity individually will determine the
standing of our service in the future.’’35
The FCDA’s plan for national security counted on the preparedness of individual citizens and especially family units. Life magazine’s insistence that
‘‘there is much that you can do to protect yourself—and in doing so
strengthen your nation’’ invoked typical civil defense rhetoric. Following
from the description of civil defense as a personal, moral obligation, hams’
participation enhanced their image as individuals in addition to improving
the perception of the hobby overall. A handbook published by the ARRL
called attention to this benefit, describing the annual Simulated Emergency
Test as ‘‘a subject for good local publicity for amateur radio, and for all
those who take part.’’ As interest in civil defense peaked, Life relabeled
‘‘The man down the street with a backyard shelter [who formerly] was considered odd’’ as ‘‘actually a solid, sensible man—and a responsible citizen.’’36 Civil defense service similarly transformed hams from outsiders
with a fondness for strange contraptions to patriots in command of survival gear.
Although hobbyists played a minor role in the national civil defense
plan, their strategy of promoting the service in exchange for airwave rights
succeeded. Individuals who volunteered as emergency communicators
earned special rewards. When the scarcity of electronics components during the Korean War restricted ham building projects, those who belonged
to RACES or any of eight other recognized military or civil defense organizations received a doubled annual quota for supplies to maintain their stations.37 The hobby community overall won the privilege to continue open,
recreational two-way radio communication throughout the Cold War.
After achieving a strong position for Cold War ham radio, the League
relaxed its commitment to federal civil defense programs. The number of
states reporting hams’ participation in Operation Alert, the FCDA’s nationwide readiness test, held steady between twenty-five and twenty-eight in
the second half of the 1950s. Then in 1961, hobbyists in only ten states
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participated.38 Meanwhile the popularity of the League’s own readiness test
grew. The ARRL distinguished its annual Simulated Emergency Test as
belonging to hams, saying ‘‘it’s not part of a big government-sponsored
project, like Operation Alert. It’s our own activity, using our own amateursponsored and amateur-led organization.’’ When involvement in the 1961
ARRL Simulated Emergency Test ‘‘exceeded [the] ‘RACES boom high’ of
1952 for the first time,’’ the League declared that ‘‘Dependence on the government for direction is gradually giving way to dependence on ourselves.’’39 The Simulated Emergency Test granted hobbyists autonomy and
afforded another important advantage by concentrating hams’ public service on general emergency communication.
The federal civil defense plan received only limited public support and
inspired very little participation. Local civil defense branches struggled to
rouse unresponsive communities who did not feel threatened. Even during
World War II, the relative safety of Americans living free from enemy attack
had led to a decline in cooperation with preparedness drills by mid 1943.40
Mere talk of a threat generated less fear during the Cold War than during
wartime. Despite admonitions from the FCDA throughout the 1950s, the
strongest show of interest in civil defense came not until the Berlin crisis
and Cuban Missile Crisis of the early 1960s, and even then it was scattered
and short lived.41
Citizens’ indifference toward civil defense meant that the ARRL’s public
relations campaign pitched to federal regulators largely failed to ease the
conflicts hams had with their neighbors about electrical interference and
the appearance of antenna towers. To better represent ham radio in their
immediate communities, individual hobbyists and clubs adapted publicity
strategies suggested by the League. Instead of focusing on civil defense,
clubs emphasized emergency communication more broadly. This generalized service had greater practical appeal than did civil defense, making it
an appropriate choice for hobbyists seeking local support.
Hobbyists always had been eager to provide communications when other
systems failed. This arrangement proved mutually satisfying: communities
left without telephone service after a natural disaster received vital messages, while hams demonstrated the reliability of radio technology and of
radio hobbyists. Before the institution of civil defense, many community
ham clubs already had standing committees that organized emergency
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response drills. Most hobbyists viewed the role that the ARRL proposed for
radio in civil defense as just a single facet of emergency communications,
with the main difference being that the kind of disaster causing the disruption in normal service, nuclear attack, was specified from the outset. The
Rochester Amateur Radio Association was one of the clubs that simply
expanded its preexisting emergency response group to include civil defense
responsibilities.42
Hobbyists approached general emergency communication conscious of
its value for public relations. A 1935 article on ‘‘How to Gain the Goodwill
of the Public,’’ for example, advised that the voice of a hobbyist coming
over a neighbor’s broadcast radio receiver would be less likely to ignite an
argument if the listener ‘‘recognized it as that of one of the boys who had
rendered him a service,’’ and the hobby press continued this argument into
the 1960s.43 Explicitly describing it as a way to gain outsiders’ support, CQ
began offering an annual award for the club ‘‘which makes the greatest
contribution to the community in an emergency.’’ The ARRL told clubs
performing emergency drills that inviting the press was ‘‘one of the best
ways of exciting public interest and creating an awareness that amateur
radio is really doing something of public benefit.’’44 For its 1961 Simulated
Emergency Test, the League admitted a dual objective, ‘‘first, to test our
emergency potential and capability, and second, to give a public demonstration of our abilities.’’ When ‘‘the vast expansion of commercial communications systems’’ appeared to undermine the plausibility of hobby
radio as a form of emergency communication in the mid 1960s, the editor
of CQ wondered, ‘‘How then do we convince our public that we are a necessary and vital part of community life?’’ and immediately followed, ‘‘We
must do it through a carefully planned public relations program.’’ His answer focused not on alternative ways to assist after a disaster, but rather on
a new publicity tactic.45
Hams with civil defense insignia on their equipment, of course, remained
capable of providing backup communication during any disruption of regular systems. Since the press began trumpeting hams’ potential service in
national security in the 1920s, the only examples of actual emergency communications by civilian hobbyists had come following natural disasters. No
unit of RACES ever went into action for defense purposes, yet the RACES
station in Anchorage, Alaska, for instance, stood in for regular communica-
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tions channels wiped out by an earthquake in 1964.46 While the ARRL and
other ham radio organizations continuously promoted emergency communication as the hobby’s community service, local clubs routinely
downplayed civil defense. Even the ARRL stopped associating emergency
communication with civil defense in the 1960s as Americans’ support for
civil defense programs plummeted. A handbook for radio hobbyists then
reported that though ‘‘the over-all Civil Defense program of the country
has been dragging its feet, because of public apathy, the radio facilities furnished by the ham fraternity are quite efficient and prove their value every
time a public emergency arises.’’47
The ham community addressed national and local concerns through a
split public relations strategy. The ARRL focused on staying on good terms
with the FCC and on lobbying Congress for legislation protective of amateur radio. From the League’s perspective, hobbyists should volunteer for
military service and civilian communication programs as a way of fulfilling
commitments the ARRL made in bargains with the state. On an individual
and day-to-day basis, hams needed to negotiate with neighbors and municipal governments. That local constituency more readily appreciated
hobbyists’ emergency communications programs for responding to natural
disasters, which were untainted by the political rhetoric of national civil
defense.48
Hobbyists seeking favorable publicity appealed to different aspects of the
same Cold War culture that raised suspicions about ham radio. A pastime
based on open, international communication violated the cautious climate
of political and social containment. Hams who advocated improving relations with the Russians through individual contacts were a tiny minority
that stood no chance of overturning the militaristic stance taken by government officials and propagated through the news media and popular culture. The technical culture of the Cold War, however, provided an entry for
radio hobbyists. In preparation for a conflict anticipated at some unknown
future time, the military-industrial complex prized reliability and redundancy in devices and systems. Radio was not the first choice for communication, but second-place technologies carried weight in mid century
America. Taking on a role in backup communications made hams seem dependable and strong and made radio a more acceptable Cold War hobby.
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Hams domesticated radio technology just enough to find a place in the
home. They toned down radio’s militaristic image and declared ham radio
an amateur pursuit rather than an extension of work. To keep the technology special, hobbyists avoided the kind of complete standardization of its
appearance and function that would have made two-way radio accessible
to all. The identity radio hobbyists shaped for themselves through technology similarly exhibited a limited domestication. As members of a technical
fraternity, hams stood apart from the household. They continually referenced the family, however, and tied the hobby to the home through
remarks about domestic conflicts brought on by radio.
Hobbyists gained independence in the home as a result of the disruptions caused by their use of a partially domesticated technology. Rough,
bulky two-way radios, prone to interfere electrically with television and
radio receivers, were best kept isolated. In staking out hobby spaces, hams
gained privacy as well. A 1941 Harper’s Magazine article that focused on ‘‘the
amateur’s services to society’’ concluded with the assertion that ‘‘it would
be shortsighted to ignore the personal cultural value of amateur radio.’’
The authors explained that ‘‘Amateur radio gives to ordinary men, leading
the circumscribed lives of ninety out of a hundred people, a release from
humdrum existence and routine compulsions; it makes them freer men.’’1
This was a socially sanctioned escape, the temporary relaxation provided by
a hobby safely contained within a domestic context.

Chapter 6

Social Disruptions
In the mid century home, the implications of ham radio varied with the
age of the participant. Families demanded few responsibilities of boys and
approved of a wide range of youthful pastimes. It made little difference to
family life whether boys spent their free time playing baseball or doing
ham radio. Before the age of electronics, boys involved with two-way radio
often had been labeled pranksters. But even then the ‘‘small boy given to
tinkering with radio in such a manner as to [ . . . ] superimpose a staccato
of clicks and buzzes on the pianissimo passages of Beethoven’s Fifth’’ was
no more maligned than the boy whose stray baseball broke a neighbor’s
window.2 With the increased value placed on technical skills following
World War II, educators told parents to encourage sons’ technical hobbies,
which might be career stepping-stones. At mid century the public perception of electronics as innovative lent cachet to the tinkering of boys and
young men. The Cold War urgency to produce scientists and engineers further imparted a sense that boys active in ham radio had the potential to
strengthen national security.
Complaints voiced by families about the amateur radio activities of boys
appeared very infrequently in the hobby literature compared with complaints directed at adult ham operators. The single article published in the
major ham magazines in which ‘‘A Ham’s Mother Has Her Say’’ stood out
against dozens of analogous articles that offered a ‘‘Wife’s Eye View’’ and
bemoaned the ‘‘Ham Shackles’’ of marriage. Boys ignored chores, missed
meals, and kept messy bedrooms because of radio activities. And parents
of hams grew frustrated with hobby jargon they did not understand and
worried that their sons risked electrical injury.3 Yet these irritations and
concerns typically were dismissed as a natural part of play.
Between 1947 and 1962, four articles in Parents Magazine advocated tinkering by boys. Each carried the message that industrious hobbies could
prevent children from becoming idle and mischievous. In the first, Joy
Freed recounted the turning point in her attitude to her son’s hobby of
building model airplanes. Seeing some teenage boys misbehaving had
made Freed wonder ‘‘why they were on the street at that time of night,
and if their mothers didn’t care.’’ Suddenly her son’s untidy room seemed
insignificant, and Freed dedicated herself to supporting his hobby. She
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‘‘resolved’’ to ‘‘crawl on my knees if necessary picking up pins and sticks’’
for the sake of ‘‘keeping my boy happy and busy at something worth
while.’’ Another of these articles promoted ham radio in particular as having ‘‘the enthusiastic endorsement of PTA, churches, social service groups
and law-enforcement agencies.’’ Parents were told to tolerate their sons’
ham radio activities because they functioned ‘‘as a deterrent to juvenile delinquency’’ and might lead to successful careers in the sciences.4
The pieces in Parents Magazine blamed parents who interrupted tinkering
boys, or attempted to confine their projects, for interfering with their sons’
educational development. As an example of how ‘‘overly tidy mothers or
noise hating fathers’’ caused ‘‘many children [to] lose interest in science,’’
a 1962 article told of a boy who failed to build a radio ‘‘because his room
was thoroughly ‘straightened-up’ every week.’’ This was contrasted to the
experience of a mother who cheerfully abided the mess in her son’s room,
including a ‘‘disemboweled radio,’’ and then proudly witnessed his winning a science fair. A 1955 story characterized meddling mothers as an obstacle to learning over the airwaves, recounting fifth grader Bobby Fiske’s
correction of a smart female classmate on a geography fact with information learned by talking to someone in Liberia the day before. Bobby
claimed that he ‘‘would have found out a lot more, only then Mom called
me to supper.’’ These critiques of parents who intruded upon technical
hobbies echoed the broader accusations heard at mid century that overbearing mothers emasculated their sons, an idea Philip Wylie termed
‘‘Momism’’ in his 1942 book, Generation of Vipers.5
Attempts to persuade parents that sons should be allowed to tinker highlighted the possibility that boys engaged in technical hobbies later might
attain respectable, secure positions as scientists and engineers. Technical
hobbies were reported to contribute to the development of ‘‘such desirable
character traits as persistence and ingenuity.’’ A more direct connection
came in the suggestion that in addition to ‘‘enjoying himself and learning
about chemistry, too!’’ a boy shown using a chemistry set might ‘‘someday’’ become ‘‘a professional chemist.’’ The wordplay in the title of an
article published during the space race, ‘‘A Space Program for Your Young
Scientist,’’ offered parents the tantalizing hope that making room for technical hobbies might help them rear astronauts.6
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The pressure on parents to embrace technical hobbies extended beyond
considerations of sons’ edification and future careers to the pressing matter
of national security. In 1955 Parenting Magazine admonished Americans
that ‘‘In an atomic age, our national survival may well depend upon having
a reservoir of trained technicians in peace and war’’ and portrayed youngsters involved with electronics as initiating vital training. Parenting Magazine was just one voice among many calling for the support of boys in
scientific endeavors. When Industrial America of Chicago released five
technical hobby kits, for example, the Under Secretary of Commerce
praised the kits for providing ‘‘genuine stimulus’’ to technological advancement and economic expansion, and thus contributing to the ‘‘preservation
of our freedoms.’’ Fortune magazine concluded from these remarks that ‘‘Responsible parents, whatever their misgivings, obviously will have no choice
but to see that Junior gets the whole works.’’ General acceptance of boys’
radio hobbies continued throughout the 1970s, tied to the prospect of ham
radio leading to scientific and technical employment and helping participants avoid ‘‘waywardness.’’7 These benefits also eased acceptance of all
hobbyists’ activities. But the homosociality of ham radio, which fit the pattern of boys’ leisure, proved problematic for grown men.
To the extent that it grounded masculinity in technology rather than in
sexuality, ham radio threatened social relationships. Many adult hobbyists
described radio activities as incompatible with romantic interests. According to one source, interest in ham radio followed ‘‘a fairly uniform pattern’’
of varying inversely with sexual desire. ‘‘The youth, at first completely
absorbed, gives up radio when the opposite sex begins to compete seriously
with the fascination of microphone and key. This alienation normally lasts
until the first baby is born, at which time recrudescence sets in and he is a
ham all over again.’’ Recounting his own turn from radios to women, a
ham in 1950 called it ‘‘the old, old story—the hobby which wore skirts
won out.’’ ‘‘I married this little hobby and with her now tucked safely
under my arm I felt free to go back to my original love,’’ he said of his return to radio.8 Men who appeared more interested in radio equipment and
conversations with other men than they were with the opposite sex faced
harsh rebuke and thinly veiled questions of their sexuality.
In the immediate postwar years and through the 1950s, conflicting opinions regarding the obligations of men to family and to self bombarded the
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American public. Mass media outlets ranging from fictional television programs to feature articles in magazines celebrated the middle class nuclear
family composed of married parents with children. These depictions of
husbands and fathers linked the power to lead the family unit to a responsibility to support it financially. Men were instructed to be good ‘‘breadwinners,’’ devoted providers to their families.9 At the same time, psychologists
diagnosed a crisis of identity among men. Preoccupation with work and
family responsibilities, the experts warned, had caused men to lose their
sense of self. Loss of identity seemed to endanger free will and consequently raised alarms at a time when political ideology staunchly opposed
collective thought.10 Psychologists’ advice that men should protect their
identity as individuals directly contradicted popular culture’s message that
men should make family life top priority.
Reports of disagreements between male ham radio operators and their
families indicate how these competing public pressures played out in private. Complaints that radio upset home life filled the hobby literature and
became a standard trope of hobby culture. General Electric acknowledged
that active hams let family duties fall by the wayside when it presented
the wife of the 1953 Edison Radio Amateur Award–winner with a gold
watch for being ‘‘the most understanding wife of the year.’’11 How accurately the motif of spousal bickering reflected actual experiences is difficult
to determine, since it seems to have served partly as a reminder to outsiders
that hams were married. Regardless, these stories of disputes about ham
radio did encapsulate the debate over whether a man’s first responsibility
should be to self or to family.
Domestic arguments about ham radio erupted around the allocation of
the most basic resources, time and money. Operating a recreational radio
station imposed a considerable financial burden on the family while benefiting only one individual. Equipment prices and many little extras like
magazine subscriptions, contest fees, and club dues amounted to quite a
sum, even within the budget of the middle class ham. A 1957 survey found
that the average reader of CQ magazine earned $7,350, valued his present
equipment at just over $1,000, and expected to spend $245 (one thirtieth
of his salary) on the hobby in the coming year. The price of a single piece
of equipment could be daunting. The Johnson Ranger, a mid level transmitter, cost $293 in 1956 and $360 in 1965. More powerful models and
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those from more prestigious manufactures cost far more. The Collins
KWS-1 transmitter sold for just under $2,000 in 1956. And a transmitter
was only one of several pieces of hardware essential to the home station. A
hobby receiver in 1960 could cost as much as ‘‘a 21-inch television console,
a new furnace for your house, or a fairly decent used car,’’ despite the fact
that, a handbook for new hams pointed out, the apparatus normally was
‘‘rather severe looking’’ and came without a speaker. The radio literature
told of married hams enmeshed in ‘‘spats about spending $9.98 for a special condenser’’ instead of allocating the money for household items such
as ‘‘grass seed or the grocery bill.’’ Noting that hobbyists occasionally
avoided debates about the family budget by sneaking newly purchased
equipment into the house, R. W. Johnson explained, in verse, how this
type of dishonesty soothed tensions: ‘‘For his wife was not aware of where
the money went, All she knew was quite untrue so she was happy and
content.’’12
According to the conventions idealized by the media, all husbands owed
some after-work hours to chores around the house and the care of children.
Household work of middle class men in the 1950s included do-it-yourself
maintenance and improvement projects, which were thought of as a kind
of hobby. In deciding when to stop the endorsed hobby of chores and
begin freer leisure, men set the limits on their obligations to others and to
themselves. A typical complaint voiced by one radio hobbyist’s wife was
that ‘‘the darn ‘Set’ was such a nuisance when mealtime came or when she
needed a few little things done around the house.’’ Another ham alluded to
the tension inherent in such decisions when he invoked the rhetoric of
clashing hobbyists and wives to explain his inability to edit the club newsletter on time, saying ‘‘the XYL [wife] handed me a list of ‘things to do’
around the yard and house this summer that I just can’t put off any
longer.’’ A few years earlier he had blamed ‘‘the confusion resulting from
getting the kids packed for the trip to Grandma’s’’ for the fact that the
summer issues were ‘‘taking a beating!’’13
Hams spoke of hobby participation as out of step with fatherhood. The
hobby slang for children, ‘‘harmonics,’’ played on a radio term for multiple
frequencies born of a fundamental frequency, which had the potential to
disturb clean transmission. A member profile in a club newsletter mentioned he had ‘‘one YL [female] harmonic not quite a year old but already
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interfering with daddy’s DX [long-distance operating] activities.’’ Hobby
publications repeatedly listed ‘‘screaming children’’ as a motivation for
seeking sanctuary in the home radio station. According to a 1960 handbook, a typical ham’s evening followed the pattern of, ‘‘You come home
from work, eat your dinner, maybe glance at the headlines, then make a
beeline for your shack.’’ Hobbyists who sought time for radio and for
parenting sharply divided their schedules. One common split was to confine radio activities to the hours when children slept. Some hams made a
seasonal trade off, like the hobbyist described in a club bulletin as someone
who was ‘‘vy [very] much the family man but has got a vy fb [excellent]
tower es [and] beam in the backyard for winter.’’ Grievances about the
difficulty of reconciling ham radio with family life ranged from callous
complaints—a ham who griped that his son’s two week hospitalization
caused him to miss the chance to communicate with a rare station from
Brazil—to mild grumbling—a hobbyist who told his local radio club that
trying to compete in contests on two consecutive weekends was ‘‘a little
tough’’ and wondered whether the organizer intended the events ‘‘just for
young and single sprouts.’’14 Whatever the tone, hams’ discourse counterposed hobby life and home life.
Amateur radio did more than tempt men to squander household money,
ignore chores, and spend insufficient time with children. In language that
operated as the gendered parallel to men’s hobby rhetoric, women wrote of
resenting ham radio for weakening emotional and physical marital bonds.
Radio magazines in the 1940s and 1950s regularly published strongly
worded commentaries by hams’ wives, including protests that technical
interests diminished hobbyists’ sexual interests. There was an element of
satire in these essays, but the consistent pattern of remarks suggests this
was joking about a genuine, if exaggerated, concern. When men chose to
talk via radio to other hams instead of in person to their own wives,
women reported feeling competition for their husbands’ attention. Several
articles protesting the hobby’s interference with intimacy appeared in radio
magazines in the decade after World War II. The frankness with which
women wrote of their desires can be attributed partly to the reigning social
expectations of wives. Conveying early Cold War sexual-political anxieties
that associated homosexuality with Communism, psychologists and popular culture alike posited married women’s sexuality as essential to the
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heterosexuality of their husbands and sons and, following from this, to the
political stability of the country.15
Television, the electrical technology perceived to be at the center of family life, also drew criticism for disrupting marital sexual relationships in the
late 1940s and 1950s. Whether the image that held a viewer’s attention was
a beautiful woman or a sporting event, however, the husband distracted by
television seemed more acceptable than the ham operator because of the
television viewer’s limited involvement. Radio hobbyists took part in twoway communication with real people. In addition to expressing jealousy
about the distant men engaged in deep conversation with their husbands,
wives made frequent jealous references in the hobby literature to the equipment that was the object of so much tinkering. The ham culture’s appeal to
technical fraternity and technical interactivity as constitutive of masculinity broke from the norm. According to mid century, middle class standards,
men properly displayed masculinity in the domestic context through
their relationship to women.16 A masculinity based instead in technology
offended these sensibilities by replacing women with men and machines
in a devotional relationship that carried sexual overtones.
In an indirect fashion, complaints that radio reduced spousal companionship reinforced hobbyists’ heterosexual identity. The technical fraternity of radio was a circle of men, using a mode of communication linked
to covert activity, engaging in private discussions—an intense homosocial
network that easily could have provoked suspicion. Succinctly capturing
the sexual tension that had surrounded the mid century hobby, a character
in a 1992 novel asked, ‘‘What do you think those ham-radio buffs really
talked about? Do you think some of them were secretly gay, and they
left their wives asleep and crept down to their finished basements in the
middle of the night to have long conversations with friends in New Zealand
or wherever?’’ Except in gender-crossing jokes played under the cover of
Morse code, the ham community did not openly question that the hobby
existed within a strictly heterosexual environment.17 But hams’ posturing
about sexuality displays an awareness that outsiders doubted hams’ heterosexuality. Remarks about domestic tensions by hobbyists and their wives
confirmed hams’ heterosexuality by mentioning their marital status, a preemptive defense against accusations that the level of fraternization in ama-
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teur radio crossed a critical threshold. It was better to appear henpecked
than face a more pointed charge.
The scene painted by one ham’s wife blamed a loss of togetherness on
the hobbyist’s fascination with radio equipment. Leisure time spent apart
made Polly Oltion unhappy that ‘‘Hubby was growing less and less familiar.’’ Previously the couple had shared pastimes of discussing world
affairs and playing chess, but her husband’s solo ham radio pursuits left
Oltion isolated. She grew particularly ‘‘annoyed and bewildered’’ after realizing that he used the word ‘‘we’’ to refer to himself and ‘‘that disreputable
conglomeration of tubes, wires, cans, and noise.’’ Oltion felt replaced as the
object of ‘‘his affection’’ by the machinery her husband considered ‘‘his
bosom pal.’’ While he tinkered in his radio station, she knitted fourteen
pairs of socks ‘‘to pass away the time.’’18
In humorous descriptions of life with a ham, women wrote of losing out
to hobby technology in the battle for men’s attention. Nancy Anderson
told of a husband who brought his friends right into his hobby area,
located in the couple’s bedroom, while his wife slept. ‘‘The crowning indignity,’’ according to Anderson, was not the breach of privacy. Though there
were ‘‘more ‘hams’ in her bed chamber than in a Virginia smokehouse,’’
what exasperated Anderson was that the hobbyists completely ignored the
female body. ‘‘The lads are so taken up with their wires and tubes they
don’t even realize the lady’s there. Honestly, girls, how much can a woman
stand?’’ Ann Gordon reported being similarly spurned during a courting
experience she ironically dubbed her ‘‘romantic introduction to ham
radio.’’ After Gordon and her suitor had driven up into the hills where
they watched ‘‘the lights of the city below us, full moon above us,’’ Gordon
recalled that she was ‘‘beginning to feel in the spirit of things—when out
came the microphone and on went the switches.’’ Instead of taking advantage of the romantic and isolated location for physical intimacy, as Gordon
had expected him to, her date initiated a conversation with a distant, male
stranger.19
That radio communication took precedent over conjugal relations became a common joke in the ham community. One hobbyist’s wife said she
needed to ‘‘get another husband for upstairs use.’’ The postcards Warren
Bauer used to confirm his radio contacts depicted a woman wearing lingerie
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and high heels, provocatively perched on a chair, facing a ham engrossed
in an on-air conversation (figure 6.1). ‘‘But dear I can’t go to bed now,’’
the cartoon hobbyist explained, ‘‘I’m talking with,’’ followed by a blank
space where Bauer would fill in the name of the recipient.20 The glamorous
woman in the foreground radiated a sensual beauty. In a dark corner, the
balding ham captivated by technology seemed asexual. The hobbyist who
shrank from human warmth in this image had fetishized radio equipment.
Wives voiced frustration that radio technology disarmed their seductive
powers. When Sylvia Frank expressed common annoyances with her husband’s hobby—he was always in the basement, only discussed radio, had
driven away their friends, spent too much money on equipment, and cluttered the house with electronics—friends told her it could be worse if her
husband instead drank, gambled, or had an affair. People of that opinion,
Frank responded, clearly did not know any radio enthusiasts. For while
‘‘The aforementioned pitfalls may be overcome by talking, coaxing, petting, or any number of other methods,’’ Frank knew from experience that
womanly charms could not lure a man away from ham radio. Manufacturers played to this sexual tension by suggesting that expensive radio gifts
might stimulate men’s affection. A 1953 advertisement for National brand
hobby equipment carried a drawing of an elegantly dressed couple. The
man had pulled his headphones off with one hand, wrapped the other
around the woman’s waist, and swept her backward with a kiss (figure 6.2).
The advertising copy explained, ‘‘It’s not her perfume’’ that attracted him,
‘‘it’s the National she bought him for Christmas!’’21
The hobby slang for ‘‘wife,’’ it must be noted, was implicitly desexualizing. Built upon the ham abbreviation for a girl or woman, ‘‘YL,’’ the term
‘‘XYL’’ literally designated a married woman as a ‘‘former young lady.’’
Hams applied ‘‘YL’’ to females of all ages, so the title ‘‘former YL’’ suggested
not lost youth as much as lost gender. While female hobbyists accepted the
name ‘‘YL’’ proudly, only rarely—and then often ironically—did they call
themselves ‘‘XYLs.’’ One reason women hams reported liking the term
‘‘YL’’ was that it seemed a fitting analog to ‘‘OM’’ or ‘‘old man,’’ the slang
for a male hobbyist of any age. The well-established association of maturity
with masculinity in the phrase ‘‘old man’’ further amplified the insinuation
that a change of status from YL to XYL diminished femininity.
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Figure 6.1
Warren Bauer joked on his radio confirmation postcards that he was so devoted to
the hobby that even a scantily clad seductress could not tear him away from a ham
conversation. Bauer had filled in CQ’s name on this card when he entered it in a
contest held by the magazine. Published in ‘‘CQ QSL Contest,’’ CQ , August 1956,
page 63. QSL reprinted courtesy of Barbara Bauer Lawrence.
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Figure 6.2
If feminine charms such as perfume could not win a hobbyist’s affections, one manufacturer suggested that a gift of expensive radio equipment might do the trick. But
the ham in this advertisement remained tethered to his radio by the headphones.
National Co. advertisement, CQ , December 1953, inside back cover.
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Despite frequent illustrations of spousal conflict brought on by the
hobby, marriage was the norm in the ham community. One might expect
that single men reading about marital woes in radio magazines chose to
remain bachelors, reveling in the freedom to allow a hobby to dominate
leisure time and the entire home. Instead, many hams sought wives who
accepted the hobby, ideally someone equally intent on spending time and
money on the hobby. In hopes of appealing to the rare single women
readers, bachelors wrote letters describing themselves to hobby publications. But a radio license was not a prerequisite for a potential wife. Hams
also favorably considered as partners dates who patiently listened to radio
tales and sat through demonstrations. It might be possible, hams wrote, to
convert these women into fellow hobbyists later.
Male hams anticipated that being married to another radio operator
would eliminate ‘‘accusations like ‘You think more of those stupid old
knobs and dials than you do of your own family’ ’’ and ‘‘dirty looks when
you present her with a nice low pass filter for her birthday.’’ In describing
one member’s station, a club newsletter called his hobbyist-wife a desirable
accessory. Although the club member did ‘‘not have the fanciest setup we
have seen,’’ the newsletter pointed out that ‘‘he has something of which
few of us can boast, an XYL who is a ham.’’ Hobbyists who lacked this component could try to make their own. Amid articles that described how to
convert surplus military communications equipment to civilian use, CQ
magazine published ‘‘Converting the XYL: New Conversion Data on a
Widely-Popular Non-Surplus Item’’ on how to change wives into hams.
The author, Florence Collins, had experienced the process firsthand and
told men they, too, could relieve household tension caused by the hobby.
‘‘The schematic for a slick conversion job,’’ she promised, would produce
‘‘an XYL ham operator to share your enthusiasm for this fascinating
hobby.’’22
Hams who did share the hobby with their spouses found that the supposed solution came with its own problems. Florence Collins’s husband,
James, challenged her conversion instructions with a rebuttal titled ‘‘Nothing . . . But the Facts.’’ True, James said, he no longer needed to justify
spending money on radio equipment. But because his wife planned to use
the equipment, she wanted to be involved in selecting it. And when the
new rig arrived, James had to compete with Florence for air time. Having
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his bigger hobby budget subjected to compromises made James wonder
whether he really was so fortunate to live with another ham. Maude Phillips admitted that after joining her husband in the hobby, she only granted
him access to their station when ‘‘some ham wants to talk ‘technics.’ ’’23
Nevertheless, if wives participated in the hobby, a large measure of the social and spatial distance created by ham radio disappeared.
Women’s clubs that paralleled radio clubs extended to wives what one
called an ‘‘honorary or auxiliary or associate membership’’ in the ham
community. The Ladies Auxiliary of the Rochester Amateur Radio Association, La-RaRa for short, welcomed ‘‘any ladies interested in radio, socially
or technically.’’ La-RaRa provided ‘‘an opportunity for all ladies to get better acquainted with their boy friends’ or hubbys’ hobby.’’ Women’s auxiliary clubs did not discourage the practice of ham radio, but their primary
function lay in supporting the associated men’s radio club. In 1952, only
five of the thirty La-RaRa members held radio licenses. One Ladies Auxiliary
project involved ‘‘obtaining neck ties for the men and putting their call letters on them.’’ La-RaRa also catered the Rochester Amateur Radio Association’s meetings and weekend-long contests.24 Such activities kept women
engaged with stereotypically feminine tasks while physically near partners
who were focused on technical hobby activities.
As a concession to the wives and children ostracized by men’s radio
hobby, many fraternal ham clubs hosted family gatherings. ‘‘Ladies’
Nights,’’ ‘‘ ‘No-Speech’ Dinner Dances,’’ ‘‘Family Dinner Meetings,’’ and
summer picnics featured entertainment described as ‘‘strictly non-technical
(for the benefit of the ladies)’’ and door prizes chosen to appeal to ‘‘the
fairer sex.’’ The announcements for these functions acknowledged spousal
conflict as a normal side effect of ham radio. The Northern California DX
Club newsletter reasoned that ‘‘The XYL [wife] will surely take a more
kindly view of the monthly club meetings if you treat her to an evening
such as’’ the ‘‘special social meeting’’ that was to be conducted at a local
winery.25 Permitting occasional, carefully orchestrated family visits into
radio clubs clarified that a boundary normally existed between these social
realms.
Though auxiliary clubs for hams’ wives and invitations to family events
helped ease household tensions about the hobby, numerous disputes about
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radio lingered and caused bad publicity. Hams struggled to change the
hobby’s reputation for being incompatible with domestic life. In 1955, the
editor of CQ magazine sought contributions for a press release designed to
make people see ham radio as family friendly. He particularly solicited
news of ‘‘anyone [who had] managed to build a ham rig into a modern
home and keep it unobtrusive.’’ Evidently CQ could not gather enough
positive examples: the editor repeated the call for happy ‘‘ham families’’
the following year.26
Twenty years later, the conflicts hobby radio caused with home life drew
less attention. Ham Radio Horizons still felt the need to inform readers in
1977 that families would not ‘‘resent the time that you spend’’ on the
hobby as much if they understood it better.27 Electrical interference and
the drain on scarce resources continued to annoy those who did not participate in ham radio, but prevailing norms had shifted. No longer did popular culture’s idealization of family togetherness subject men’s leisure to
intense scrutiny. In the 1960s and 1970s, women made fewer public accusations that radio disrupted family life, and some wives spoke out in defense of the hobby. Husbands gained freedom, as individuals, to spend
time and money on ham radio.
Men’s increased freedom of identity in the 1960s and 1970s is the lessremarked-upon half of a better-known story. Women’s liberation contributed to relaxed attitudes toward men’s hobbies. The greater number of
middle class women working outside of the home and the ideological boost
of the women’s movement led wives and mothers to take on additional
identities. Married women decreasingly defined themselves in relationship
to their husbands as they gained power outside of the domestic sphere.28
And mores shifted in such a way that the nuclear family no longer was the
only acceptable basis for gender identity. Hobby time passed separately
then appeared less threatening to marriages and to sexuality. One ham’s
wife in 1979 explained that she tolerated his ‘‘mechanical mistress’’ in exchange for ‘‘the same respect’’ and noted that her husband occasionally
took a turn doing laundry or washing dishes so she could ‘‘pursue one of
my interests.’’29
Evidence from the hobby literature indicates that men’s ham radio activity gained domestic acceptance in the 1960s and 1970s. Magazines no
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longer carried articles blaming hobbyists for neglecting their families, and
club newsletters’ casual jokes about spousal squabbles fell to a minimum.
After periodically publishing wives’ complaints about ham radio since its
debut in 1945, CQ printed no critique of this type after 1960. Then three
articles by women in CQ during the 1970s reversed the castigating stance
of the 1950s and called for wives to support their husbands’ participation
in the hobby. Although shifting editorial policy must be acknowledged as
one possible explanation, the larger framework of gender relations suggests
that these publication changes reflected a new context for radio in the
home.
The overriding message from the women who wrote for CQ in the 1970s
was that wives needed to take a kinder view of ham radio. Charlene Knadle
compiled a list of questions to determine potential spouses’ ‘‘Amateur Radio
Marriage Quotient.’’ She assumed that in ‘‘an average amateur-radio couple, the husband is a ham and the wife either is not or is a less active
one.’’ Knadle believed it nearly impossible for any pair to live so peacefully
with radio that they would score 35 or more out of the 40 points possible
in her quiz. But she held a ham husband and nonparticipating wife equally
responsible for coping with the hobby and drew her conclusions about
how ham radio would affect a relationship based on both partners’ attitudes and behavior.30
Other articles went further and placed the greater burden for tranquility
in a ham household on the wife. ‘‘Just Hams’’ introduced the fictional Barbara who realized, as soon as she took the time to learn more, what great
people hams were and how wonderful a pastime radio was. Barbara faulted
herself for having previously ‘‘crippled’’ her marriage with complaints
about her husband’s hobby. Gail Steckler wrote of a similar change
of heart. ‘‘Before I understood my husband I was jealous of the time and
money spent on the radio,’’ she recalled in 1979. But Steckler had since
gained ‘‘a healthy respect for’’ her husband’s ‘‘individuality’’ and for ‘‘radio
as an aspect of my husband’s life which happens to be apart from me.’’ She
considered it important for spouses to grant each other ‘‘time and space
alone’’ and particularly stated that independent male identity could benefit
a couple. ‘‘When he emerges from his world of radio,’’ Steckler witnessed in
her husband ‘‘an inner peace and an acceptance of his self which translates
into a better balanced relationship for us.’’31
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After years of shouldering the blame for disrupting home life, ham radio
operators started highlighting the part played by wives. A ‘‘message to every
Ham’s wife (Bless em)’’ printed in a 1972 club newsletter claimed that
‘‘Your husband’s Amateur Radio activity can be one of the most important
ingredients in your marriage. Whether it works for or against it is STRICTLY
YOUR OWN CHOICE to make.’’ ‘‘A smart wife,’’ according to the author,
‘‘will use her husband’s Amateur Radio interest as a primary means of
develeping [sic] a stable, well adjusted, smiling homelife.’’ To gain the support of wives for ham radio, men were told to ‘‘Do your part; be reasonable,
meet the XYL halfway.’’ This extended to treating a wife as ‘‘an individual
too with ideas to be expressed.’’ When the author further suggested that a
husband should ‘‘Be sure to be interested when she wants ‘equal time’ to
tell you of her day,’’ he indicated the novelty of women’s demands for
equality by setting off ‘‘equal time’’ in quotation marks. Gradually the
hobby literature adopted a more cooperative approach so that by 1979 it
was not unusual for a ham manual to advise newcomers to the hobby to
‘‘go about it with consideration for your other responsibilities’’ in order
to ‘‘fit ham radio into the scheme of your life with the least possible
disruption.’’32
Accounts from the 1970s of tolerance and even support of a husband’s
ham activities broke dramatically in tone with, for instance, Ruth Johnson’s 1946 ‘‘Wife’s Eye View’’ that the hobby strained marriages and her
advice to ‘‘prospective wives’’ to avoid hams as husbands.33 The hobby of
radio was basically unchanged over the three decades, and there is little reason to believe that it caused fewer intrusions. But changes in the domestic
sphere meant that adult hams’ pastime was perceived differently and
conflicts about radio were represented differently. Hobbyists and nonhobbyists still shared the understanding that recreational radio was bound
to set a ham apart from the family and to interfere with home life. It was
just that social dynamics had shifted in a way that accommodated the freedom men found via ham radio. Separation from the household no longer
threatened to call hobbyists’ sexuality into question in the 1960s and
1970s, and hams and their wives could relax the rhetoric about marital
tensions that had functioned to make hams’ independence innocuous by
defining it with respect to family units.
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Spatial Solutions
No matter what a family’s attitude toward the hobby, ham radio posed a
fundamental practical problem: where to put the station. At the very least,
every operator needed a transmitter and receiver, a telegraph key or a microphone, and headphones or a speaker. The typical hobbyist’s equipment
list extended beyond these basics to include tools, testing instruments,
myriad accessories, and sometimes an extra transmitter or receiver optimized for communicating on a particular frequency band. Add to this log
books, maps, wave propagation charts, technical manuals, and so on, and
the challenge quickly becomes clear.
Ham radio shacks grew out of negotiations about how to fit a technical
hobby into the household. On the surface, this spatial solution addressed
the question of locating the radio setup. But specialized hobby areas accomplished something socially for hams as well. The privacy of shacks signaled hobbyists’ membership in a community defined outside of the home,
facilitating hams’ development of identities apart from family roles. Separate space granted to ham radio within the household physically represented the tension inherent in the partial domestication of radio as a
home-based hobby employing high-powered, militaristic equipment for
worldwide communication. And the gendered domestic architecture that
framed hams’ search for space substantiated the connection between masculinity and radio technology.
Hobbyists and their families agreed that radio needed its own territory,
even when they pointed to different merits of the arrangement. Transmitters that interfered with television pictures, staticky conversations piped in
through hams’ speakers, and workbenches covered with tangles of radio
equipment made stations unwelcome in shared rooms. Those not involved
with the hobby saw shacks as a straightforward way to distance themselves
from such nuisances, with slight variability in their perspectives. Some
mothers like Joy Freed, who thought her son’s proud display of his messy
hobby area was ‘‘a constant embarrassment to all the family’’ and worried
that it discredited her as a housekeeper, took comfort in thinking of a boy’s
bedroom filled with gadgets as an educational training site. Because establishing shacks soothed domestic disputes by containing ham radio, views
of shacks did not vary significantly whether family members were irritated
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Figure 6.3
Except for the style of equipment, the typical shack varied little over the decades.
Compare this photograph of a shack in 1925 to that of a 1968 shack in the Prologue
(figure P.1). Photograph from Popular Radio, October 1925, page 307.

by or comfortable with the hobby. Nancy Anderson’s concession—amid an
otherwise scathing criticism of the hobby written in 1956—that ham radio
‘‘may be bearable if the ham has his rig in a shack removed from family living quarters’’ was similar to the remarks of a ham’s wife in the early 1970s
who attributed her acceptance of the hobby to the fact that she could ‘‘put
all the equipment up in one room and shut the door.’’34
To hobbyists, shacks were retreats. Hams turned the problem of situating
radio equipment to their advantage and embraced the opportunity to spend
leisure time privately in a separate room or just in one portion of the basement or garage. In these personal havens, hobbyists could escape job and
family responsibilities and talk with men around the world. One ham’s
wife described witnessing his liberation when, ‘‘After a busy day in a large
impersonal office,’’ he ‘‘put on his old jeans and disappear[ed] into his
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shack where he can work by himself and for himself.’’35 Technical culture
flourished in ham shacks, with radio needs and aesthetics governing all design decisions. As a result, the hobby community considered the shack a
material expression of a ham’s devotion to radio.
Ham shacks need to be understood with respect to the gendered division
of the home for hobbies and other functions. Many leisure pursuits required
specialized household spaces, and women commonly controlled such access. As part of the increased focus on children in the 1940s, families
attempted to accommodate a greater variety of recreational activities. In
American Home magazine in 1943, Constance Foster wrote with an awareness that ‘‘The new psychology said that children’s developing interests
were more important than furniture.’’ Still, she had grown weary of clearing away her children’s paints and musical instruments ‘‘to make the room
respectable’’ every time she entertained guests. Foster’s allocation of space
in her seven-room house for the ten hobbies of her husband and three children precisely outlined how even women in active families could insist that
‘‘The Living Room Belongs to Mother!’’36
Women’s power to assign household territory contributed to the sense
that postwar homes had a feminine feeling overall. Constance Foster limited her husband’s and children’s hobbies to the private spaces of their
home. Her daughter painted at an easel in a drafty enclosed porch, and
her husband puttered in his woodshop in the unfinished basement. Meanwhile, Foster retained the most refined rooms as her own. The public areas
of the house were labeled feminine, and the private ones fell under matriarchal control.
Men supposedly had trouble feeling comfortable in the shared parts of a
home designed by women. In 1967, McCall’s promised that ‘‘Nothing is
more surely calculated to delight a husband than a room or area decorated
to reflect his very special tastes and interest.’’ Wives were told to consider
providing husbands with ‘‘A Room of his Own,’’ ‘‘a little haven to which
he can occasionally withdraw and bask in lordly comfort.’’ The sophisticated areas depicted were for looks more than activity. Dark wood, leatherbound books, huntsman prints, clocks, and nautical knickknacks, McCall’s
claimed, would help ease marital tensions caused by blurred gender roles, a
problem reported on elsewhere in the same issue of the magazine.37
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In contrast to the proper rooms of the house, rugged areas like basements, garages, and attics had a manly feel. Gaston Bachelard’s 1957 study
of how people experience domestic architecture, The Poetics of Space,
described basements as sites of rationality and practicality. These bleak underground spaces offered an outlet to male family members, as John Wright
recounted about his father’s 1950s hobby workshop. The Wright household fit the pattern where all of the ‘‘finished, tidy, respectable spaces’’
‘‘belonged’’ to Mrs. Wright, leaving ‘‘only the basement and the garage’’
for Mr. Wright. The cellar in particular ‘‘was understood as a masculine
space,’’ in a way that connected to Bachelard’s characterization of the basement as a work area. ‘‘Here,’’ Wright fondly remembered, ‘‘a man could get
his hands dirty and not worry about making a mess.’’38
Classification of the basement as a masculine work space made it a
popular site for men’s hobbies that required workbenches and consequently a gathering place for fathers and sons. Wright called his father’s
workshop ‘‘his place and his only,’’ ‘‘a masculine refuge in an increasingly
feminized household.’’ Because cellars and the workbenches located there
‘‘belonged’’ to men, fathers could dole out parcels of this precious territory
to their sons. Radio hobbyist Adrian Weiss approached his father when he
needed a place for his first radio shack and successfully ‘‘talked my dad into
giving me half of the space on one of his workbenches in the basement.’’ A
photograph in The Electronic Experimenter’s Manual showed how the physical isolation of a technical hobby could draw curious sons near to fathers.
In the photo a father repairs a piece of apparatus while his young son
stands by the edge of the workbench watching intently (figure 6.4).39
Basements and garages, male domains designated as locations for machinery, appeared particularly well suited for radio shacks. Ham equipment
stood out as more blatantly technical than the many other appliances common in the postwar home—mostly marketed to female consumers—that
concealed functioning parts behind sleek cases designed to blend into the
domestic environment. The rugged look of ham radios, along with the
frequent need to tinker with radio innards, made them seem more like
machines than appliances. Basements also had practical advantages as locations for radio stations. Underneath the house it was easy to ground electrical equipment, and basements did not experience rapid temperature
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Figure 6.4
The ham radio literature often depicted the hobby workbench as a potential site for
father-son bonding. Photograph published in Findlay, The Electronic Experimenter’s
Manual (1959), page 68. Reprinted courtesy of Ziff Davis Media Inc.

fluctuations that could harm sensitive electronics. Even a wealthy bachelor,
whose house built entirely around radio was the subject of an article in
House Beautiful, had chosen to situate his ham shack in the basement.40
Boys often were free to operate ham radio from their bedrooms. The
articles from Parents Magazine about supporting tinkering instructed
mothers not to tidy boys’ hobby areas. When Joy Freed ‘‘began to rebel’’ at
the mess growing in her son’s bedroom workshop, she checked her urge to
clean it because of lingering guilt from having broken delicate parts during
her past efforts. Marianne Besser argued that all boys needed ‘‘room at
home to work and dream.’’ Parents must set aside their usual authority,
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Besser wrote, and instead consider a boy’s bedroom as ‘‘his place where he’s
free to do as he likes.’’41
In cases where the radio station occupied a spare bedroom, the hobby
took on symbolic status as a family member. The wife of one ham complained that radio gear and the marital bed received equal accommodations. After their wedding, she reported, ‘‘We started renting a small two
bedroom home, naturally, one for us and one for the ham rig.’’ Family
growth meant less room for radio. A new father ‘‘got a good chuckle’’ at a
ham club meeting with the story of how his hobby had been squeezed out
of the no-longer-spare bedroom. Repeating the member’s statement ‘‘that
he literally screwed himself out of the shack in the house so they made it
into a nursery and moved Bill out to one corner of the garage,’’ the newsletter editor concluded simply, ‘‘C’est la vie.’’42
Whatever the location of a ham station, hobbyists viewed separation as
a critical characteristic. Almost everyone who wrote about establishing a
shack pined for a distinct, private space of his own. The American Radio
Relay League’s Radio Amateur’s Handbook declared ‘‘the amateur with a separate room that he can devote to his amateur station’’ to be ‘‘fortunate indeed.’’ Luckier still were ‘‘the few who can have a special small building
separate from the main house.’’ The basement or attic, according to the
handbook, provided adequate separation, ‘‘although it may lack the ‘finish’
of a normal room.’’ One ham willing to accept any private space for a shack
wrote that ‘‘The corner of the bedroom, the old coal bin or attic hideaway
that contains our station is our own personal pride and joy.’’43
The isolation of the ham radio shack allowed it to be more than space for
a hobby. Virginia Woolf focused on ‘‘the urbanity, the geniality, the dignity’’ that followed from ‘‘luxury and privacy and space’’ when she made
the case for each woman writer’s needs in A Room of One’s Own. With comments such as ‘‘A man’s ham shack is his castle!’’ hobbyists pointed instead
to the link between operating two-way radio and acquiring masculine space
in the home. ‘‘Perhaps the ultimate satisfaction for a radio amateur,’’
according to one, was ‘‘to have a space entirely his own.’’44 In this regard,
the perceived security threat of open radio communication benefited hams
by providing a justification for tight control of stations. Woolf’s prescription of ‘‘a room with a lock on the door’’ for genuine privacy neatly meshed
with the Federal Communications Commission’s Cold War regulations.
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During the 1950s, radio license applications required hobbyists to pledge
that ‘‘the station will be under my exclusive control’’ and ‘‘the equipment
will be inaccessible to unauthorized persons.’’ A quarter century later, ham
radio handbooks still advised storing transmitters ‘‘in a locked room, cabinet, or closet’’ to avoid illegitimate use.45
Efforts to distinguish the ham shack from the family home often surpassed the basic needs to secure the transmitter away from the television
and confine radio gear to one area. A photograph in a hobby handbook
showed the combination garage/shack designed by one ham. Detached
from the house, the building offered separation and presumably some privacy in and of itself. But the ham further had reduced access to his leisure
space by installing, side by side, separate exterior doors to the garage and to
the shack. Another ham found it challenging to keep in touch with the rest
of the household while ensconced in his isolated station. Ed Marriner published schematics for constructing an intercom that would allow hobbyists
communicating with people around the globe also to communicate with
their own families. ‘‘Practically any married Ham will appreciate the necessity of an intercom when the Ham shack is in a remote part of the house, or
even out in the garage, etc.,’’ Marriner explained. ‘‘After all, the call to chow
is pretty important.’’46
Finances and other practical limitations prevented most hams from putting hobby needs first when deciding to purchase or build a house. Only a
privileged few could obtain the ideal ham radio home—elevated high
enough to send and receive signals clearly, isolated from neighbors to minimize complaints about television interference, and free from zoning
restrictions on antenna installations. Yet ham publications indicated a clear
preference for single-family houses and assumed that most amateur radio
operators could afford them. Soon after the war, a hobbyist described a station in a closet as a ‘‘clean-cut solution to today’s housing shortage.’’ Later
some handbooks did mention adaptations of shacks to apartment living,
but comparisons between the ‘‘full-size workshop’’ and the ‘‘apartment
workshop’’ implied that the latter was a distinctly second-class accommodation. One manual insisted that apartment-dwelling hams must prioritize,
purge closets of trivial things, and ‘‘Tuck the pajamas under your pillow,
and toss the tux under the bed!’’ The American Radio Relay League
described radio as a ‘‘democratic hobby’’ in which technical ability and
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proper behavior mattered more ‘‘than thousands of dollars invested in special equipment and an elaborate ‘shack.’ ’’ When the League’s handbook
then proceeded to instruct readers on elaborate shack assembly, though, it
cast doubt on the sincerity of this statement.47
Ham radio operators who did not have the luxury of practicing the
hobby in a private part of the home struggled to cope in public space.
Only ‘‘the true experimenter,’’ according to one handbook, possessed the
focus and dedication to ‘‘put up with’’ the compromises necessary if trying
to use a central site like the kitchen table as a workbench. One ham complained his station was ‘‘squeezed for space’’ because it shared the garage
with his wife’s ceramics kiln and supplies. Another noted contemporary
architects’ view that recreation rooms ‘‘should be a center for the sparetime activities of the entire family,’’ but he tried to shield himself from the
hubbub of leisure pursued in a group. He argued that the ‘‘Post-War Ham
Shack’’ could serve ‘‘double duty’’ within the household just as well if it
were established in a rarely used guest bedroom. When the station had to
share space with the whole family, hams sought privacy by staggering their
activities. They pointed out, for instance, that it was convenient to chat
with hams in distant time zones while the rest of the family slept. Otherwise, radio operators at least could shield the incoming half of their conversations by wearing headphones.48
Hobbyists with stations in common areas of the home concealed radio
equipment or altered its appearance to meet family aesthetics. Nicholas
Lefor described a living-room ham station stowed inside a Sears Roebuck
steel wardrobe cabinet. ‘‘In adapting this cabinet to an amateur transmitter,’’ Lefor explained, ‘‘appearance was the prime consideration.’’ A centrally housed station carried the risk of family members meddling. Lefor
cautioned readers to ‘‘make sure your wife does not use this cabinet for the
purpose it was originally intended, as was the case here, where a few pairs
of shoes were found on the bottom shelf.’’ To appease a wife characterized
as ‘‘lord and master of the arrangement of furniture and the overall appearance of the home,’’ a hobbyist who lived in a three-room apartment
published a plan for refitting a tall secretary-style desk to hold radio
equipment. He called this ‘‘The Good Housekeeping Approach to Station
Design.’’49
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Those with the freedom to tailor spaces to ham radio took this as a serious
responsibility. One hobbyist, expressing reverence for ‘‘better than ever’’
postwar communication equipment, advised hams not to ‘‘make the mistake of housing it in a ‘shack’ which is so inadequate that it will spoil half
your fun.’’ Thirty-five years later, Dave Ingram claimed that the right
hobby atmosphere could ‘‘add 3 to 6 dB’s [decibels] to your ‘DXing confidence’ ’’ by providing inspiration during long contests or in periods of
heavy activity. A thorough approach to shack design extended to wall decorations. Ingram regarded ‘‘DX awards, current propagation charts, maps
and photos of distant lands one has contacted’’ as ‘‘far more DX-inspiring
than family reunion photos and model airplane collections.’’ In a chapter
on ‘‘Assembling a Station,’’ The Radio Amateur’s Handbook half-observed
and half-commanded that ‘‘most amateurs take pride in the arrangement
of their stations, in the same way that they are careful of the appearance
and arrangement of anything else that is part of the household.’’ Howard
Pyle, author of another ham handbook, likewise advocated attention to
style and detail in the station. If a plywood panel served as an equipment
base, for instance, Pyle indicated that it should be ‘‘covered with linoleum,
micarta or similar material’’ and that the edges should be trimmed ‘‘with
chrome molding for best appearance.’’ He recommended that hobbyists
who planned to spend ‘‘many pleasant hours’’ in their shacks ‘‘make the
surroundings attractive as well’’ as functional.50
Of course, practical considerations specific to the hobby also entered into
shack design. An equipment manufacturer polled hams in 1956 and found
‘‘the ultimate desire of all was to have equipment which ‘went together.’ ’’
The concern here was not that colors match, but rather that cabinets be
physically compatible. Results of the survey revealed that ‘‘The difficulty
of installing odd sizes of cabinets has always been a source of irritation to
the neat and efficient operator.’’ Handbook chapters on setting up a station
addressed the arrangement of nonuniform equipment and assorted other
‘‘workbench tricks.’’ Novice hobbyists relying on these guides learned, for
example, that muffin tins and ice cube trays were handy containers for
keeping small parts organized and that mounting a voltmeter on a tilted
rack made its face easier to read.51
Hobbyists felt they could get to know a ham by viewing his shack. The
newsletter of the Northern California DX Club was one of many club pub-
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lications to introduce members by way of their personalized radio environments. Beginning in 1948, The DXer featured a monthly column picturing
a ham posed in his home station. The limited circulation and budget of the
newsletter meant that a printed photograph had to be pasted into each
copy by hand. This process must have been tedious, yet the club retained
the shack profile feature until the mid 1960s.52 Hobbyists’ desire to document their shacks ‘‘to show to other hams, to send to radio magazines, or
to show ‘before’ and ‘after’ ’’ led CQ magazine to publish articles with tips
on photographing the typically cramped spaces.53
Station design and day-to-day tidiness were important aspects of a hobbyist’s image. Visitors appeared often enough that handbooks advised
readers to plan for extra seating in shacks. For fellow hams, a visit offered a
view into the ‘‘personal preferences and life style’’ of the shack’s inhabitant. For those outside the ham community, a visit to a shack had the potential to shape their opinion of the entire hobby. A 1956 article suggested
hams ‘‘Clean Up the Shack’’ to avoid the need ‘‘to apologize for the appearance whenever a visitor comes in.’’ A decade later, a very similar article put
the burden on each ham ‘‘to demonstrate the worth-while activities of your
hobby to your visiting public if you want to help to keep such hobby
alive.’’ Ham radio’s very survival, by this logic, depended on ‘‘a neat, clean
and efficient operating center.’’54
Shacks grounded the ethereal hobby experience and situated hobbyists
in a domestic context. In these ways, shacks contained and partly domesticated a worldly technology. In other ways, shacks differentiated radio
technology from the household. Hams occupying separate spaces visibly
marked themselves off from the rest of the family, at least during leisure
time. The technical nature of ham radio alone did not justify isolating stations. At mid century, many new technologies were integrated into households’ existing physical and social structures. It was the peculiarity and
roughness of hobby gear that made shacks appealing to non-hobbyists.
Based on those same characteristics, radio typically received space in unrefined, manly parts of the home. The hobbyists who took refuge there did
not mind the conditions. Shacks turned two-way radio’s incompatibility
with home life into a source of freedom.
Radio hobbyists developed a technical identity that operated in a tense
but constant relationship with home life to grant them independence.
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Out of debates about the allocation of household space, time, and money
to radio, hobbyists gained a stronger sense of belonging to a community
apart from the family, with its own values and practices. Public recounting
of the social stress caused by radio reminded all that hams indeed had
wives and children, while establishing the identity of ‘‘ham’’ as distinct
from that of ‘‘husband’’ or ‘‘father.’’ Practicing the hobby functioned as a
retreat from the household and the roles and responsibilities typical of it.
It was the hobby self—not the husband or father—who talked on the air
with other hams. ‘‘Freer men’’ emerged when radio interrupted domestic
relationships, just as the accumulation of odd equipment in the corner of
a room delineated a shack.
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Integrated circuits radically changed electronics. Even when introduced in
the early 1960s, single integrated circuits (ICs) could perform the functions
of dozens of previous-generation components such as transistors, resistors,
and capacitors. At an astonishing rate, electronics engineers increased the
capability and decreased the size of ICs. Soon tiny chips of semiconducting material could perform hundreds of operations. Compact designs for
devices dependent on electronics followed accordingly. Computers that
once filled rooms shrank to fit onto desktops, then onto laps, and into
palms.
For the consumer electronics industry, integrated circuitry was a boon.
The substantially lower costs to manufacture IC-based products more than
made up for the expense of reeducating workers and retooling factories.
Demand accelerated as customers replaced entirely serviceable electronic
devices with smaller versions that they found more convenient or simply
intriguingly hi-tech. During the industry-wide adoption of ICs in the mid
1960s, manufacturers of hobby equipment and kits continued the strategy
that had served them well for decades—they accommodated the small ham
market by taking advantage of production flexibility, building ham radios
from the same stock used to make other electronics equipment. But this
strategy failed with the latest state-of-the-art components. Including ICs in
ham radio products altered the hobby market and threatened the technical
culture of hobby radio.
Integrated circuits made hams reevaluate the merits of building equipment and buying ready-made gear. For several reasons, home construction
became less appealing. Its cost advantage diminished as prices fell for
commercial products made from ICs. Hobbyists using standard tools and
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their own hands found it frustrating to work with miniature components
and impossible to duplicate the compactness of factory-built equipment.
Plus, those fond of tinkering did not always appreciate the labor savings
that resulted from replacing multiple transistors with one integrated circuit. Most significant to the ham radio community, building with ICs provided few technical lessons. Component manufacturers, in the same way
they had supported amateurs through the shift from tubes to transistors,
were ‘‘only too happy to flood the enthusiastic IC hobbyist with tons of application information and specifications on their line of experimenter ICs.’’
The guidance extended by the electronics industry was strictly practical,
with theory ‘‘held to a minimum’’ because, as a guide from Motorola
explained, ‘‘a detailed explanation of integrated circuit operation is not
necessary to construct these projects.’’1 Hams learned to build with ICs,
but the chance to apply existing technical skills or gain new knowledge
disappeared from building. Integrated circuits were black boxes. Unlike
glowing vacuum tubes and visually distinguishable solid-state parts, the
ICs wrapped in opaque, standardized shells gave no clues about how they
worked or what they did.
The same problems reduced hams’ interest in kit assembly. Beginning in
the 1970s, kit producers gradually included more integrated circuits to follow trends in ready-made equipment. This unwittingly decreased satisfaction and learning by doing. Following a strong increase in annual sales
from $19 million to $28 million in the mid 1960s, the demand for electronics kits fell off in the 1970s.2 Kits had never overtly taught function or
theory. What could be learned from a kit largely was limited to what the
assembler inferred from connecting the components. Integrated circuits
hid these links, and even the schematic diagrams of kits that contained
ICs revealed little about the basic electronics operations underlying the layout. When the Heath Company stopped producing kits in 1992, its president attributed the decline in demand for Heathkits partly to the mystery
of integrated circuits. ‘‘Now when you drop in one IC, you’ve dropped in
432 components,’’ he explained, ‘‘and the customer has no idea what is
going on in there.’’ Kits with complex, sealed components encouraged
only clean soldering and attentive following of instructions, not deep
understanding. Assembly then felt like a dull routine to one formerly ‘‘kitsmitten’’ hobbyist, compared to what had been a process that allowed ‘‘per-
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sons inclined to slide rules and horn-rims’’ to feel creative. Another kit
assembler remarked in 1975 that the only occasion for learning by doing
came if the device failed to work initially and required tinkering, something he otherwise found absent from ‘‘being an electronics buff today.’’3
As kits presented fewer opportunities for technical interactivity and only a
slight financial saving, they lost value as a middle ground between building
and buying.
Many hams trying to stay connected to their technical culture turned to
older equipment, which had core community values built into it. Radios
that did not contain solid-state parts required frequent tinkering to keep
functioning, especially decades after production. Vintage gear also was less
predictable, making attempts at routine radio contacts more exciting. And
some hams enjoyed that radios built from tubes sounded as they had in
fondly remembered years past. (Unlike audiophiles who argued that analog
vacuum tubes produced a clarity of sound not possible with digital circuitry, hams did not express an appreciation for ideal audio characteristics,
but only for the tone of old transmissions.) Two articles in the fall of
1971—one reviewing a ready-made receiver that had been popular in
the early 1930s, the other giving instructions for building a 1930s-style
transmitter—later were credited with having ‘‘boosted a longtime interest
in old-time ham gear.’’ The collection, restoration, and operation of vintage
radio equipment became a subhobby of ham radio, with specialty clubs
and publications. Poking fun at hobbyists willing to spend extra money
for outdated gear, a cartoon showed a ham leaving the ‘‘nostalgia alley’’
section of a used-radio swap meet carrying a piece of equipment with a
$300 price tag. His wife, spotting his own call sign already inscribed in the
cabinet, remarked, ‘‘That looks like the same radio you sold for $25 about
fifteen years ago!’’ (figure 7.1).4 These hobbyists, who identified with ham
radio, seemed also to be seeking to recapture their own pasts through old
technology.
More than any other device, the vacuum tube became the object of hams’
technological nostalgia. Hobbyists reacted to the proliferation of integrated
circuitry with sentimental comments about the pleasures of tubes and the
comforts of a bygone period and style of electronics. One noted that ‘‘the
warm glow of the tubes brought far greater satisfaction than those plain
black ‘solid state’ parts.’’ A former Heathkit employee agreed that there was
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Figure 7.1
Hobbyists trying to recapture the past through vintage equipment, this cartoon
joked, drove up the prices of the same radios they had abandoned years before.
Reprinted with permission from Beasley, The Best of Beasley (1994), page 22.

‘‘something particularly thrilling’’ about constructing earlier electronics kits
because ‘‘the warm glow of the tubes made those products seem to come
alive in comparison with products of the current solid-state generation.’’
Without ‘‘the soft glow of a vacuum tube,’’ another amateur went so far as
to claim that electronics based on ICs ‘‘no longer has a soul’’ and was
‘‘functional but cold.’’5
The emotional attachment of radio hobbyists to the vacuum tube in part
denoted a desire to maintain certain community values associated with the
technology. Construction projects with tubes, a handbook pointed out, had
required hams ‘‘to be cautious of high voltage, and be careful not to drop a
tube on the floor.’’ ICs did not impose the same level of discipline on hobbyists. In 1968, a ham blamed new technology for altering the hobby cul-
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ture and complained that ‘‘Ham radio just isn’t what it was years ago and
we’re all living in a fantasy world trying to build our hobby on the values
of yesteryear.’’6
The analyses that most bluntly cited changes in hobby electronics as evidence of social change came after Heathkit production ceased. Characterizing it as ‘‘Ending a Do-It-Yourself Era,’’ the New York Times made Heath’s
discontinuation of kits front-page news. A long line of commentators
joined the Times in linking the reduced demand for kits to a shift in values.
In an ‘‘instant-gratification society,’’ Heath’s president found the declining
popularity of Heathkits unsurprising. Former Senator Barry Goldwater, who
had assembled more than a hundred of the kits, called the end of production a sign that ‘‘people today are getting terribly lazy, and they don’t like
to do anything they can pay someone else to do.’’ When hobbyist Avery
Comarow called Heath headquarters seeking an explanation for the company’s decision to stop selling kits, he felt unable to communicate his disappointment across the generation and gender gaps he encountered. ‘‘The
company spokesperson, a woman, was unemotional,’’ he observed and
then concluded, ‘‘She was from a different era.’’ Another Heathkit fan
expanded on his own belief ‘‘that we’ve come to the end of a technological
era’’ by stating that the skills in ‘‘proper assembly’’ and the attitudes toward
problem solving that kits had taught were irrelevant to ‘‘today’s generation
of electronic engineers, technicians, and repair people.’’ To Harry Stine, the
discontinuation of Heathkits symbolized the overthrow of his technical
values. ‘‘Life without Heathkits is going to be different,’’ he wrote, ‘‘because
Heathkits and what they taught my generation are no longer meaningful.’’7
The poignant outpourings about Heathkits in the early 1990s actually
referenced an earlier shift in electronics. Despite each of four published
memorialists’ supposed affection for Heathkits, none mentioned having
completed one recently: two admitted that it had been many years since
they had assembled a kit, another exclusively discussed kits from the
1950s, and only the audiophile among them demonstrated any knowledge
of Heath’s product line as late as the 1980s. The Heathkit fans further dated
their laments about technical change by proclaiming a nostalgia for vacuum tubes, though it had been decades since Heath included tubes in its
kits.8 Even in the minds of active electronics hobbyists, kit assembly
remained tied to mid century electronics.
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Years after sales stopped, Heathkits still have a loyal following whose energy is of necessity directed at maintenance and restoration rather than
buying and assembling the latest model. Dedicated Heathkit fans gather
on email discussion groups to share information, and they have published
histories of Heathkits as well as advice manuals and The Heathkit Technical
Journal for keeping old equipment operative. Purists hunt down authentic
Heathkit parts for making repairs and rush to purchase the unbuilt kits occasionally sold by collectors. Within this network of electronics hobbyists,
accuracy to original Heathkit design takes priority over technical performance. Modifications are frowned upon, and kits that were assembled
without deviation from Heath’s instructions note ‘‘no mods’’ as a feature
in advertisements. Attempts to keep true to the original design extend to
obsessions with details such as which commercially available spray paint
best matches ‘‘Heathkit green.’’ Though they discussed all kinds of electronics equipment, the vast majority of contributors in two Heathkit email
groups I monitored for several months identified themselves as radio hobbyists by signing notes with their license number or ‘‘73,’’ ham code for
‘‘best regards.’’
For a community defined around a technology, technical change represented a threat to community structure. Integration at the level of electronics components enabled an unwelcome social integration, allowing
those without technical skills to participate in electronics hobbies. On the
cover of its 1965 catalog, Allied Radio advertised ‘‘electronics for everyone’’
(figure 7.2). Such a broad campaign likely offended core customers who saw
themselves as members of a technical elite. When Allied Radio encouraged
‘‘men and women of all backgrounds and all ages’’ to assemble electronics
kits with the assurance that kits no longer were ‘‘specialty items for technicians and ham-radio operators,’’ it diminished the appeal of kits to those
who wanted to demonstrate technical skills by completing kit projects, and
to do so within a masculine, educated community.9
The emotionally charged technological nostalgia of ham radio operators
explicitly conveyed an anxiety about the breakdown of the boundaries to
their technical fraternity. More subtly, it also resonated with other anxieties. The integration of circuitry coincided with a number of technical
and social trends, from the replacement of interactive technology with
characterless machines and the automation of manufacturing jobs in the
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Figure 7.2
Simplified kits and Citizens’ Band radio greatly expanded the accessibility of electronics pastimes in the 1960s. Cover of Allied Radio 1965 catalog. Reprinted with
permission.
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electronics industry, to the decline of radio hobbyists’ technical status and
the growing ambiguity of gender roles. Any or all of these consolidations
of responsibility and identity may have intensified hams’ longings for obsolete devices. The technological nostalgia that emerged in the 1970s
remained an element of the culture of ham radio in the late twentieth century and beyond.10
The redesign of hobby radio equipment was a minor side note next to the
revolution that integrated circuits caused in electronic computing equipment. Along with controlling large-scale computational machines and
desktop computers, semiconducting technology in the form of microprocessors supported the operation of all manner of noncomputing devices.
Before long the phrase chosen to describe the technical scene shifted from
the general ‘‘age of electronics’’ to specify the key electronics technology.
‘‘The computer age’’ had arrived.
The dominance of computers in the national technical culture profoundly weakened the position of ham radio. Computers, not two-way radios, inspired fears of strategic threats and hopes for strategic potential. The
greatest opportunities for career advancement through recreational learning by doing came from tinkering with computer hardware or software,
not with radio equipment. Hackers replaced hams as the reigning amateur
technical pioneers. As a result the elite, manly reputation hams had built
upon the image of radio hobbyists as militaristic, innovative masters of
technology began to crumble. The only positive effect of this lost stature
was that the hobby found easier acceptance in domestic life. In the military
and industrial contexts, hams just lost clout. Ham radio became a technical
hobby like many others, distinguished only when operators volunteered to
provide emergency communication services.
Their drop in position in the technical hierarchy led some hams to speak
up for the purely recreational value of the hobby. High-profile NASA activities in particular cast doubt on radio hobbyists’ place ‘‘in a swiftly moving,
exciting technical world.’’ A 1969 editorial in CQ magazine directed
at complacent hams in ‘‘wood-paneled shacks gabbing into equipment
which, by space-age standards, was obsolete ten years ago’’ warned that
‘‘the electronics world is fast rushing past amateur radio’’ and urged hobbyists to ‘‘start paying a little more attention to the electronics end of what’s
going on at the space centers.’’ In response came letters to the editor that
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advocated leaving hi-tech pursuits to the professionals. ‘‘We can’t all be
technicians, researchers and engineers,’’ wrote one reader. Another pointed
out that ‘‘for the majority of us, amateur radio is a hobby and a relaxation,’’
and ‘‘we should not be expected to chase after the leaders in the science to
qualify our existence.’’11 Rapid technical innovations forced hams to adopt
a humility in sharp contrast with their earlier technical pride.
Delivering a final blow to ham radio’s status, Citizens’ Band radio brashly
made apparent to all that two-way radio communication required neither
specialized knowledge nor orderly behavior. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) established the Citizens’ Band (CB) Radio Service in
1945 for communication within large businesses or between central offices
and their traveling employees. It was an easy-to-use, low powered, medium
range, two-way radio system intended for exchanges between known stations. To reduce the threat raised by open radio communication and the
risk of CB causing interference, the FCC banned CB operations across distances of more than 150 miles and allowed adjustments to transmitters to
be made only by commercial radio license holders. With the power of the
Citizens’ Band constrained in this way, the FCC granted a license to every
adult citizen of the United States who requested one, without any type of
examination. Through the 1950s only a modest number of operators used
the Citizens’ Band. Then the price of equipment dropped considerably,
leading many more people to participate. By 1963 the nearly 450,000
licensed CB operators already outnumbered licensed ham radio operators
by nine to five. Enthusiastic users expanded CB from a business tool to a
general communication medium and a hobby. Amid the Citizens’ Band
craze that began in the late 1960s, it was impossible to know how many
‘‘CBers’’ were active because the majority were unlicensed, but estimates
put the number as high as 15 to 20 million during the technology’s peak
popularity in the mid 1970s.12
The culture of CB radio was as free as amateur radio’s was restrictive.
When CB operators gained a reputation for engaging in subversive and illegal activities, they seemed almost to flaunt it as a mark of antiestablishment leanings. Instances of ‘‘circumvent[ing] the law’’ by using CB radio
to alert fellow drivers about police speed traps along highways became
common after speed limits were reduced to 55 miles per hour in response
to the oil crisis that began in 1973. And the news media and popular
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culture drew attention to the rarer cases of robbery, drag racing, prostitution, narcotics trafficking, and smuggling facilitated by two-way radio.13
The Citizens’ Band in no way encouraged illicit communication, but, like
the telephone, it did allow communication by all, for all purposes. Quite
the opposite of how the ham radio community set strict standards for the
skill level and conduct of members, fans of CB proudly described the lower
price of equipment and the absence of technical demands on users as characteristics that democratized the airwaves and created a version of ‘‘Twoway Radio for Everyman.’’ In contrast to resolutely apolitical hams, the
president of the National Negro Business League in 1976 spoke of the ‘‘political potential’’ of ‘‘a CB in black hands,’’ such as for coordinating driving
voters to the polls. Ebony magazine named ‘‘vigilante purposes,’’ especially
‘‘during busing and fair housing marches,’’ as ‘‘one of the main reasons
blacks and whites began using CBs in Louisville, Boston and Chicago.’’14
The homogeneous community of ham radio operators that had grown
out of a particular culture of two-way radio technology reacted defensively
to the community of CB radio operators, which was integrated across race,
gender, education, and class lines. Frustrated that ‘‘the general public
seemed to be confused as to just who was who,’’ hams sought a moraltechnical high ground and disparaged CB operators as ‘‘rule breakers’’ and
‘‘10-4 maniacs.’’ Hams mainly spoke of wanting to limit their community
to those with technical skills, yet technical skill was closely associated with
certain socioeconomic categories and, in the minds of hams, with certain
attitudes and behaviors. While the editor of CQ magazine partly supported
easing amateur license requirements to accommodate the ‘‘many electronics technicians, engineers and other technically-oriented fellows’’ who
were unable ‘‘to master the [Morse] code,’’ he hesitated because it would be
difficult ‘‘to differentiate between the technician/engineer and the CB’er
that even the CB’ers don’t want.’’15 The technical boundary to the ham
radio community drawn in such comments signified a host of social
boundaries.
The combination of the arrival of the computer age and the accessibility
of CB radio at first dramatically dampened enthusiasm for ham radio.
From 1965 to 1975—roughly corresponding to the decade when the public
took up CB radio for general communication and when mass-produced
integrated circuits spread out from the most cutting-edge aeronautics appli-
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cations to reach consumer electronics—the number of licensed ham operators increased at the slowest rate in the hobby’s history, creeping up just
0.5% over ten years and suffering its only period ever of consecutive years
of decline (1972–1974). Then a rebound occurred as the ham radio community grew by 40% over the next five years, perhaps gathering internal
strength through opposing a rival culture of recreational two-way radio.
Meanwhile, a fluke of nature and a regulatory decision brought about the
sudden collapse of the CB fad. Increased sun spot activity in the late 1970s,
which improved opportunities for long-range ham radio contacts, made
short-range CB conditions unpredictable. In 1976 the FCC nearly doubled
the number of channels allotted to the Citizens’ Band. This eased crowding, but not in the way planned: the new transceivers necessary to take advantage of the expansion were so expensive that most CB operators held
onto their obsolete models. Having outlasted the threat posed by CB radio,
the ham radio community consistently grew through the end of the twentieth century. Two-way radio activities of this period, however, failed to
capture the spotlight.
In the mid 1970s, technical hobbyists gained a connection to the computer age. Personal computers—like the Altair 8800 sold as a kit in 1975,
and the Apple II, the Commodore PET, and Tandy-Radio Shack’s TRS-80,
all released in 1977—made hardware and software available for recreational
tinkering. Curiosity about novel electronics attracted many ham radio
operators to computers. Some gave up radio for computing hobbies; others
incorporated personal computers into ham radio.
The amateur radio community supported the emerging computer hobby
community. As employees of technical firms, hams witnessed large-scale
computers in operation years before the debut of personal computers and
sometimes obtained access for after-hours experimentation. Their existing
social-technical community provided a network for pooling ideas.16 When
Bill Waggoner sought collaborators for ‘‘some amateur-oriented projects’’
to be performed with an IBM mainframe available to him at the University
of Connecticut, he put out a call to fellow hams. ‘‘I am interested in contacting amateurs who are building computer terminals or doing any kind
of computer work, hardware or software,’’ Waggoner wrote in a 1969 letter
to CQ magazine. The positive response to articles about computers published in ham radio magazines like 73 and Radio Electronics inspired Wayne
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Green (founder of 73 and a former editor of CQ ) to create the computer
magazines Byte and Kilobaud in 1975 and 1977. Green directly modeled
Kilobaud on 73, describing each ‘‘as a medium for hobbyists to contact
hobbyists—sort of a large scale newsletter.’’17
Where the communities of radio and computer hobbyists intersected,
individuals carried the culture of one group into the other. In soliciting explanatory articles from computer manufacturers for Kilobaud with the hope
that it might ‘‘free us from thinking of the CPU as a black box,’’ Green
exhibited a ham’s desire for knowledge of the inner workings of electronics.18 The crossover of hobbyists explains the resemblance of computer
and radio hobby clubs and publications. It also may have played a role in
shaping computers, with values from the amateur electronics community
designed into the functions and form of the first personal computers.
Though further research is required to demonstrate this with certainty, evidence from the secondary literature on computer hobbyists speaks in favor
of such a connection. Members of the Homebrew Computer Club and
others who advocated for the creation of understandable and interactive
computing technology often referred to their background in ham radio.
The possible influence of ham culture can be heard, for instance, in the belief that ‘‘the user’s ability to learn about and gain some control over the
tool’’ depended on being able ‘‘to spend some amount of time probing
around inside the equipment.’’19
One of the many handbooks suggesting how to combine ham radio and
personal computer activities claimed that ‘‘Rarely has there been a better
marriage of two hobbies than this one.’’ The use of computers to streamline, and perhaps to enliven, monotonous paperwork—processing QSL
cards and maintaining the ham’s log of contacts and records for contest
entries—was a common application of word processing and database software in the shack. The hobby literature also described turning tasks at the
heart of ham radio over to the computer. Recommended operations ranged
from the translation of letters typed on the computer keyboard into Morse
code to the ‘‘futuristic’’ possibility of having a computer complete a radio
contact ‘‘all by itself!’’ In the fully automated scenario, a handbook assured
readers that the hobbyist still ‘‘would be the control operator, standing by
to take over in case the computer developed some Novice tendencies.’’20
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Whether experimenting with computers or just using them to update
radio communication, interfacing the two kinds of electronics let late twentieth century hams engage with new technology. A ham radio club in
Rochester, New York, invited an employee of a local computer company
who also was ‘‘a computer hobbyist with an interest in voice synthesis’’ to
present ‘‘ham shack computer uses with a new twist’’ at a 1982 meeting. In
a period when ‘‘modern radio communication is so dependable—and the
hardware leaves the operator with little to do but talk,’’ and when personal
computers were less predictable, one handbook explained that ‘‘in the
merger of microcomputers and amateur radio, thousands of hams have
rediscovered some of the pioneering spirit of a bygone era.’’ Involvement
with contemporary hi-tech devices allowed hams to make a case for the
relevance of their recreational activities to jobs in the computer age, and
the hobby literature of the 1980s included data control and processing on
the list of skills developed through ham radio.21
Hobby radio survives into the age of the Internet. Rather than shun the
latest modes of communication, hams have established news groups and
Web sites devoted to amateur radio. Participants in these virtual communities typically represent themselves both with their radio license call signs
and with Internet identifiers such as their email addresses or locations of
their personal Web pages. The layering of one communications technology
atop another seen in hobbyists’ simultaneous use of the Internet and radio
can appear quite ironic. When QSL ‘‘cards’’ are emailed to save time and
postage, an electronic message sent via Internet is accepted as confirmation
of an electronic message sent via radio. And enthusiasm for radio activities
generates conversations online that earlier would have taken place on the
air.
Somewhat surprisingly, ham radio has continued to gain in popularity
into the first decade of the twenty-first century. While I have not done the
sociological investigation of contemporary hobbyists that would be necessary to explain this trend, I can point to two contributing factors. Very
many of the technical barriers, including knowledge of Morse code, have
fallen away from daily participation as well as from the initial hurdle of
the licensing examination. There is still a core of electronics experts active
in ham radio. They are joined, however, by some hobbyists who use the
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amateur bands as if they were just versions of the Citizens’ Band. Ham
radio additionally attracts people who appreciate its unpredictability. They
perceive the occasional challenges to communication as enhancing the
thrill of completing audible connections. In this regard, the current practice of ham radio in part functions nostalgically to replicate earlier technical experiences.
The biggest difference in ham radio in the late twentieth century was its
drop in stature as a result of lost distinction. The global scale of radio
communication previously had separated hams from their families and
neighbors—and associated them with the military-industrial complex—by
granting hams what at least seemed like access to a wide geopolitical
realm. Even for hobbyists who mostly made short-distance contacts, longdistance, person-to-person communication was a possibility, one that did
not exist for the public at mid century. Direct-dial international telephoning gradually began to change that in the late 1960s. The dramatic change
came with the Internet in the 1990s, when real-time typed discussions and
nearly instantaneous email exchanges put strangers and friends around the
world in contact without expensive per-minute telephone charges.22
The mid century ham community had so strongly linked values and
technology that technical change in the 1970s jeopardized its culture.
Equipment containing integrated circuits made it difficult to interact with
electronics. Removing the moral and technical lessons offered by tubes
and transistors, ICs were an affront to the culture of hobbyists. Instinctively, hams reached for equipment from decades past. The image of radio
operators as powerful, skilled, precise, and manly had been based, directly
or indirectly, on their identification with a particular form of technology.
The shift to ICs as the fundamental components of electronics undermined
that image. In bemoaning the technical change, radio hobbyists alluded to
a host of larger social-technical changes they were enduring. As control and
knowledge slipped away from skilled users of technology—in the workplace and at leisure—users lost independence, purpose, pride, and identity.
Multiple distinct electronics parts were integrated into featureless units,
and the men who identified with electronics felt this technical change socially. Nostalgia for older technology equally expressed a nostalgia for older
values, as hams saw the two bound together.
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Ham radio operators may have more directly encountered the integration
of circuitry and reacted more strongly to it, but the general population also
reflected upon this technical change. In 1965, Thomas Pynchon indicated
the diffusion of circuit culture when Oedipa Maas, the heroine of his novel
The Crying of Lot 49, views the city of San Narciso as a circuit board. Looking ‘‘onto a vast sprawl of houses which had grown up all together, like a
well-tended crop, [ . . . ] she thought of the time she’d opened a transistor
radio to replace a battery and seen her first printed circuit.’’ The connection
between cityscape and circuit board goes beyond their neatly ordered networks. Oedipa observes San Narciso as a bland composite, ‘‘less an identifiable city than a grouping of concepts.’’ Initially the city is indecipherable
to her because of its standard appearance: ‘‘if there was any vital difference
between it and the rest of Southern California, it was invisible on first
glance.’’ Oedipa feels, too, that city and circuit share ‘‘a hieroglyphic sense
of concealed meaning, of an intent to communicate. There’d seemed no
limit to what the printed circuit could have told her (if she had tried to
find out); so in her first minute of San Narciso, a revelation also trembled
just past the threshold of her understanding.’’23 Circuit boards in the mid
1960s—as did integrated circuits a few years later—typified slick hi-tech
objects, appreciated as packed with information even when the layperson
could not comprehend just what that information was. Electronics circuits
seeped into consciousness. The public had a notion of what circuit technology was and used circuit technology as a metaphor to put personal experience into words. Said another way, people identified circuits and identified
with circuits: there was a circuit culture.
Technical culture emerges from the two interrelated processes of technical identification, creating meanings for technology and perceiving self
in relationship to technology. The culture of ham radio provided an exceptional example. Hams developed a technical culture around two-way radio
in a way that delineated a community. Through ham radio, men found
solidarity with other like-minded individuals, gained access to the kind of
hi-tech gadgets that fascinated them, and won the respect of technical
employers, including the military. Participants became known as hams
and, even more influentially, as technical masters in a society that celebrated technical achievements. These clear consequences made ham radio
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a good case for explaining the concept of technical culture in that it was
relatively easy to view the dual processes of technical identification in
action. The downside of focusing on such a potent technical culture is the
risk of inadvertently suggesting that it is representative or a benchmark. On
the contrary, I intend the vividness of this exceptional example to raise
awareness of obscure examples. Many more subtle technical cultures draw
strength from precisely the attributes that make them hard to notice—they
are pervasive and naturalized. The consideration of ham radio’s technical
culture points toward broader questions of how we think about and think
with technology. Only after we acknowledge the significance of these social
and personal aspects of technology can we make informed, responsible
choices about the role of technology in our culture.
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